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Senior hospital official quits 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital is minus the hospital's precarious financial posi- regional health board and the cormnunity Area physicians and specialists are also " I f  they don't !
one of its senior administrators, rich. health council and what they might have adding their dissenting voices to the istry's guidelines 
Patient services director Joyce Krause "Our agreement is that this is a per- in mind." planned bed closures and job cuts. in as they did ir 
resigned effective Dee. 4. sunni matter," said Leisinger. "It's her I.,¢isinger did acknowledge that They fear a reduction in beds and fired the board," he said. 
Her departure comes as the hospital business. She'll have to speak to it." Krause's departure means there will be a nurses will hurt the ability of specialists "What we're worried about is that 
contemplates layoffs and bed closures in For the time being, Leisinger is taking savings in not having to pay a salary for to function at the hospital, there's going to be little leeway for 
anticipation of a cut next year in its oper- over Krause's duties, that position. If one specialist leaves, so might others specialists." 
ating grant from the provincial govern- And it's unknown yet if she will be re- Krause's departure comes as Mills because of the interdependence of the "That means the planes Will be full 
merit, placed or if the position's responsibilities managers and employees try to come up specialty medical services now available with people going down south. The 
Krause was out of town last week and will be changed, with a plan to contain costs, here. government says it wants closer to home. 
unavailable for comment. That's because of the pending changes That involvement of employees grew "Our feet will do the talking," said The question is closer to what?" Lin 
Chief hospital administrator :Michael to the hospital'swards,which will see out ofa staffmeeiing Several weeks ago anesthetist Dr. PhilLinlastweck. added of the provincial theme that it  
Leisingcr declined to comment and beds cut and nurses laid off. in which workers aid they weren't being Lin said physicians recognize that the wants to decentralize health care services 
declined to say whether Krause's deci- "We'll have to see what it looks like," asked for their opinions on what should society's governing board is in an im- and decision making. 
sion was of her own making in view of said Leisinger. "The wild card is the happen, possible situation. 
Dump plan: 
rides over 
I 
opponents:  
By JEFF NAGEL , .... 
THORNHILL residents have lost the first major batil¢ in 
"~:'~ their campaign to block expansion ofthe-Thom...hill dum~,~::=; 
solid waste management plan ..... ,~ t,:,::~ by year's end-ot':face h fiy, :~P.7' 
fines, Kitimat Stikine regional district dJrect0rs L ori saturday 
approved a plan that sets cut"the closure of theTerrac~ dump i:, 
and the expansion Of the Thomhill iandfiiias its preferred 
: -.., option. 
~ Whether that actually happens depends on the results of 
"~i~,'i testing to begin in 1996 at the Thomhiil andfill. :~ '  / ~ ~,-':~.~ 
'~'~ Residentsfearleaehate em rging from the base of~the r 
~!~)~i~ Thornhill dump is contaminating earby Thornhill Creek. 
. it Consultants agree the murky water probably contains i:on-. 
taminants, although they think a swamp has so far he l~ fill- 
er out ioxins before theyreaeh t e creek. . . . . .  ,~=~.!~i' i ~
They now hope geoteehnieal tests will show laYds i~f Clay .: 
Under the dump that help hold effluent like a b9wL.;:~ 
If testing proves that heory, they believe itwill I~possible 
to install an effluent collection and treatment system at the 
Thornhilldump, allowing it to take all Terrace-area g rbage.: 
If not, the search for a site for a hew greater Terraeesub- 
regional landfill ~ also to begin in 1996- will accelerate: 
A new "super dump" would cost taxpayers much itioret0 
operate than the expandedThomhil dump proposal: . . . .  
~1  ut it s still expected to be cheaper than the current practice ,.
of operating two dumps for ;retrace md Thomhill. The~si~tus ': 
[] Hello from Terrace quo isn't along-term solution, becaUse theTerraco'd~fiq~iS i i 
expected to mn out of space within eighi years. ~ ~ 
LOCAL AMATEUR radio enthusiast Eric but one of a core of Intensely committed far. But they remain on alert to fill in with Thomhill director Peggy Jnlseth voted for the pl~ bec~iuse 
Brorup has spoken to people around the radio operators in the area who communi- emergency communications duties; ~ For she says ~gry  residents helped getkey ~coni:essions ihat ~' :i, 
world from the comfort of his home. He's cate with fellow operatoi's from.near / and ? moreon ~ local radio;see Page.B1, ~ ensureboth the testing and the search for anew s'i~e~begiriS ! 
' ~ " " immediately, i: '~ : ~::,, . . . .  : 
• . . . .  
Those are the only two items that aren 
ibility clause" inserted at the last mira Woman rescued from nments worried about he costs ofthe lSlat.. , 
Besides rationaliziiig dumps; the pl~t Callsfor aiea ii~pay. ~ 
ers to spend millions 'of dol l~ on widespread recyelingL and !: fall into frozen ditch composting in an effort to reduce the amounlOf garb~ge,~, 
going to area dumps by one-third by :!he y~ 2000: ~iii: .~i :~I .i:!:i: i?. i
A THORNHILL WOMAN owes her life to credits that o his being able to spot Dobson But the flexibility elmise states"the s~lledhl6~ f0t!car~hlg i 
a keen-eyed motorist, in the ditch, out the plan c/in be delayed ifmunicipal gb~emmeiits decide:/! 
Ethel Dobson was rescued from a ditch in With the help of a passing motorist, Eide they can't afford to do it that quickly, , ' ,  :~ ' . . . . . . . .  : : -  
front of her Hemlock St. home last Thurs. carried the woman to her house, wanned If Terrace had to do everything as scheduled/' We might ~* 
day morning by Gunnar Eide. her up and called an ambulance, have had toraise our taxes four per Ceni; S~l':~erf~/ce m/iyor, 
The older woman had fallen in while "It was pretty scary. She was very cold. Jack Talstra, who fought :for ineldsion'6ftheidau~e ~'~e / 
struggling with a large garbage can at the She could have frozen to death, said Eide. costs are, in my view, horrendous." ~; i--:~ ~ ' ~r~! 
foot of her driveway on Hemlock. She He said Dobson wasn't sure how long she The plan as it now sits letstaxpayers offrelatlvely.easy in " 
:severely injured ant leg in the process, had been tripped underneath the garbage 1996 before hitting them'fo~ ii t0talof$7 5.miliiofi:ini?997 1 
• In pain and wearing only track pants and can. and 1998'to upgrade somedtimps~ el0seoiher~;r;~i:lbring':ih , r !i 
a shirt, Dobson soon began to suffer in the Dobson was quickly taken to Mills recycling and ComP0siing, C0stS~afier 'that ~jd~[~':(o il 
~windy, -20 degree temperatures of last Memorial Hospital and treated for tom riga- ;1.6million a, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "t~: -~. *" ~ 
:week. ment and tom muscle injuries, average $ year.L ; .  :L ~ 
The garbage can had landed on top of Terrace ambulance unit crew chief Regionaldireetors voted unanim/Jusl}:td lanto 
Dobson but every time she tried to lift it, Wayne Moi said Dobson's "fortunate to meet he~Dec. 31,:1995deadllne t0 h-aVeap, l ii i: ~ :: 
the wind pushed it back down again, have had Eide come along at the right time. The Social Credit government i  i989 rex ii~,nal : 
Luckily Eide spored something wrong "He should be given a lot of credit for districts to begin wOrking on regidn~l:si01t, nag~e~ . : 
whlle drivingby, noticing her and helping her out," said ment plans in an attempt t0eut garbag~b ~itby , 
"I could see the can being pushed up and Mol. 2000. - " ~ ' !~ i'~' :' ?, '~: 
falling back down again," recounted Eide. "By the time we got there she was in the 'This was not our ~dea s a regmnaldistrict," "saldbo~id (
"At f'mt it looked like a kid but I house. When we put her in the ambulance, chair Jeanne Monagfi~i "This waspuio~:il~.t)y:ifi~!B:C~ ; 
couldn't see a kid out there with the wind we broke out the headpads," hesaid. . ~,,~ . . . . . . . . . .  
:blowing and 20 below." "In this cold weather, you can lose a lot ~overnment." ' ~" • " " "  
So Etde moved 0vet to the wrong side of of body heat quickly, especially for older 
-the road for a closer look. people." 
"And Holy Jeez, there was a lady lying in Eide visited Dobson In the hospital the 
"the ditch. I jumped OUt and tried to rescue day after the rescue. ':'Site was grateful. I'm 
:her." . ' . happyShe'sgolngl0be'OI~,(hesatd. "IHORNHILL RESIDENT Gunnar Eide, a student at 
Northwest Community College, drew praise las 
; Erie drwes a van meaning he sds up The other dnver eim ins:known but the after rescuing an older woman who had fal , 
'higher than do drivers in other vehicles and family also extends their thanks to him. ditch in front of her home. 
, / 
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STOP  ress 
Ambulance dispatchers 
criticized by council 
AMBULANCE dispatchers are playino with the lives 
(pec pie here according to city councillcrs. 
City council suspects Kamloops-based ambuhmce dis- 
of ople , o
patchers ometimes don't call in the local firefighters 
because ajob-security turf war in the Lower Mainland 
has spilled over into other egions. 
And city council is calling for a Public inquiry into the 
problem. 
"Somebody's having a pissing contest with somebody 
else and meanwhile other people are suffering for it," 
councillor David Hull said. 
Councillors keyed on the issue after a local woman col- 
lapsed with a heart attack three weeks ago in the Skeena 
Mall food court. She continues to clihg to lifeat Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Smith said it took 11 minutes for the ambulance to 
arrive, and local firefighters just across the street from the 
mall weren't notified. 
"To have this woman walt for 11 minutes - which must 
have seemed like a bloody eternity - when there are 
trained people ready to go strikes me as really wrong," 
Hull said. 
"Our people have spent a lot of time in training and 
effort,!' Smith added, "It's really frustrating.'" 
Many firefighters have first-responder training and can 
often beat ambul,'mces to accident and emergency scenes 
because they're already at the fire hall. Ambulance 
attendants often have to first .get paged tothe ambulance 
station. 
Smith said the problem is a rift between ambulance 
attendants and firefighters in the Lower Mainland, who 
think they're competing for the same jobs: 
"Dispatchers who start in the Lower Mainland carry 
that attitude with them," Smith said. 
Smith estimates up tO, 20 per cent of the time flrefighters 
should be called but aren't. 
"It's not an isolated incident," he added. "It's right 
across B.C." 
B.C. Ambulance Service spokesman Bob Pierce says 
ambulance attendanls here arrived at the mall in just over 
four lninutes for the case in question. 
Bul he conceded firefighters hould have been notified 
in the case. 
"The dispatcher in his judgment did not call the first 
responders out," Pearce said. "That is against policy and 
is currently being looked at by his supervisor." 
He and an ambulance union official denied ispatchers 
~. are deliberately falling to call in firefighters~" . . . . . . . . . .  
Chemical detonated . . . .  
TWO FOUR-LITRE containers Of a potentially explo- 
sive acid discovered at Mills Memorial Hospital ast 
Friday were safely detonated by a navy bomb disposal 
unit later that day. 
In liquid form, picrie acid was used to make a stain in 
which biopsy material was placed for examination. But 
when it crystallizes, it takes on explosive qualities. 
The acid had been used by Mills years before. "The con- 
tainers were found on their side, leaking into a metal tray. 
Hospital employees were evacuated from the area sur- 
rounding the room in which the acid was found and the 
bomb disposal team flown up from Esquimalt.' 
Terrace fire chief Randy Smith said the containers, tray 
and wooden shelf on which the trays had sat were trans- 
pored in a sand-filled ump truck to a gravel pit at the 
airport. 
"They didn't take any chances," said Smith of the two- 
man disposal unit. "I asked them afterward how serious it 
was and they said it was enough to take out the room." 
,Taxi competition planned 
A LOCAL MAN is planning to start a taxi company in 
competition with Kalum Kabs. 
Cliff Pratt is seeking a Motor Carrier Commission 
licence to operate four cars under the name of Terrace 
Taxi Ltd. 
He asked city council for support in his bid for a 
licence. 
Councillors passed a motion that said they had "no 
objection" to the proposal. 
Pratt, who once drove cab for Kalum Kabs, says he'll 
buy four ex-RCMP vehicles and repaint hem if he gets 
approval. 
Pile-up on highway 
A FOUR-CAR pile-up happened Sunday afternoon on 
Hwy 16 West near Carwash rock. 
Traffic had stopped and motorists were waiting after a 
senti-trailer t ack jackknifed on the highway. 
RCMP said a pickup truck rear-ended the lineup at 
about 1:30 p.m. 
Three people were taken to hospital with minor injuries, 
and damage was estimated at $20,000. 
The incident happened just before the highway to 
Prince Rupert was closed for several hours due to deteri- 
orating weather. 
Colder winter forecast 
REMEMBER EL Nino? That was the term for warm 
water currents coming up from South America, giving us 
those mild winters of the last few years. 
Scientists now have a new term - La Nina, describing 
colder water currents coming up from South America. 
And it's these currents which may bring us a colder 
winter. 
"Perhaps it's not proof, but. that's what scientists are 
saying," said Andy Schmiedel at the Terruce airport 
weather office yesterday, 
Last week's cold weather set a record Dec, 8 when it 
was -20,6, That was two degrees colder than the previous 
1956 record. Expect milder weather all this week. 
' " , , , - . 'n~ ~__ ,~ .. Vo.r=lo=tl0n roC~rt~= seas 
,er eno ° £o2d =,o=. II THE I UNG ASSOC AT ION 3'00 send,t, It. -:t: 
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tall16 neartin soldierthe westChristmaSend of town,dec°rati°n from a home on Hwy ~ ~ ~ ' 1  ~ - '  ~ 
Police said the toy soldier went missing some time on . . . . .  ~....- - ~,~- ~ _ . . ! 
Tue, sday Dec. 5. . = ,~,~ "'~::,,,,, : : ~ - ~ . . . . . . . . ~ ~ ~  
I t 's  made o f  p lywood and covered in red and blue ~ a ~  -~- ..... ~ . . . . . . .  .~:~--:~.'.: . . . . . .  --~ . . . . .  ~-~,'-~:~".~'~I  . . . . • ~+-.. .,. ..< • ~ • ~..<  ~-~ 
colored felt. The tin soldier also has a large top hat and ~ :.:'~,-- - . . . . . . . . .  
dress coat on, and the right arm is in a raised position. ~":~"~;: .... ~:~" ' 
It weighs nearly 80 pounds and is will be expensive to ~.~.°~ 
replace. Anyone who sees the'missing toy soldier is asked 
to call Terrace RCMP or Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS. 
Soldier owner Nelson MeGinlay has a pair of them and ~J~i~ 
says both were stolen but that one was recovered own the ~.~i i  
highway fromhis house. 
"They're worth about $2,000 a piece," said McGinlay 
who received them as gifts from relatives. 
McGinlay traditionally lighls np his home during the ~ '::~i'"i~"~::~!~;'~]if'~:~!"~;:! I£~:: !i'~': °:':~:~ 
holiday season. It's near the Wild Duck Inn on Hwyl6. 
He estimates he has $35,000 invested in his display. ....... i 
In past years McGinlay has been a prize winner in the Io- 
I cal Christmas lights decorating contest, ver' 
It's the first time in five years McGinlay has had a prob- 
lem with someone tampering with his display. WHY PAY M O R E ? ?  " l 
. . . . . .  = - - - :  
R .F.AL ELEGANCE Skeena Mall ,so=~ Restrlcttons~,pply 635-6181 
at UNREAL PRICES 
• : ] ,  
Trea yoi~/se~r to fashions newest treasures. 
This ar~Nt.ensem~te exquisitely designed 
Every ticket you scratch is a Winner! 
, DISCOUNTS, REBATES -k- PRIZES, 
a GrandPrize ofa Colour T.I/. & VCR! 
.... Scratch 'n' Win is proudly brought to you by: . . . . . . . .  
• Erwins Jewellers • ~thleen & Co, 
• Shoppers Drug Mart • Smart Set 
• Wightrnan & Srni$ ~nsurance 
• TD Bank 
.i:,-. 
• Safeway 
• Bargain Shop 
. : : . . :  . : .  ::.: ' ; : - . : ." : . .  :.::.:'rii~:'~:~i?:;~.'i.i:r ~::~;.:~i..~::["(:..;::ii.~.':~.ii~.~;'~'!y:,i::,,'.::~:.,'.;~ ~.::. ::'~:~{F~,:."~:: :',::.:~:':::A/: :: 
. . . . . .  
Dec. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
MAX. ~ p.g.pN SUN 
0,6 -2.8 10,4 0,3 
-0.4 -2.3 5.3 0.0 
-0.7 -7.1 3.4 0.8 
,-4.8 -10,1 0.2 2.3 
0.5 -8.5 6.5 0.0 
-0.4 47 .0  1.0 5,3 
-16.9 -20,6 5,6 
MAX. ~ PCPN SUN 
-1.2 -7.0 2.8 0.0 
-6.8 -13.4 7.0 
-13.2 -17.2 6.9 
-12,5 -17.7 0.9 
-7.8 -13.2 9.8 0.0 
-6.2 -10.0 3.8 0,0 
-4.0 -6.7 7.4 0,0 
ROAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS 
With the Autumn rainy season upon us and Winter approaching, he on thelook out 1 
for various road conditions, Watch for slush and snow in high elevations; frost on I I  
brlGge decks; and black ice overnight, especially in the mornings, Please watch for I i  
and obey traffic control signing, To report road hazards, call 638-8383 during office I I  
hours, After hours, please call 1.800-665.5051, 
IY~ YEAR MIN. 
6,7 1956 -17.2 
5,6 1958 -17.8 
9,2 1991 -20.6 
6.4 1991 -22,2 
6.7 1959 .17.2 
7,1 1979 -18.3 
6.7 1964 -18,3 
YEAR 
1970 
1970 
1970 
1970 
1977 
1956 
1956 
PREClP. YEAR 
35,1 1959 
26,2 1993 
50,6 1988 
56,4 1959 
91,9 1959 
74,4 1984 
38,9 1956 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY:  
N E C H A K 0 ~ ' -  
. ~ ~  NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION ~ r:.: m',,,'lc't I= ~, 
Y~ur R Maintenance Contractor 
UNIVERSITY  OF 
NORTHERN BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  
Courses for Winter 1996 Semester Northwest Region 
Terrace FNST 215/498 
Issues In External Relations 
Health & Haman Sciences Face to Face 
Time: Wed. 7:00-10:00 pm 
EDUC 610 
Qualilative Analysis in Education HIST 350 
Videocoderence History of Northern Europe 
Time: Wed. 6:30- 9:20 pm Videoconference 
Time: Man. 6:30- 9:20 pm :~ 
HHSC 601 
Principles of Epidemlolo0y Natural R~urces & . 
Face to Face EnvironmentaIStudies 
Time: Wed. 6:30- 9:20 pm 
Arts & Science 
ENGL 350 
Comparative Utoratum 
Videoconference 
Time: Thurs. 6:30.9:20 pm 
ENGL440 
Postcolon/al UterahJre- 
Japanese Fiction 
Videoconfemnce 
time: Tues, 6:30.9:20 pm 
GEOG 422 
~ dvanced Economic Geography 
ace to Face (Video fo PG) 
Time: Tues./Thurs. 4:00.5:20 pm 
Management & Administration 
COMM412 
Auditing ' 
Face to Face (VideoAudio t  PG) 
Time: Men. 2:30- 4:20 ~ Video 
: 4:30-5:30 pm Audio 
Management & Adminis#otion 
COMM 312 
Intermediate Managerial Accounting 
Face to Face 
Time: Wed. 6:00- 9:00 pm 
Kitimat 
Natural Resources & 
Environmental Studies 
ENVS 205 * 
GEOG 306 Prince Rupert 
International Geomaphy . . . .  . . . .  _ 
Face to F~ce (Video to PG) : " .  Arts & Science Time: 
Time: Tues,/Thurs 10 00.11 20 am 
G - FNST 298 
EOG 307 " : -  Special Topks In First Kite 
Hlstotcnl Geography of Canada Nations Stud es 
Face to Free (Video to PG) Face to Face : !rls & Science 
Time: Mon,/Wed. Time' TBA ~ ,i:ST i36 ;~ 
4:30.550 pm " ~ Ioisla Languag 
- ' ? - . ' • ,  ::" •,.LaVe 2 : :~:  
. . . . .  ' : • ,  Face to Face 
~ nvionmenl and Soclely 
Ideoconference 
How to Apply to the University : 
If you hove nol yet been admitted to UNBC, f out an applcoton for admission an( 
Regional Office. Applications ere a! the back of eve~, UNBC calendar and are ~ilable 
Terrace and Kitimat, or by calling the Office of Ihe RegisWar In Plnce George toll flea el 
If you have applied end have been offered admlsdon, be sm to accept lhe offer 
Course offerings ere subject o change end suffident enrolment. For further Infonnoflen, 
° RegtstTC~ion fm [NVS 205 must be re(~=:l by lie ~lond office no lee ~n December 85 
theReOio,atOmcel 
Photo  radar  comes  nor th  
]PHOTO RADAR could 
come here in the new year, 
but it probably won't. 
The province's high-tech 
plan to catch speeders will 
see .two of the $100,000 
photo-radar units stationed 
in Prince George, to cover 
northern B.C. 
i 
But Staff Sgt. Mike ~ 
Clarabut told city council, I ~ 
lots here last Wednesday the 
cameras generally won't  
come to areas unless the  
program has the suppor to f  
the local RCMP and civic 
leaders. 
He also said the Pr ince  
George area is where stats 
show the largest numbers o f  
specd-rclated accidents. 
• Hwy 16 from Terrace to 
Prince Rupert is the only 
serious area of concern in 
e northwest. , 
th"If the cameras aren't 
wanted in a community, 
they won't be there,"  
aarabut said. "We have no 
desire to simply ticket 
people for the sake ef get- 
ting tickets." 
As a result, he said, thoy 
won't be targetting highway 
I~ansition speed areas - -  
where the limit is often 70 
hn/hr. 
"We won't work in those 
areas,,' he said. "We don't 
wahl to leave anyone With 
the impression we're simply 
out to make money." 
"These cameras will be 
where the accidents hap, 
/i: !~i I ~ii • 
:~iii i ! ~i~ i 
i;~i!~ !i:!:i~:ii~,i~/i~),/ijli~ii~i:i  i~ :  ~i ~ ~ / 
, !:. ~7 
i~: ii)ii )/: ~/i ~ 
i iii~ii:!;i:i~) i;:i  
• t 
pen." " ~ ~ - -  
His presentation got a cool PHOTO RADAR units will be based in Prince George but aren't expected to make 
many trips west. That's Staff Sgt. Mike Clarabut with one of t~e un i ts .  
province's general revenue. 
But the camera can pro- HOW IT  WORKS:  
vide some benefits for the • [ ]  Officers pick a high-aeeident stretch of road for- 
cry or the highways minis- photo radar enforcement. A f ter  consulting local RCNEP 
try. and civic leaders, the community isnotified of plans for  
It can records tats on the photo radar enforcement in the area. 
number of vehicles that pass [] A GMC Safari van that homes a photo radar camera 
and their speeds. Is parked at the side of the road and scans traffic using 
RCMP expect he speed a harder.to-detect "slant radar" beam that goes across 
campaign to save 50 lives in the road. 
the first year, cut the hum- [] When a speeder is detected, the camera snaps an im- 
her of injury accidents by  age of the car and licence plate. It's later processed and 
2,600, and save huge mailed to the registered owner along with an invitation 
response from some city 
councillors. 
Gordon Hull objected to 
the idea of billing a vehicle 
owner $100 for a speeding 
violation committed by a 
different driver. 
He said that could cause 
problems for businesses 
'~ where a number of drivers 
i use the same vehicle. 
'. Rich McDaniel demanded 
' ,to know whether ticket 
i money generated would go 
', back to the communities it 
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Your Christmas 
donation guide 
The Terrace Anti-Poverty Society reports 
an unusually busy year this holiday season 
for families needing help buying presents 
for their children. 
Helga Kenny of the anti-poverty society 
said she's already signed up over 180 chil. 
hampers. Donations in kind are also wel- 
come. 
An easy way to make a donation is in one 
of the kettles the Army has hanging in the 
mall. You'll see them until Dec. 23. 
: dren and expects 300 or more this year. This year two local businesses have 
~ ~ :iShe,s worried, because last year the joined forces with the Salvation Army to 
/ soc ie ty  only recorded just under 200 chil- collect presents for children of needy 
i~ dren,s names, families. . . . . .  
! ,But they'll all get presents, even if I Tiie Dairy Queen put up a Christmas tree 
:have  to buy them out of my own pocket," 
she says. 
The anti-poverty society passes the names 
of needy children onto ~Mart and the Ter- 
race Co-op. Both stores have set up Christ- 
mas trees with tags on them bearing the 
first name of a child, and his or her sex, age 
and clothing size. 
Kenny reports that while shoppers have 
been keeping the KMart tree well plucked, 
the Terrace Co-op tree is overflowing with 
children's names. 
All shoppers have to do is select a tag, 
buy a ' clothing item or toy and return it 
unwrapped - -  to the tree. If possible, try to 
keep the value of the gift around $20-$25, 
so one sibling doesn't receive more than 
another. 
Each child's name is registered at either 
KMart or the Terrace Co-op, but the gift 
can be purchased atany location. 
The deadline for bringing ifts back to the 
Kmart tree is Dec. 11 and for the Terrace 
Co-op tree it's Dec. 18. 
If parents feel they might need some help 
in providing a gift for their children this 
year, they have until December 8 to register 
with the anti-poverty society. They're lo- 
cated on the second floor of the Tiilicum 
Twin Theatre building. 
Gifts will be delivered from Dec. i8-22. 
If you'd like to volunteer to help deliver 
them, call Helga at the anti-poverty society 
at 635-4631. 
~ .k .k ~" "k " 
The Salvation Army is looking for dona-: 
tions for its annual Christmas hamper pro- 
gram. 
It's making plans to distr~ute hamper~ 
last week for its Angels Anonymous pro- 
gram. 
To earn your wings, go to Dairy Queen 
and pick up a tag with a child's name and 
age. After you buy or make a suitable gift, 
you return the unwrapped gift with the 
name tag to the Dairy Queen by Dec. 22, or 
earlier if possible. 
Another tree with more children's names 
is set up at Skeena Broadcasters. 
Would-be Santas can follow the same 
guidelines as above, but make sure to return 
your gift to the right location. The gifts are 
due back by Dec. 18. 
Remember that although the thought of a 
five-year-old going without presents seems 
sad, there are also plenty of teenagers who 
go without at Christmas. Some suggestions 
fo r presents for teens are tapes of popular 
music, clothing, jeweilery, and the more 
sophisticated puzzles and games. For more 
ideas, ask local merchants. :
Please make sure that presents are not 
wrapped. That's to ensure that the right 
present goes to the right person. 
Volunteers from the Volunteer Bureau 
will help coordinate wrapping of presents, 
making sure that each family's hamper has 
enough gifts. If you'd like to help out, call 
638-1330. 
The Terrace Child Development 
Centre's Christmas Tree of Lights is now 
set up at the Skeena Mall. 
Yon can help centre help children with 
special needs by buying a light togo on the 
tree. Proceeds from the sale of lights go 
toward various activities of the centre. 
Those lights cost between $2 and $50. 
from Dec. 18-22. The centre is also selling cassette tapes 
They'll consist of food for holiday meals again ' this yea r. 
and presents, says Salvation Army -k ~" "k "k "k . 
Lieutenant Norm Hamelin. Coats left over Once again, the Terrace and District 
from the Coats for Kids drive will also be Credit Union is taking cash donations in 
available, support of the Salvation Army hamper 
, came from. amountsofmoney, topaya $100. The owner has 30 days to either pay it or Hamelin is hoping to raise $40,000 for 
The answer was no. The Photo radar units go into nominate the driver, or it turns into a regular ticket the hamper program. Last year $38,000 was 
money goes back into the action Mar. 1. with points . . . . . . . . . .  donated by the community for 450 
:~  ....... . ,.i:i:.~ H ~i~,ii.~iiiii~l. i i":i ~ .... 
campaign. They can be made during regular 
opening hours during the month of Decem- 
ber. 
Big Att i tudes.  Big 
Big Serv ice  Char~ 
Bi l l ions In Prof its 
hard-earned mon 
Who needs  it? 
Terrace & District Credit 
Union has a 50 year 
tradition of helping our 
members, your 
friends and 
-""'Your Complete N tiSmotive Supply Store' 
! ~ 4736 Lazelle Ave., (Just behind McDonalds) TERRACE; B.C. 1 
! 
NA~E BI~ND 
DRIVING 
LIGHTS 
 80oo. 
 130 oo 
HAVE A S A F E ~  Come in for a c o f f ~  
Mon,- Fri ..................... .8 am -: 6 pm 
Sat .......................... .~;~;..:8 am - 5 pm 
• Open 6 days a Week .- 
I II I I III :'I " I I " ~ "~ '=!% ' '=" i  ~ ~=~ " ]  ' : "  " ; '£ '~: !~:1%'  
neighbors, realize their 
dreams of home 
ownership, starting a 
business and educating 
children with personali~ 
service and true understanding. 
Come talk to us. 
We're interested in your lifelong success. 
Terrace & District Cred i t  Union is control led by a local 
member-elected board of directors- We Belong to You! 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue,Terrace ph. 635-7282 
MEMBERLINK 635-0114 
We belong  ou." 
Serving members ~1~] /~,  Credit Union 
the credit tOt/On advantage: we am a profit sharing, t?lember owned htstitutlon... 
we belong to you. : 
SKEENA MALL ,  TERRACE - 1 -800-661-2990 o 635-5236 
WHAT'S HOT for Christmas'95 
Are you thinking of a game for a Christmas present or to while r ~ ~ ~ . . . .  " " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
away cold winter nights? Here are some of the top rated games ~ ~ ....... 
~ anadian Toy Testing Council's Toy Report. 
Domino Land (3-5 y'rs)--a unique 3D twist on traditional ~ F ~  " .... : 
dominoes. Solitary or group play, ' , " ,  , 
Match A Balloon (3-4 yrs).-Teaches co[our matching with familiz~r ~;~;i~:i'""~ ~  
Dick Bruna illustrations. ' ~- -~:~' ~i: : 
No Peeking (3-7 yrs)--Identify the shapes while blindfolded (mask , ~;:;:~"~: ~ 
~ Great family game, i ~ ~ ~/ (  : 
Picture Chase Card'N Dice Game (4-7yrs):-j:amily memory type ~ ~  :" ~ ~ T ]  
game.make & save an animal, .:'~ " ,"':: i: ~:/ • '~ ~ . ~ , ~ : e - ~  
Faulty Tower (4 yrs+)--Bui}d your toWer With0ut ~rashing it down, 
Great family game. ' :  ~ :: i ~ Set (6 yrs+)--Identify a set of 3 cards from the 12 on the table 
challenges visual perceptioh. 
Junior Labyrinth (5-8 yrs)--A.maze-ingl~abyi'inth game with an Abalone (7 yrs+)--A possible classic?--strategy game for 2. Easy 
ever-changing ame board• Requires planning and logic to move to learn but still challenging. ' 
through the maze and collect the p'r!ze.Older:verslons are ~ . - i~  
~ y r  nth (8 yrs) and Master fabydnth (!0 yrs+), Quartot (8 yrs+)--A 4X4 tic tac toe with a twist-your opponent 
l~d~111~llJ, " • . : .  ~ ' ;  .::;~ i"i::i:':-;: .,~,~:::~,.:. selects the next piece you play. . . . .  ' - ' :.: .::.' : :  
Fat Cats (6 yrs)..Cats: gathe~In' a!fi/~unted h6dse;~players'place Monty's Maze (B yrs +)--Adveniure game; Go t~ito'mazbt6 obtain 
bets tO move the cats around, ::~:~':: ~',: ;!~':;!";:~!:,ii:: ~ . - , , treasures while avoiding hazards. _~-.-:~-?,::,~. :-::~:i ~:;:i :-~,~::~.~ ( . .
I I I I  
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Shake it out 
NOW THAT negotiators on the Nisga'a land 
claim are making great progress on an agreement 
in principle for a treaty, pressure is building on 
what to do next. 
As far as the public is concerned, it involves a 
thorough examination of theagreement in princi- 
ple. With that inmind, here's some advice. 
As soon as the agreement is signed, the negotia- 
tors should run to the nearest photocopying ma- 
chine and start running off copies. Throw those 
copies from the rooftops. Nail them to every 
phone pole in the area. Don't let the federal and 
provincial negotiators near the airport until they 
do so. 
The public must have the immediate right to ac- 
cess. Let  them turn the thing upside down. Shake 
it out. See what's inside. Take it for a test drive. 
Kick the tires. Stuff it in the washing •machine. 
Cram it into the dryer. See if it's wrinkle free. 
Anything short of complete, full and immediate 
access to the terms of the agreement in principle 
will only fuel fears that there's something •nasty 
going on. Any hint that the agreement will be 
held up pending some sort of mucky-muck look- 
see by the politicians in Victoria and Ottawa will 
only confirm the feeling that the years of all-too- 
secret talks means bad news for the people of the 
northwest. 
If we are to truly buy into the concept that land 
claims treaties are necessary, that they will lead 
to a new era, that things will be different then the 
provincial and federal governments must outline 
their plans on how the agreement in principle 
will be examined. 
We're told that the agreement in principle will 
t~e  the o!:~:'~fiii~"'is!h{i~': ~:i~Vii~t0fia nd0t-  
ta~wa. In the ;normal,, course ,of things,: legislation 
is gone ox,er by'. various committees and debated 
along the way to becoming law. 
That's fine as far as it goes but this will fail un- 
less there is the opportunity for northwesterners 
to have a say. Public confidence in the abilities 
of, the federal and provincial governments to 
deliver affordable and rational treaties is para- 
mount. 
All of this is vitally important for the Nisga'a 
treaty will be the first of its kind. A failure now 
for full dlselosure places everything in jeopardy. 
FROM THE CAP I ' I :AL  
. -  . : .  - 
Ill 
Brian Mulroney 
IN THE high stakes world of those at the top, 
Brian Mulroney is doing the right thing. His $50 
million lawsuit is a sign that if anybody is going 
to mess with the former Prime Minister, they're 
going to pay the price. 
But the message being transmitted to those of 
us at the bottom is quite different. Better that Mr. 
Mulroney should have asked for the token sum 
of $1 in thesuit to clear his name of any hint of 
wrongdoing relating to the Airbus purchase. Mr. 
Mulroney can still make his point and we just 
might be more sympathetic to his cause. 
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From the heart to Mal:thew 
VICTORIA - -  God, it's dif- 
ficult to find the right words. 
What do I tell you, a little boy 
who knew nothing but pain 
and suffering in his short life? 
How I wish I could have 
done something for you when 
there was still time. I showed 
your picture to my wife. You 
looked so much like our kids 
when they were little. Had you 
been our little boy, we'would 
have loved you, cared for you, 
seen you grow into a man and 
gadly but proudly have let go 
of you to make your own way 
in the world. 
Instead, yours was a brief life 
of horror. You cried out for 
love and affection, even when 
yon were screamed at, beaten 
and kicked. You needed some- 
one to hug you, tell you they~ 
love y0u, sit by your ~'ed ai/ 
night and read you a story.: 
You never knew the wonder- 
fill feeling of growing up in a 
caring family. No camping 
trips in summer for yon, no ski 
trips in winter. No-one to kiss 
a little hurt better. Just pain, a 
lot of pain. 
I wish I could tell you why 
none of the grown-ups who are 
supposed to know when a little 
boy like you needs help, didn't 
help you. It's not that they are 
bad people, Matthew. Some 
were confused about what their 
job should be, others maybe 
were reluctant to get involved. 
HUBERTBEYER 
And so you continued to suf- 
fer. How often, I wonder, did 
you cry yourself tosleep. How 
often did you wish someone 
W.Quld~take you into their arms 
• You'see, Matthew, there are 
a lot of good people in the 
world. Most parents love their 
children. They would rather 
die themselves than hurt their 
children. And these past few 
days, I saw a lot of good 
people cry because they 
wished they could have helped 
you. 
I hope, Matthew, that you 
can see and feel the love and 
tears of so many people who 
wish they could bring you back 
and show you how wonderful 
life can be. 
Much of the outpouring of 
love for you, Matthew, is be- 
cause of the man who was told 
to fred out why a little boy had 
to die, in spite of all the help 
he could have had. 
Judge Tom Grove wrote an 
800-page book about what he 
found out. He called it Mat- 
thew's Story, your story. 
And when the people read 
the book, they were horrified 
to  learn that you were not the 
only child who was let down 
by the people who were sup- 
posed to help you. The judge 
said that in the last 10 years, 
264 children died like you did. 
And like you, none of these 
children would have died if the 
adults had done their job. 
And even though your 
went terribly wrong. You see, 
Matthew, the big people have 
always said that our little boys 
and girls are our hope for the 
future. And they are right. 
The world is far from a per- 
fect place, as you well know, 
but if we are good to our chil- 
dren, nurture them and give 
them the love they need, they 
will grow up to be good people 
who then can make the world a 
better place. 
Grown-up people have a 
habit of looking for some pur- 
pose in death, something that 
tells them a person didn't die 
in vain. If  you can find solace 
in that thought, Matthew, then 
you did not die in vain. 
You achieved something 
mother abused you horribly, wonderful. Hundreds o f  thou- 
y~i:d~lcrately Wanted:h~r to , sands of I :Ople who weren't' 
love: you. Every child "d~s. " able to hell you in life,>a~ie:'re~? 
But you should have been membering you with love!and 
sorrow. And they are demand- 
ing that never agama childdie 
like you did. 
I keep looking at you picture 
and it breaks my heart. Despite 
the horrors you musthave  
endured, you smile. Even iii a 
life of pain and sorrow, I 
guess, there are /;ome good 
moments. 
Goodbye Matthew. We love 
you. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
Tel:(604) 360-6442; 
Fax:(604) 381. 6922;E-MaU: 
hbeyer@direct.ca 
taken from your mother and 
given into the care of people 
who love children, who would 
have loved yon. 
For some reason, the people 
who could have "done that 
didn't. Instead, they did every- 
thing they coald to keep you 
with your mother, hoping that 
she would change. She didn't, 
and you had to pay with your 
life for that mistake. 
But I promise you Matthew, 
things will change. Judge 
Grove has awakened us and 
made us realize that something 
Hospital? V  hat hospital? 
as a respite for the injured and 
i~ l  ill. See it as an enterprise for 
lifting the fiuancial burden 
from Victoria. 
Diversify. Rent beds and 
empty rooms, by the week or 
by the month, to those in dire 
need of rental accommoda- 
tions. Contract he kitehcn to 
• ,., I cater weddings and airlines 
~"  I meals. Passengers won't know 
the difference. 
Got an empty floor? Turn off 
m[,.~ ils heat, sandbag its doorways, 
l l l - ' l= I01UIH l l i : l l I0 lq l ]  flood the main hail. Voila. A 
Scare away walk-in patients: 
post a notice at the front door, " 
"Patient eligibility is decided 
by a utilization committee 
comprised of board members 
and representatives of four 
labor unions." 
If prospective patients inter- 
pret the sign to mean practising 
medicine without a licence,.no 
matter. Although there may be 
some logic in having computer 
operators decide who should 
get neurologic surgery or 
plumbers voting on the 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  
We must also shorten hospi- 
tal stays for everyone, not just 
for maternity patients. 
McDonald's and drive-thru 
banks can advise us on ways to 
hasten discharges. "Have your 
ailment and symptoms ready." 
Award air miles for going 
home early. 
To increase revenue, let's 
modernize our view of hospi- 
tals. Quit thinking of a hospital 
narrow second sheet of ice. eligibility ofurologicpatients. 
. Skaters will rejoice. Feed them / These measures aren't revo- 
from a conccssioin counter un lutionary. Already Toronto's 
out of the nurses' station. Hospital for Sick Children has 
Like a transition house, hide 
the hospital. Flummox the 
community; let only RCMP 
and ambulance drivers know 
the hospital's whereabouts. 
Remove those giveaway green 
H route signs. Replace Mills 
Memorial Hospital's ign with 
a red herring reading Corpus 
Repair Shop. 
a hospital-owned Tim Horton's 
franchise. 
It's contemplating an ice- 
cream shop, a photo processing 
lab, and a care, 
Ontario's deputy minister of 
health, Margaret Mottershead, 
is encouraging Ontario hosp i -  
tals. to scare up extra cash. So 
shou ld  Mi l l s .  
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital 
could ease its budget woes 
with innovative ways of in- 
creasing revenue or decreasing 
costs. 
To decrease costs, patient use 
must drop. As a regional hos- 
pital, Mills provides 1300 
patient days of use for every 
1000 people in its area. But the 
hospital is funded for only 
1000 days. 
To lop 300 patient days, we 
must decimate the regional 
population. That we can do by 
deliberately creating a local 
economic downturn, leading 
swiftly to bankruptcies, 
layoffs, and in the end, im- 
migration. 
Discourage tourism. 
For the long haul, lower the 
birthrate by pushing the 
morning-after pill. 
Hire only rude, lazy admis- 
sions clerks. I f  lackadaisical 
staff can discourage shoppers, 
surely sick people can be 
deterred. 
t WHATK   ,oF : j  
" 'CoMMu~t cA~o~ 
q~ AR~ YoU ..- 
J t 
Youth opi nion 
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Journalism students speak out 
PUTTING together a newspaper means meeting deadlines, taking responsibility for stories, 
getting quotes right and of course, writing articles people want to read. Students in 
Caledonia's Journalism 12 class had a chance to test what they learned in the classroom 
when they started a weekly newspaper called The Dose, distributed in the high school. Since 
the class can't seem to keep issues around for longer than half an hour, it seems they suc- 
ceeded. 
The Terrace Standard decided to give,the journalism students a chance to share what 
they've learned with the whole community. Below are their stories, and photos of the stu, 
dents doing what all reporters do when faced with a deadline looking stressed. 
The good 
old days.., 
By Leslie Dlckson 
"BACK IN THE good old days..."I can't even 
fathom the number of times that I have heard my 
parents, grandparents or teachers utter this phrase. 
My usual response to it is a roll of the eyes and a 
sudden fascination in the number of ceiling tiles 
above me. 
In the 'good old days,' jobs were abundant, 
crime rates were low, the environment was clean 
and the economy was stable, 
Today, jobs are scarce, crime rates are soaring, 
the environment is polluted and the economy is in 
shambles. 
I can't help but feel jealousy of their 'good old 
days.' They got to enjoy a high standard of life, 
that I am told not to expect in my mature years. 
It seems to me that adults don't care that the 
world is falling apart. They are leaving the fixing 
to my generation, while they shift into neutral and 
enjoy the rest of their life. 
Adults need to realize in what state they are 
leaving the world to their children. When they do, 
they can help my generation solve the problems. 
"We don't inherit the planet from our parents. 
We borrow it from our children." 
Education for young 
moms benefits all 
By Sheri Clark 
AS A teenage mother walks down the street 
pushing her child in a stroller, she cannot 
even count the dirty looks and rude 
.;,vhispers made by passers-by. 
She does, however, have a sort of refuge, 
a place where she can go to escape from the 
relentless world of stereotypes and social 
denial. She can go to PACES, the program 
for teenage mothers who wish to attend 
school. 
Here, she can be herself and pay attention 
This program does not encourage t enage 
Guidance needed from adults 
Sure, we can go to the council- 
lor's office and read the calendar 
or pamphlets on different univer- 
sities, but that still doesn't help us 
choose. 
For crying out Ioudl We need 
guidance, not a book to readl 
We not only have to think of 
grade requirements, location and 
money, we  also have to think 
about the job market. 
By Meena Samra 
I CAN'T even count how many 
times an adult has asked me, "So 
you're in grade twelve, what are 
you rgoing to do after graduation?" 
To tell you the truth, I really don't 
lmow what I 'm going to do. 
Many of us students know that 
we.want to go to university and 
that's the easy part, However, 
choosing the university is not an 
easy task. 
girls to be careless and get pregnant. 
Teenagers have been having babies for 
longer than the PACES program has been 
around. The fact is, teenagers are likely to 
continue to act in this fashion; PACES or 
not. 
Many students to whom I have talked, 
girls in particular, fully support the pro- 
gram• 
"I think it's an excellent idea," one stu- 
dent said. " I  know that if ] got pregnant, 
I'd be happy to know that there was some 
to her child and her schoolwork rather than kind of program to help me get through 
worrying about what people are saying high school." 
about her. She went on to say that it is definitely in 
Many people, students included, think the best interest of the child too. If his 
that the PACES program is a tremendous mother doesn't get a decent education, tel- 
waste of money. (I would just like to men- lowed by a reasonably good paying job, 
tion that for almost as much money - -  half what kind of life is he going to have? 
a million dollars - -  an extra twenty feet This is what it comes down to: some girls 
was added to the school gymnasium.) are going to get pregnant, so why not pro- 
Some other people think that PACES is vide them with some options? 
used as a back-up plan for teenage girls' We are actually helping ourselves in the 
carelessness. They speculate that the long run. Without an education, many 
PACES program is one for girls who want teenage mothers will live off the govern- 
to have their cake and cat it too. ment, and ultimately, off you. 
It's rare when members of the 
community come into the school 
and inform the students about heir 
experiences and what's out there 
in the job market. What we need to 
know is how they got into their 
chosen career. 
So next time an adult asks a stu- 
dent about after grad plans, he 
must ask himself, "Can I help this 
~student from my experiences?" 
Whiners need not apply 
younger than yourself, adults want 
respect from us. It's funny how that 
works. 
I've met people who whine and cry 
about he difficulties of getting into a 
university, college, or whatever. 
Plcasel If you've done your share of 
like you've slept in a dumpster behind 
Overwait~ for the last month, that 
your hand-scrawled resume is in eight 
soggy pieces somewhere in your 
pocket. What does that matter? Hey, 
you're acool gay, remember? 
work until now. this is where it all 
Just as you want respect pays off. Of course, at the Grade 11 
from children younger and 12 level, your level of achieve- 
than yourself, adults want meat seems to be directly related to 
respect from us. it's funny the amount of time you spend with 
your schoolwork. 
how that works. The point I've been trying to make 
is that young people should stop ex- 
pecting things to be handed to them 
on a silver platte 
It's exactly this sort of cavalier atti- whiner, so get out 
tude which is earning us a bad name. thing for yourself, 
Just as you want respect from children Forward, marchl . i 
By Sue Donym 
EVERY DAY l enter the big blue 
doors of Caledonia Senior 
Sec.ondary and I am forced to hear 
what I think is a load of garbage. 
.' What I'm referring to are the 
feelings oEcontempt and paranoia 
that are on dtsplay m the halls. 
'. Many young people feel that the 
: adult community as a whole is out 
i re!get hem and, as a result, have 
, bec~me streaks in the polish o f  an 
',, otherwise well-informed youth 
i Sector, 
Some of Terrace's youth seem to 
' th ink  that being a "nice guy" is 
i i, file best way to get a job, for ex- 
 ple. . . . .  
i Never mind the fact that you look 
P-riticiSm 
flair 
By Hayes Beatty 
;EEMS to me that 
ge drivers have gotten 
reputation. I'll be the 
o admit hat some of us 
bit reckless, and qthera 
a little fast, but so do a. 
'adults~ ~,  i ~!;~: 
'rd~singled but because 
the vis~le minority. 
now, I know, look at 
gurus. Drrvers between 
;us of 16 and 24 have 
ost accidents. But how 
of them actually cause 
accidents, and how 
simply don't have the 
ience to respond to 
some stupid adult has 
t's a statistic that isn't 
;bed very often. 
;t students are good 
• . A few bad drivers 
laking the rest of us 
~ad. This is unfair. 
~.tter in the local news- 
a couple of weeks ago 
that students at 
onia speed •around the 
ig lotnext o the REM 
theatre every chance 
get, then go flying 
the street trying to hit 
:ids. 
This is crap. Teachers 
have commented on the 
good quality of student driv- 
ing. 
The small percentage that 
does (maybe 30 per.cent on 
a day when lots of people 
drive) for the most part 
drive slowly and no worse 
than an adult in the Skeena 
Mall parking lot. 
While I'll be the first to 
admit that students are in- 
experienced, I know for a 
fact that the vast majority 
are not stupid. 
Adults seem to confuse 
one for the other. Adults 
also seem very quick to con- 
demn teenagers for some. 
thing, that they themselves 
do all the time: speed; 
I 'm not condoning speed. 
ing for anyone, all I'm 
saying is that the double: 
standard is sickening. 
True, we can still com- 
plain, but who listens to a 
teenager? Very few adults 
remember what it was like 
to be our age and those who 
do are usually in no position 
to chang e the stereotypes. 
Interestingly enough, we 
drive for the same reason: 
adults ¢]o: we have some- 
where to go and something 
to do. Granted, we may not ~ 
be the best drivers in the 
world, but inexperience 
should not be mistaken for 
~bad !driving, I! Gi~/e us a 
~ Jcotiple Of yearn, we ' l l  probJ 
:~i ably be be~r  than you, 
CORRESPONDENCEFORTHETERRACESTANDARD 
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Poor aren't the problem 
Dear Sir:. 
I'm responding to Kelly Head's Nov. 29 letter 
regarding welfare. 
I can sympathize with the frustrations felt by an over- 
taxed working person (e.g. the bank teller who pays 
more in taxes than all of the chartered banks put to- 
gether and who have record profits. As of last week, 
the profits were $4 billion dollars). 
By the passion of Mr. Head's diatribe I venture to say 
he is in possession of very few facts concerning the 
cause and effects of poverty. 
I would be very interested in hearing where all of the 
jobs will come from for the thousands of people the 
government says it will train. Our unemployment ra e 
is 11.7 per cent, the provincial rate is 10 per cent. 
Many unemployed are highly qualified, skilled workers 
who are willing to take anything. There are no jobs for 
them. Are you suggesting that these nonexistent jobs 
are being saved for all those future trainees? 
I found particularly sad the focus on the $46 reduc- 
tion in benefits for singles or childless couples. If one 
considers the number of people in this position, you 
must surely realize that this will have a very negative. 
effect on our community. 
The average rental rate for a bachelor suite in Terrace 
this spring was $388, leaving a single person $112 to 
pay hydro, basic phone and food. They "don't have 
enough for that, never mind work clothes, transporta- 
tion, medication ot covered by the medical plan and 
personal necessities. 
We will be faced with more homelessness. People 
will be looking for other means (perhaps illegal) to 
compensate for the losses sustained. Higher incarcera- 
tion costs will be incurred. Hunger will increase 
dramatically. Frustrations will be running high. 
Tempers will flare. Considering the unemployment 
rate, they may have to move away to find work. Un- 
fortunately, they may not be able to because they have 
to move to a confhmed job in order to receive as- 
sistance with the cost of moving. 
Poor people do not stash their money in offshore in- 
vestments. They do not :purchase Canada Savings 
Bonds or RRSPs. They spend their money on:groceries 
and rent. . . . . .  
With all due respect to existing labor laws meant o 
protect he employee from wrongful dismissal, there 
are ways to get around them, 
I come acrossthese cases. Once an employee has 
taken an action against an employer, it is very difficult 
to return to the workplace. Also, many people are un- 
aware of the laws and how these laws can protect them. 
The incentive program being offered by the govern- 
ment should make lower paid workers nervous. 
From an employer's point of view, if you were of. 
feted $8,000 incentive to hire someone on assistance at 
minimum wage, would that not appeal to you? You can 
hke someone for poss~ly a lesser wage and get paid to 
do so. They would cost less than existing workeis, 
thereby making your profits increas e . . . . . . . . . .  ~.. 
As for those who are able to work and are given the 
oppqdUnity but refuse, I concui ~dth )/0il.71~es~,mi~y 
be considered abusers of the system: However, there 
are many who preclude surface judgment because of 
handicaps we may be unaware of which make them un- 
' marketable in the work force. 
As for single parents taying at home and raising 
their children at the taxpayers expense, again you seem 
to be stereotyping (unintentionally, Fm sure) all 
parents who are in receipt of assistance. I am aware of 
a number of cases where the spouse has died and the 
surviving spouse, with no job skills or Iratnlng, as htd 
to go on assistance. A mother may be leaving an 
, abusive relationship and be unemployable for a lime. 
Many are born into this deplorable state of dependence 
and know no other way of life. 
Aside from the above, children are the best invest- 
ment society cam make. You need only witness the 
slreet violence bY today's youth to realize the necessity 
for bonding and spending quality time with our chtl- 
" dren. Bdore it became necessary for both parents to 
work to provide the extras for our children, we did 
"'have delinquency, but not with such intensity and 
finality. 
My point is that parenting is a full-time job and one 
of the most important things we will ever do. It should 
be treated as such. 
The big picture is the corporate agenda nd the 
government's compliance to the wishes of the 68,478 
corporations who pay no taxes but also receive tax 
credits as a bonus. Littlea~ctuaily goes into all social 
programs, includlng social assistance, CPP, CAP, etc. 
These programs account for 2 per cent of the GDP. 
Gerry King, 
.. Terrace, B.C. 
Slow down, eh 
An open letter to: 
Caledonia School student drivers 
Do you guys put lead in your shoes before you drive 
to school? Have you not learned the meaning of the 
word 'slow,? 
I am an adult student at PACES school, just down the 
street. It's to the point thatall of the students here are 
afraid to walk anywhere near Caledonia with our chil. 
dren, for fear of getting hit or killed, Cal is in a school 
zone, and there is a speed limit set for a reason, which 
is 30km pe~ hour, between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
The RCMP have been notified by both:teachers and 
daycare staff, because they are also concemed for the 
safety of the.children. 
If you fee! the need for speed, please do ii where 
there is no one around, especially children. 
• ' Vera Gray, 
Terrace, B.C. 
THE START IS FOR PEOPLE LEARNINGTO READ 
The Start 
• .' t 
, Boy, was it cold 
. How COLD were yowlast"week? Tllere were 
= records et when it came to cold temperatures. 
The cold was really bad beeauseof  the wind. 
And high winds also brought rees down in the 
r ~,! 1. 
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And  he way to build an arena 
Dear 'Sir:. 
Canada's federal government has a reputation 
for squandering money, but few programs can 
match the horrendous waste of taxpayer's dol- 
lars that occurs in the name of official 
bilingualism. 
To operate a government in two official lan- 
guages, that is, to produce bilingual capabilities 
ht all government offices coast o coast requires 
the expenditure of huge sums Of money. Since 
its inception ini969, bilingualism has increased 
out national debt by over $55 'billion, and is cur- 
rently costing us over $4 billion per year. 
To add further insult, the program has failed 
dismally in its goal of making Canadians fluent 
in both official languages. Legislation has 
proven to be powerless in the face of 
demographic forces; it is the language of the 
marketplace, the street and the schoolyard 
which determines what tongue people will 
speak, 
For 26 years, Canadians have been forced TO 
live a'lie, a lie which begs us to believe that we 
are a bilingual country. The truth of the matter 
is that Canada is an English speaking country, 
with a bilingual region. Plain and simple. 
In a day and age when Canada's trading pa~" 
ners are speaking Spanish and Chinese in ev 
, increasing numbers, one has to question the fm 
k 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
sightedness of an education policy which con- 
tinues to give preferential trealment to French. 
The jobs of the future, even the present, are 
going to go to those who speak either Spanish, 
Mandarin, in addition to English. 
Canada has a population of 28 million. This 
means.that the lost cause ofbilingualism is cost- 
ing the family of four $571,000 eac~ year, or 
$142,750 per person. Give me tha. kind of 
money and I would be glad to build a second 
arena for Terrace, myself. 
~]]~t~;'s~'~,~ by its silence, seems to sanction marriage 
breakups for any reason, the same silence toward the 
potential breakup of the country encourages the 'yes' side 
to pursue its plans for divorce. 
When the western provinces are feeling not special 
enough they too will have a referendum tofracture Canada 
further. -. 
Somehow e have to find a middle ground where mar- 
riage,is considered worth fighting for, 
Laurie PhilHps, 
m 
Finding middle 
round a must g i . 
• ,.: . . ~....:. ,~;,. ~: ..... 
brought home to me theconsequenccs"of  today's pennis- ~ i l ig~ ~ • ..~.. ,, *.~.~,,~ , 
Recently my husband left me for my best friend, r'" ~ " + ~ ~ ~ , ~ * ~ ' '  
Communicationinourrelationshipwasnotasintense as ~ ~  ~ ,~,~:~i': 
what it was at the beginning of  a relationship, but I as- . . . .  . . 
sumed that if the marriage was at risk, I 'dbe the first to . . . .  ~" <~;~:~i,;!,, • ' i ~. : - , .  , -~,~":i~*,~.'6~.~,:~J ~ 
know. 
So I was shocked and devastated when he announced he . [  :. ' ;:~!:~i~,] 
was leaving. This affected the lives of myself andmy chil- STEAK m ' ~ l ~  , ,  , - ,  :.:,, . , .  ~;,:-,- , 
Past generations saw the devastating effects ofsocmtal orlbickC~t.SuperPa&. - - " - - - -   ali 
They began the fight, and my generation continued it, to .... 
atone for this by allowing the pendulum to swing in the op- 
positedirection;' ,  i . .:. . .  .. i . . '  :- ' . - " ,;,!~! ..... ~\::!. I 3 .06  kg / Ib  
it seems itwas easier for my husband to start a new rela- 
tionship than to  put an effort into :re-energizing what we i 
had together. The only reason this was an easier solution iS 
9 because today's ociety feels it sh0uld not take sides or as- sign blame. ~ r ~ " While I tOO would not want to stay in a terminally ill 
marriage, I believe that if there was nbt an easily a~es. 
sible alternative, our sto W would have turned out differ- 
ently. " " . ' . ' . 
How many of our parents/grandparents talk of their few SnKImP ~AARIHGS U ~ X  3- g. Frozen. 
no ~ UMIT OF I. "rough" years but stuck it out because they had other 
Pedect f.... lertoining~ll~k  ~r  ~ AI I~h 10w pd~, no ,~po~! 
alternative and now are happy and satisfied with their Frozen. G e n e r i c .  U 
lives? 
this attitude spawned the recent 312 9 ~ 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dog comments 
e norage wr=ter 
I couldn't  bel ieve my eyes when I read Counc i l l o r  
Graydon's insensit ive comments reported in the Nov, 8 
edit ion o f  The Terrace Standard under the heading "Dog 
Plan H i t " .  . . . .  
Counci l lor  Dav id  I-Iuli was  r ight onh is  effort to  relocate 
unwanted pets to areas where good homes am available. If 
more Terrace pet owners were responsible and had their 
pets spayed or neutered Or therewas •enough public Support 
to re-establish t e local SPCA branch, such animal reioca- 
Lion's would be Unnecessary, 
My hat goes off TO Air BC and Canadian Airlines who 
have transported free of  charge, injured wild animals and 
domestic pets for relocation. 
What we need is more community spirit and empathy for 
both the human and non-human members of our society. I 
hope voters remen~ber, Councillor Graydon's ignorant and 
callous remarks during/the November 1996 municipal 
...... ~ ' / :  i'" '- " BobChgds, 
, : . . . ~ .  , Terrace, B.C. 
EDWARDS-- ~ .~A OVEN JOY . .A I  ICRAGMONT m,=,A ¥¥ White, 60% Whole Wheal1 A BREAD F co,,i L LWl so,'mm(s Regular, Fine or mi~Hl l  
o,,~,,o,. - i o,,=~,o,.~,o, I i i ou  ,.~o,,,...,,oo~o =0.  - - - - ,  LIMIT OF i. 
737 g ~ 450 S H~R~ • 
~ .~,,,, . . ~ ~  
ROMAIHE i ~ INDIAN R IVER/~ APPLE ,~LAA 
LETTUCE ~[ ]~ GRAPEFRUIT [ ~  CRANBERRY PIE ~ ~  
Product of FIorido. I~ J --~lJ' WHILE STOCKS LAST. J A r  ~ 
Each 0 ~ ~ F  1.06 kg / lb  @ W N 8Inch 
I CHICKEH ~d l .k~ 
IWINGS i lBUU 
1 ~ . . . .  ~ . . . .  ,iv 
l kg  i 
I 
fii! 
E° :a"LU t 
l 650 g ~W'  l 
i . ,  
POTATO [] A~J 
CHIPS - F l J  ~ J~ J  
Assorteduarioties. n Ol l l  
,u,,o,. l o I I 
DIAPERS 
Jumbo. Stretch. 
LIMIT OF I. 
44-72's 
VALUABLE 
BONUS A IR  MILES TM 
TRAVEL MILES 1 
AIR MILES Watch in-store for specially tagged BONUS AIR MILES TM Travel Miles products. 
: - ' - '  the worldl ,o,.,,,o,. , . .  Wets, era ~*~lo'~nilsdeslo~ailquarJit~.AI ~s  "~Ak ~x[th¢ 
t .~.e ;Eutirol~o~ are se~ncj suglesi~ons rgy Adud ~aJ i~s may ~7 still'/~ ik~tlm S0me ;ms may nol be ~il~e of d sbres ~1 i~ces do no 
indude GST Some it~nt may be ~bi~ to GST .~r M~I~ ntenat~ Hddings NV, ~ Mano~ent Gro~ Car, ado Inc hJ~0~zed U~ 'On itms ~ cony 
CALL FOR 
Cus~merserv ice . . .635-7206 
De l l .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . .635-1374 
F lora l . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . , . . .635-1371 
Fax . . . . . ,  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . ° . .635-4569 
Manager . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  635-7280 
Bakery.....,...........635:1372 
Pharmacy . . .  . . . .  , . . . . . .635-1375 
HOURS 
Men. -  Fri ............ i ............. 9 -  9 
Saturday.  .......................... 9 - 6 
Sunday ...... , ...... ,'...i, ......... '9 -  6 
I 
I 
t .. 
| 
u - 
e - ' :  
- . ,  f 
d 
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B USINESS R 
J "  . " Out & Fr,day 
About will be 
,o,,,.e C-day 
to open? CE~t~ PHONES will 
ALCAN WANTS to re- 
open a potline and hire 25 
people, but only if it and its 
unionized workers can reach 
a new collective agreement. 
The company made the 
pitch last week as Alcan and 
CAW Local 3201 officials 
met to begin discussions on 
re-opening their current 
contract. 
Potline 7, containing 70 
pots, was idled earlier when 
demand for aluminum tailed 
off. 
Now, says Alcan, it feels 
it can sell aluminum from 
the line and wants to re-start 
production. 
Alcan has also told the 
CAW that it can offer wage 
increases prior to the end of 
the current contract pro- 
vided provided a new deal 
doesn't include significant 
changes. 
"If  no early settlement is 
reached, a significant op- 
portunity could be lost," the 
company said in a news 
release. 
HELLO? HELLO? Tolsec radio technician Doug 
Anderson tries-out cellular phone service here. 
Tolsec officials expect cellular sales will make up 
for any lost business in the pager market here. 
B.C. Tel Mobility authorized dealers here Include 
Northland Communications, Sight and Sound, and 
Eleclronic Futures. 
you coming to 
' " • 9 George tMs weekend. 
• ~t  I 
o I~- ® 
I [  ] l  Weekend Rate 
be ringing in Terrace and 
Kitimat by this Friday. 
B.C. Tel, Mobility an- 
nounced Dec. 15 as the date 
for start up of cellular phone 
service in the two towns. 
Towers and antennas have 
been installed for the cel- 
lular sites. 
B.C. Tel Mobility officials 
are projecting enough cel- 
lular business here to justify' 
the service. 
The profile of the typical 
user has changed in the last 
!0 years from white-collar 
business executives to a 
wide range of people - -  in- 
cluding loggers, fishermen 
and families. 
"By the late '80s, you 
were just as likely to see a 
cellular phone in a car- 
penter's tool kit or clipped 
to the cage of a Caterpillar 
tractor as in a Mercedes 
Benz," said, B.C. Tel 
Mobflity's Ted Lattimom. 
There are 345,000 cellular 
users in B.C. 
Lawyer 
named Raven Air for sale 
A FORMER STUDENT 
here has been named to one 
of the province's biggest 
law firms. 
Richard Baudstra has 
joined the litigation depart- 
ment of Swinton and Com- 
pany, and is representing 
clients in civil/commercial, 
insurance, securities and 
criminal law. 
Bandstza went to NW/CC 
and worked for family- 
owned Bandstza Transporta- 
tion Systems of Smithers 
prior to completing his law 
degree at UBC. 
He's the cousin of Terrsce 
lawyer John Bandstra. 
City looking 
good 
AN ARTICLE on Terrace 
the city paidto have placed 
in the October issue of ]B.C. 
Business magazine has been 
getting a good response, 
says the city's economic' de- 
velopment officer. 
"We're quite pleased. 
They did, a good job of put- 
ting it, together," said Ken 
Veldman of the piece which 
promotes Terrace as a place 
to'live and a place in which 
to do business. 
Most of the interest has 
come from small businesses, 
primarily of the service 
kind. The local economy, as 
has been the case elsewhere, 
has enjoyed a massive up- 
swing in the number of 
small businesses being es- 
tablished. 
Hammering 
away at it 
EXPERIENCED CAR- 
PENTERS looking to 
receive certification have 
their opportunity next 
month. 
The Canadian 
Homebuilders Association 
of Skecna is putting on a 60- 
hour course Jan. 2-16 at 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege with instzuctor Dick 
Coxford. Ken Ramus at 
638-0781 has more informa- 
tion, 
Bond sale 
hits record 
A LOCAL CHARTER airplane service 
and flight school is up for sale. 
Raven Air closed its office at the 
Terraee-Kitimat irport last week. 
The company and its Ce~na 421 
Golden Eagle aircraft are up for sale, 
owner Bill Ingles conf'mrned last week. 
lands and Vancouver Island, and had 
plans to extend its service to Van- 
cA3uver. 
" I t  takes deeper pickets than I have," 
Ingles explained. 
"We had a vision for a northwest car- 
rier but it's just been too hard a road to 
He *said he's negotiating with a poe-  hack." 
sible~Terracebuycr. But Ingles believes that the compa- 
The com~a~iyTtrtedto market a charter ny s flight school here rs vtable even ]f 
fligl~(:s~rvi~'t~!ift~e'Queelt Cli~rlotte Is- ~ it's too soon for the passenger service. 
How you 
c(in 
24 hour 
access to your 
account from 
your phone 
at home or at 
work. 
MEMBERLINK 
~-  I and Convenient Bank,ng 
System that  a l lows  you to: 
• check your deposit and loan account 
balances from your phone 24 I~ours a 
day. 
• transfer funds belween chequing, 
savings and to loans 
• pay utility bills Iwith prior registration of 
bill numbers) 
• verify recentdeposits 
• verify which cheques have cleared 
your account ~. 
• check "Terrace & District Credit 
Unions" current interest rates 
• get office hours and ATM locations 
v' MEMBERLINK Security and 
Bill Payments 
• to pay bills and access accounts, bring 
your utiflty bills in to our office and we 
will set up personal, access numbers 
which only you can use. 
v' Using MEMBERLINK 
* is as easy as making a telephone call. 
Just dial 635.0114 'from a touch tone 
phone and listen for imlructiom. 
Talk with one of our 
representative for further 
information or to sign up for 
24 hour account access. 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Avenue,Terrace ph. 635-7282 
MEMBERLINK 635-0114 
We belong to you: 
Serving members a~l~ '~ses .  Credit Unl~. 
the credit union advantage: we are a profit sharing, member owned institution,;, 
we belong to you, 
i 
BRITISH Columbians 
have bought a record $1.3 
billion worth of 1995 B.C. 
Savings Bonds. 
The previous record was 
$709 million in 1992. 
Finance minister Elizabeth 
Cull said the bond issue will 
be u,~ed to replace $1 billion 
in maturing government 
debt held mostly outside of 
B.C, 
Getting that debt back in- 
side B.C. with the savings 
bonds is good for the pro- 
vince, because the interest 
payments don't leave B.C. 
Approximate retail value s40.O0** 
Collect AIR MILES 
when you stay with 
HOLIDAY INNS World Wide! 
OFFICIAL 
AIR MILES TM 
SPONSOR 
444 George St., Prince George, B.C. 
1-800-HOLIDAY 
*Subject to availability **Based on 2 children eating from our Kids Menu for a weekend stay, 
ii!ii!iiii~ : 
iiii!iiiiiL 
CHR 
! 
SALE ENDS D~BER 16, 1995 
y No 
Interest 
No 
Payments 
For 6 
Months 
*Subject to Cred" 
apProval.~.._ - It  
det~iTsS t°refor J 
Your Decor 
Terrace Carpet Centre Ltd. 
3202 Munroe St, at Hwy. 16 W., Terrace 
635-2976 " 1"800"665-1657 
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,ice is yours. All for lust: 5. 
Mobility's Freedom Plan gives you the 
~r a free Nokia pocket or free Motorola 
f l ip phone• That's in addition to Freedom benefits like be repeated either. .  
free weekends and evenings, free ho0k-up and free So drop by yourBC ' 
:loCal calls for the first 30 days• soon• Because our offer 
All for just $35.95 a month• In fact, • 
good simply can't be topped• And it's 
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Nisga'a joining 
health board 
THE NISGA'A Valley Health Board has overcome, objec- 
tions to the provincial government's new-look health plan 
by becoming part of the northwest regional health board. 
It'll be designated as a community health council and 
have two members on the over regional body. 
As such, the Nisga'a board will join the other community 
health councils in the northwest. 
The Nisga'a had at first objected, saying they didn't want 
to lose the independence they now have. 
But a provincial health ministry consultant now says the 
Nisga'a realize they can have a say in how northwest 
health services decisions. 
"In effect he Nisga'a Valley Health Board will act as a 
community health council for this purpose," said Dr. Jay 
Wortman. 
The regional health board is meant to have decision 
making powers now resting with the health ministry in 
Victoria. 
The Nisga'a Valley Health Board covers the Nass Val- 
ley, including Nass Camp. 
Its main facility is the James Gosneil Memorial Health 
Centre in New Aiyansh~ 
The health board draws substantial monies from the fed- 
eral government which is responsible for health services 
for status natives. 
Wortman did say an agreement between the Nisga'a and 
the provincial government does mean the former can seek 
to provide services in the Nass Valley now being provided 
elsewhere. 
That's much the same as local efforts to provide health 
services now only obtainable by travelling down south. 
As  it is, the Nisga'a Valley Health Board has been co- 
operating with Mills Memorial Hospital and other health 
care agencies. 
SURPLUS PAINT will soon be destined for a 
permanent depot in town if a provincial assoclaUon 
has its way. 
Kuntz case re-surfaces 
Supreme Court, prompting Kuntz to appeal 
the case to the Appeal Court. 
The northwest sdrgeon used plastic disks 
to replace spinal disks in what he claimed 
was a revolutionary procedure. He also re- 
placed more disks at once than conven- 
tional medical practice permitted. 
The College of Physicians and Surgeons 
suspended him after Kuntz refused to sub- 
mit his techniques for testing. 
In a separate court case, Kuntz alleges a 
grand conspiracy between the College, the 
B.C. Medical Association, the Worker's 
Compensation Board, and more than 30 
doctors to have him removed. That case is 
still ongoing. 
" I 've turned up about the worst corrup- 
tion you could ever turn up in the judicia- 
ry," Kuntz told the Standard last week of 
his experiences in the court system. 
THE B.C. COURT of Appeal has reserved 
judgment in the ongoing ease of former 
northwest orthopaedic surgeon Dr. David 
Kuntz. 
Kuntz is trying to force the College of 
Physicians and Surgeons to open their files 
on him. 
Justices heard further submissions last 
week but won't decide immediately. 
If his file is opened, Kuntz believes he 
will be able to revisit the College's 1988 
decision to remove his licence to practise. 
Kuntz claims the 1988 hearing - -  which 
happened two years after he was suspended 
- -was  illegal, that the college tampered 
with evidence, and that his rights were vio- 
lated during the course of the hearing. 
He succeeded in getting a lower court to 
order release of his file, but College law- 
yers won a subsequent appeal before B.C. 
,  IHOTHi R 
WAY TO TAKE 
HALF OFF YOUR 
FUlilIITIIllE. 
It's nlessy and m;Ikes no sense at all. 
The sensible way to tare half off furniture 
;rod mattress prices ts to shop at United 
Furniture Warehouse. Our "no frills, no 
gimmicks warehouse.style operation" 
,2 
saves you half wh:tt many furniture stores 
anti department stores charge. 
When it comes to choosing the best 
it's ~;- v furniture stores .,mpl, no saw.off- 
we're leaving the others in the dust. 
~: 
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lUrrac0' 4730 Keith Ave.. 635-4111 ] Prince Ruperl • 124 3rd Ave, W. 627.4800 i~  
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC: Mon-Thur & Sat: lOam- 6pm/Fri: lOam- 9pm/Closed Sun, 
Paint guys look 
for local depot 
AN ASSOCIATION OF paint manufac- 
turers hopes to have a permanent location 
here soon to collect surplus paint. 
B.C. Paint Care Association spokesman 
Paul Iverson said the permanent spot is 
preferable to mobile depots which now pc, 
riodically set up here and in other northwest 
locations. 
"We are talking with someone in Ter- 
race," said Iverson who declined to give 
further dets ils. 
The same discussions are underway with 
groups in 50 other locations around B.C. 
"What we have right now are 14 sites 
eight in greater Vancouver and six in 
greater Victoria," said Iverson. 
Changes last year to provincial environ- 
mental regulations made it mandatory for 
paint companies to collect surplus paint. 
Paint manufacturers and others belonging 
to the paint care association have been 
charging 50 cents for each 3.78 litre can 
sold to defray the costs of the collections. 
Iverson wouldn't disclose how much 
money has been collected to date but did 
say the association has spent $2.8 million 
since last year. 
The association says it has collected one 
million equivalent iitres of paint since it set 
up shop. 
Iverson said the association is f'mding that 
people expect much more when they do 
show up at its return depots. 
"They're bring construction material, 
carpet - -  you name it. They think it's a full 
service recycling depot," he said, 
** 'k* 'k .  
In the meantime, a company that doesn't 
belong to the paint care association but 
which does collect paint is finding its own 
program expensive. 
Home Hardware doesn't charge that 50 
cent eco-fee but, by law, has to also collect 
its competitors' products. 
That becomes the expensive part because 
the company sends its own recycled paint 
back to Ontario for re-use and then sub- 
sidizes the disposal of its competitors' pro- 
ducts. 
"We're incurring unfair costs," said 
Home Hardware spokesman Terri Mitton 
recently. 
"We're committed to stewardship for our 
products but the situation is unfair as we 
see it. We are essentially paying to get rid 
of our competitors' products." 
Mitton said Home Hardware might one 
day join the paint care association. 
For years, Pat wanted / ~ .  
to quit smoking... 
Then he got ~ ~ ' ~  ":t= 
COLD FEET. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
Box 34009, Station D 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4M2 
Phone: 1-800-665-LUNG 
payment 
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FINANCING THROUGH MAZDA CANADA CREDIT INC. 
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! 
Say 'YES' to these outstanding year.end offers! 
But hurry. January 3/96 it's over! 
PROTEGI~ 'S '  
"-.;a 
MX-3  PRECID IA  
~' .. ~ !..,,,.,. 
626 CRONOS B-SERIES  4X2 TRUCK 
'90 day no intefest/t2O day no payment/no down payment oiler ends Jenuar~ 3/99 and is restFicled to retail deliveries of new 1995 Protege '$'. 626 Cronus, MX.3 Pre¢~dia nd B.Serios 4X2 Trucks purchased from dealer 
inventory. Suppry wirl vary i~/dearer, Quantities may be limited. Mazda will pay the interest for the first 90 da!rs. Offer only available with Mazda Canada ~redit Inc. financing, on approved ered~ Exomp e ] the amo[Int 
6nencedis$10,OOOe 59% AP& the fit$ threem~Myp~ymen~swi~b~$~them~nth~ypayrnent~wi~t~nbe$234*39f~r48m~n~s~s ofborr~ie$1,25O2ZTofalobllgationis$11,250,7ZThisoffetml, ynot 
be combined or used wiih other offers, Mazda reserves the right to require e down payment, See dealer for condillons end details 
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UTHORIZED PRICE 
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SCX 954 
Camcorder with 
12x Power Zoom 
• Auto wide macro 
• Digital Auto focus 
• Sportsfinder 
• Minimum light requirement 
• Back light compensalor 
• Auto white balance 
Camcorderwith 8x Power •Zoom 
• 2-1ux low I!ght sensitivity 
°4 
• r  
•F 
*2 
•1 
MW 6730 
: •::::• 
I ~. ft, Microwave 
• Rotating turntable 
• Powerful 900 watts output• 6 instant cooking settings 
• Auto reheat 
.9 cu. ft. Microwave 
'Turntable 
• Powerful 800 watts output 
• 6 instant cooking settings 
• Auto reheat 
.6 cu. ft. Microwave 
*Rotating turntable for even cookin~ 
• Powerful 600 walls output 
• 10 power levels 
• Instant c'ookin,~ 
• Auto reheat • 
CD with Auto Reve"'" 
Cassette 
• Double deck w/ 
aulo reverse on 1 deck 
• Intro Scan/Repeat/ ..~ 
Shuffle play 
• 16 program 
memory . 
RCD 1380 
Mini System with 3CD Changer :._ 
3CD carousel mechanism ~ 
• PLL synthesizer tuning ~ 
• Multi function FL display ~j~ 
• 3-posilion preset EQ ~ 
• Inlro szon/rnndom/repeat/progrem play ~ 
• 20 wafts per channel (RMS)  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3 pc Portable Audio '~ ~-  '~  
System ~ -..... , -  - 
• Auto reverse 
tape deck ~ 20 Watt Mini 1 
• CD multi lunction ~ lOW per channel oz 
LCD display ~ • 5 band graphic equ 
• Detachable ~ • Random playback. 
speakers ~ ~ ~  • CD synchro recording 
• CO/Tope/Radio function 
PCD 820 
MAX 345 
~ : : ~ .  ~...!.~: :i.:~i'~! ":. 
-~.--.:~..:...:::~::~ i:. ::,i. :. ~ . :  
.:~. :~':,>:.~-..~:-.,.,'~.:. :' :!: : ,. :~ 
~:.~'~-~.!!:~.i~.~:-..::,~.~'~::;: . .:" 
! 
4 Head with VCR+ 
• 4 Head • VCR plus code programming • Digilol auto Irockin 
• Front A,/V input jack • Multi "IV & cable converter remote 
conh'ol • High sp:id rewind i Tape,lemlining 
i 299 
4 Head HiFi with VCR+ 
, VCF plus code programming • Digital auto lracking • Front 
~.  A/V inl)ut jack • Multi'IV & Cable converter 
cy sl/nthesized turner-with HW circuitry *, index ieorch system •
Tope remainina • Aulo head cleaner "A l l  i ts.m.,  nr~, ,~,,h;,~eD t,', ~r l , ' , r  ,=,-,1~, P I ,~ . .  ,=h . . . . . .  
i~  IF 
CT 5071 j 
19" TV with Full Function Remote 
• 181 channel frequency synthesized tuning* Full function remote control 
• Full on screen display • Video game ready 
!3" Eurost•yle TV . • 
Dark cabinet nosed caption Full on srreen disphiywith menu 
• Full fundion remote conlrol • 181 channel tuning 
50 
14" TV/VCR Combo 
• 181 channel, F/S luning syslem • 4 auto system (power, play, rewind, repeat) 
• 1 year 8 event progrommeble timer • Channel auto plogrom & skip memory 
= One loach recording up to 4 hours 
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Happy 
with  
houses 
THE DEVELOPERS OF a 
proposed copper and gold 
mine near Iskut up Hwy37 
have finished the first batch 
of open houses. 
Wayne Roberts of Amer- 
ican Bullion says the major- 
ity of the people who came 
out in five towns are in 
favour of the project. 
"We've distributed 
questionnaires and they're 
due back Jan. 16," he said. 
American Bullion 
estimates it has enough ore 
to justify an open pit opera- 
tion employing 300 people. 
The requirement for open 
houses falls under the 
provincial govenument's 
new environmental pproval 
process. 
They're meant o pick out 
any potential problem areas 
which will then be ad- 
dressed by the company and 
other egulatory agencies. 
American Bullion will 
return in the new year for 
more open houses in addi- 
tion to the ones held in Is- 
kut, Telegraph Creek, Dense 
Lake, Stewart and Smithers. 
It has alsostarted work on 
a pro-feasibility study to 
determine xactly what size 
and shape the mine should 
take and what that means in 
terms of costs, 
American Bullion is confi- 
dent of itsplans, saying de- 
velopment costs will be 
1,000 tonnes a day of con- 
centrate which would be 
Uucked out to a port for 
shipment to a smelter over- 
seas. 
The company has tagged 
the Stewart port as its prob- 
ably shipping point because 
of its closeness. 
MAP OF the north is dotted with potenUal mines as 
companies have picked up efforts at finding and ex- 
ploring promising properties. That's Chris Turek from 
Internatio.nal Skyline Gold Corporation, a company 
with property in the Iskut Valley. 
dry time in B.C. when it came to exploration and develop. 
mont. 
Citing high costs, uncertainty due to native land claims 
and stringent environmental conditions, companies began 
sending their money overseas. 
But now exploration and development activity in the 
northwest has picked up substantially with as many as 
seven major projects underway. 
One mining company official isn't surprised' at the 
renewed interest in the northwest. 
"There was no question mining companion were going 
overseas. South America proved to be very attractive," 
says Chris Turek of International Skyline Gold Corpora- 
tion. 
"But companies found it's very expensive to go overseas 
and to do business." 
And what's happening now, Turek continued, are cam. 
panics returning home with cash generated by o,~'erseas op- 
erations. 
"They've got operations up and running with quick cash 
flow and they're now willing to use that for exploration," 
he added. 
Turek and other International Skyline officials were in 
town last week explaining their proposed mine - -  a $130 
million copper and gold property in the Iskut Valley. 
The company has now begun the environmental pproval 
phase of the project which could employ up to 105 people 
if developed. 
Turek said international Skyline isn't worded about he 
new environmental pproval process brought in this year 
by the provincial goyernment. 
"It's tough, but not impossible to deal with. You have to 
go in with the right attitude," he said. 
As for native land claims, Turck said International 
Skyline's Bronson Slope property sits within Tahltan terri, 
tory. 
cheaper because the proper- 
ty is close to Hwy37 ~vhen :- :.;.: 
compared to other mineral : 
deposits . . . . . . .  O U R  The company has 80 per ~ 6 cent of the property and 
Tuck Corporation the:rest. " " . 
Tuck retains the right to 
increase its interest to 55 per 
cent should it finance the _ . 
project from final feas~ility 
into production. SIICIRLSRFETY NE T. The property's located 17km southeast of Iskut which is on Hwy37 north of 
Kitwanga . . . .  
American Bullion . . . . . . .  :, 
estimates it'll produce up to 
British Columbians want to work, and value the independence 
that a job brings. BC Benefits provides programs and 
financial support o give people a hand-up to jobs rather than 
dout to welfare dependency. 
most of our outdated welfare systemwith 
- balanced and progressive s t of social programsi 
 ,GES. ON] 
YES!! 
~, comp~ution iAaORlOg J  
JUST CHECK IilESE PRICES 
COLEMAN AND GOODMAN 
IOO,OOO BTU =L085 
12[ ; ,000  BTU s1188 
150,000 BTU t l2SO 
MOBILE IIOME SIZES AVAILABLE 
PRICE INCLUD~ BIA)WER AND II IGl l  AL~DE gl l  
~lOW SEE WHO SELLS FOR LESS! 
BF, AVERLY APPLIANCE 
IR SHARE FOR 
 ',:WORKINfi FAMILIES 
Two new benefits fluarantee 
a fair  share for  all low income 
famil ies with children-making 
work a better deal than welfare. 
BCBENEFITS • FAMILY BONUS 
A new monthly cheque of up to $103 
per child will help to support 168,000 
low income families with children. 
BC BENEFITS ° HEALTHY KIDS 
New basic dental and vision care 
• benefits will be provided for children 
in all low income families not 
covered by a federal or employer- 
sponsored insurance plan. 
upport 
the 
Christmas 
Seal 
Campaign 
Miners say business chances 
show bright .signs up north 
JUST TWO years ago the mining industry waspredicting a "l think what they're after is a stable community anda 
HELPING PEOPLEMOVE 
FROM WELFARE TO WORK 
BC BENEFITS • YOUTH WORKS 
Any young person in need will get the sup- 
port they require when they participate in 
job search and work preparation programs. 
BC BENEFITS • WELFARE 
TO WORK 
Welfare to Work provides adults 25 
and over with the tools to achieve 
independence. New job search and 
training programs wiIl help people get 
off welfare and into the work force. 
SUPPORT FOR PEOPLE 
TO LIVE INDE!ENDENTLY 
BC BENEFITS ACCESS 
TO INDEPENDENCE 
Supporting those with disabilities and 
seniors is a priority. They will continue to 
receive the current ievels of assistance 
and new benefit programs will" be 
developed to improve services. 
PROTECTIN6 CHILDREN 
AT RISK 
Children who have left home Will no"  ~, 
longer go on welfare. Instead, 
be provided with 
under the new 
Communi~ 
For more information on 
lung disease or 
to make a donation, 
call 731.LUNG or 
toll-free 1-800-665-LUNG 
stable lifestyle for themselves and for their families," he 
said. 
"That's no different han anyone else who lives up 
here." 
International Skyline's plans call for a road to their prop- 
erty and for an in-river hydro generator to provide power. 
Turek says it'll get all of its workforce from the north 
and operate a fly-in, fiy-6ut operation from a northern air- 
port. 
There is a road leading from Hwy37 North into the Iskut 
Valley but it stops 30km from Skyline's property. 
The road is a contentious i sue between the company and 
the provincial government because the latter wants ~vhat i  
calls a "bankable feasibility study" before it'll consider 
financial assistance. 
Turek says the province should build the road as part of 
its responsibility oprovide infrastructure for development. 
That stems from a commitment from the previous Social 
Credit government to build the main portion in from 
Hwy37 into the Iskut Valley, the cmmector to the Bronson 
Slope property and a route south to the Eskay Creek gold 
area,  
.The main route and the route south was built in. 1992 
Homestake Mining," the owners of the Eskay Creek proper- 
ty; It also built the connection south two years ago. 
Homestake never did receive money from the province 
but does have control over the roads and does receive 
revenue from timber logged along the right of way. 
"Our project won't go ahead without a road. But we'll 
build it ourselves. It isn't a show stopper," said Turek, 
He said road construction starting as soon as poss~le 
means it'll be ready when the mine's ready for construc- 
tion. . 
International Skyline isn't concerned about its plans for 
an in-fiver hydro power generator because there are no fish 
in that portion of the Iskut River. :'• 
INVESTIN6 IN PEOPLE 
BC Benefits helps people move from . . . . .  ::,;:/;!ii! 
dependence to independence. All ~,.-. J 
savings from rate reductions-including ~ 
those for employable adults-are being ::.: 
reinvested to double training and .: 
rehabilitation programs. For families ~!i' 
with children, new child care programs :fill!! 
make it easier to work outside the home. • . . . . . .  - 
FIGHT NG FRRUO, HBus[ . . . .  . 
Tough new measures such as early 
detection programs and expanded 
data matching will ensure that every : 
cent goes to people in need by - ",. 
preventing fraud and abuse before : . ,-~-:'.-: 
it s ta~,  and tracking it down ,.: !!~:-qi i i!::~ " 
where it's already happening. ' : - : :}  :::!;:! ~i:i: 
BC BENEFITS 
 NEWINO our  soc  . . .  " 
IIm 
For internee access visit the i;~,i:; 
BC Government home page il ;: :i:,' ~ii~:! 
at http :l lwww.gov.bc.cal " "  " ~ " ~::~:' 
!@ 
i ~ 
i 
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PHIL MUNSON l 
of Terrace 
was this weeks win~ 
of a $100.00 Girl 
Certificate 
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New kind-of premier needed 
SIQ~ENA NDP MLA Hel- 
met Giesbreeht is looking 
for a party leader and 
premier who will pay more 
attention to backbenchers. 
"Cabinet tends to make 
most of the decisions and 
there's very little role for 
the back bench," he says. 
" I t 's  not a situation I 'm par- 
ticelarly pleased with, and I 
haven't been for the past 
four years." 
"]'he MLA made the com- 
ments when asked about 
potential leadership candi- 
dates for his party. 
" I  will be seeking 
darification from leadership 
contenders on that." 
Too often, Giesbrecht 
said, back bench MLAs here 
about government decisions 
after they've been made, 
and once they're in the press 
and political fallout has 
begun. 
" I t  makes us feel some- 
what underutilized and 
that's not particularly 
good," he said: 
" I  will also try to make 
sure we get some focus on 
northern, and rural issues," 
he said. 
Giesbrecht won't say who 
he'll support for leader at 
this point. 
" I 'm waiting to see who 
declares," he said. " I 'm 
goingto have some discus- 
sions and makeLa decision at 
that point." 
Asked if he would support 
a Jim Fulton candidacy, 
Giesbrecht said he wants to 
what the provincial party 
has done," he said. " I  don't 
put Jim in that category. I 'm 
referring to some members 
of the federal caucus." 
"Being in opposition is 
quite a bit different from 
being in government" 
Giesbreeht says he 
remains angry that the 
Nanaimo bingo scandal 
toppled Premier Mike Har- 
court, who he says was vic- 
tim of a "southern media 
campaign." 
see someone run who has "Politics in B.C. is a vi- 
"a fairly good northern vi- 
sion." 
But  he said Fulton's lack 
of a seat in the legislature 
would be a liability. 
" I  have certain biases in 
favour of people who are 
currently in the house, who 
know the record and have 
had to deal with the hard 
knocks of governing along 
with the rest of us." 
"The federal wing of the 
party has been somewhat 
self-righteous in terms of 
cious game," he says. "You 
better have thick skin. And 
even if you have thick skin Helmut  G iesbreeht  
sometimes it gets to you."  
Giesbrecht said the declined." 
Nana into scandal 'involved "For  all of the people out 
"a few people running there setting their hair on 
amok" but has ultimately fire about coverup the evi- 
tainted party members dunce doesn't support the 
everywhere, claim." 
" I  didn't even know the "But  the southern media 
organization existed until still writes about it and 
1991," he said. "They of- keeps it alive. And there's 
fered to do the accounting nobody better at that than 
for our off ice and we BCTV." 
Fulton gets unlikely thumbs up 
IF FORMER SKEENA MP Jim Fulton wants to run for 
the leadership of the provincial NDP, he's got a vote of 
confidence from an nnlikdy source. 
The current Skeena MP, Reformer Mike Scott, says 
Fulton has the necessary qualities for the leadership. 
" I  totally disagree as a politician with Jim but he's got 
the ability to speak well in public," said Scott last week. 
"He's a personable guy and he understands the issues." 
Scott added that Fulton's name came immediately to his 
mind when word came that Premier Mike Harcourt was 
stepping down. 
~ Sail the Alaska Marine 
Highway during 
tb, e holidays- 
~ ~  We ll.make your 
A~AS~ M~RL~ Ht0.WAY drive easyl 
Depart Prince Rupert Wed., Dec. 20 
Arrive Bellingham Fri., Dec..22 
Depart Bellingham Wed., Dec. 29 
, Arrive Prince Rupert Fri., Dec. 31 ~;~.., 
. Driver receives a 75% discount off the adult fare whentakinga 
drivable vehicle (Discount good for sailings through April). !:':: 
, Due to schedule r visions these are the only Prince 
Rupert/Bellingham connections this winter, 
, Make your reservations now. 
Call 800-642-0066 
Fulton was the NDP MP for Skeena between 1979 and 
1993, retiring before the federal election of 1993. 
He now lives in Victoria and works for the Suzuki Foun- 
dation, an environmental association based in Vancouver. 
Scott said Fulton would be an attractive candidate for the 
NDP because he would come in untainted from the 
Nanaimo Commonwealth Holding Society bingo scandal. 
"But the way things are going now for the NDP it seems 
nobody wants to run for the leadership," Scott continued. 
" I  think they know the next leader won't  be the premier 
for long." 
FEELING RESTLESS? [ 
, J.... AND . ~ -  .. / 
off 
Any Product Bought 
.... At The Time ~,.-.. 
o,, o!:,'.,?e  er:,:eo. 
, ,  . L  " : : -T  
7tI  Annu l RortI ve t T ta¢  
11e, gont=t 
T6riade Beautification Society 
Four Categories: 
• Best Theme • Best Street • Bes 
entries must be in by 5 orn, Tuesda~ 
be done Wednesday, Dec, 20/95 6:30 p, rn; ~ .lOi00:p;m, , 
tn be picked up and dropped off at any Iocal:realesC{at~officel , 
Four Cateqories: 
Remax of Terrace Century 21 
Wayne Braid Notary Steve Culli: 
Skeena Broadcasters TerraceCo 
STAND Northwest  Real  Estate Board 
MAKE IT AKENWOOD 
" \  
7, 
..." . 
:7. ::4 
/ 
I 
MULTIPLE CD PLAYER 
WITH WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL 
KDC-C63FM 
Multiple Cd Player with FM Modulator and 
Wireless Remote Control • 10 disc auto chang. 
er with fast disc access .Ultra compact design 
• Quad i-bit d/A converters with8x ovcrsam- 
piing .Disc retention magazine for safety *ltor- 
izontal/45*/vertlcal mounting .Controlled by 
Kenwood head units with CD changer control 
• Connects directly to your.FM :mtenna *wire- 
~x: . . . . : .x . . . .~.<x.  ~.  ~; . . . : .  ,.,.'-'...~ . . . ,  • ~ . . . .  
less remote control with power on/off, track/disc an, 
play/pause, disc/track repeat, disc/magazine random play 
INSTALLED PRICE 
KENWOOD $ 599 °0 
HIGH POWER 
CD PLAYER RECEIVER 
KDC-4003 
• 25Wx4 high power .1 
RCA Pro-out .Quad l-bit 
DACs with DPAC lI,'IWin 
Clean Plus Drive, and 8x 
oversampling .18 FM, 6 : .... !i 
AM presets S0urce'lbne , 
Memory 
*34900 
Reg. $529.00 
)UNO SYSTEM 
KRV 795' ......... 
A/V Surround System • Stereo utput: lOOW x2 
(FTC, 8 ohms); Surround (Front) 70Wx2, (CefitcO 
30W, (Rear) 15Wx2 .Dolby Pro Logic Surround 
Decoder •Dolby 3CH stereo •5-disc rotary CD play- 
er with 4-disc hange during play .Delete Random 
Play .Time Edit *32-track CD memory play .One- 
side, one-way recording deck *Dolby B NR .30 ran- 
dom preset FbI/AM tuner with Preset Call .3-way 3- 
speaker system 
ONLY 
* 11  99  °0 
KENWOODHo 
Audio-Video Receiver with Dolby Pro Logic • 5-chan 
nel amplifier: stereo 60Wx2 (FTC, 8 ohms); surround 
50Wx2, 50W cenler, 20Wx2 rear (FTC, 8 ohms) • Dolby 
Pro Logic surround ecoder, Center/rear level/delay 
adjustment, Dolby 3CH stereo, 2 video in/outputs • 20 
FM/AM random presetS, Discrete amplifier oulput stage 
5-Disc Rotary CD Player, 5-disc player with 4-disc 
change during play, 3rd-order noise shaping dual 1 -bit 
DAC, CCRS automatic CD recording, Delete Random 
Play, 32.track memory, 10.key direct rack access • 
j Multi-disc edit 
Double Cassette Deck. Dolby B NR. Tape-to-tape dub- 
bing (deck B recording). Recording level control and rev, 
meters. Auto Tape Selector [deck A). Soft-touch mech- 
logic controls 
i'1 499  °0 
................ ~ "  ~: ~ ..,' . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. ., ~. • ...... 
5 
T~y TNJ Sound 
System Gift 
~ 'ertificates. Perfect for Stocking 
Stuffers, too/ 
1/J SOUND SYSTEMS 
"Downtown 
638.1200 
1-800-638-1252 
1 ¸ 
Feds defeat Reform motion 
to hold back on land claims 
THE FEDERAL Reform 
party has failed to change 
the federal government's 
position on land claims. 
A motion introduced last 
week in the House of Com- 
molls asked ' the  federal 
government ot to sign any 
land claims deals in B,C. 
because the provincial NDP 
government is in its last 
year of its mandate. 
Skeena Reform MP Mike 
Scott, who introduced the 
motion, said the federal 
government should wait un- 
til after a provincial election 
is held before continuing on 
with land claims. 
"The current NDP 
government was elected by 
40 per cent of the popular 
vote at the last general elec- 
tion," Scott old the House. 
And since'treaties will in- 
voive federal as well as 
provincial egislation, Scott 
said MPs will be asked to 
vote on "legislation which 
will have major, long term, 
far reaching consequences 
for the people of British 
Columbia, which has a 
leaderless, lame duck ad- 
ministration ... that has lost 
virtually any shred of 
credibility.,' 
As well, Scott said the nei- 
ther the provincial.nor fed- 
eral governments have 
mandates from voters to ne- 
gotiate claims. * 
Federal Indian affairs rain- 
Eatery 
open 
again 
YIP CHI Restaurant r 
opened last Thursday aft 
being closed down by an e 
vironmentsl health oftic 
Nov. 17. 
Doug Qm13ell of t] 
Skeena Health Unit clos~ 
the restaurant When it faili 
a routine investigation. , 
Improper food holdh 
temperatures, food handlin 
practices and food prepar 
tion techniques we 
responsible for tl 
restaurant's closure, sa 
Ron Craig, manager , 
health protection and safe~ 
"If a restaurant owner 
lacking in skills we mu 
Pr;vent them from sellh 
food to the public,'.' sa 
Craig. "The food going o 
to the public, must be of a 
minimum standard." . 
During the routine investi- 
gation, Quibell determined 
that the restaurant's owners 
were not following these 
basic safe practices, and im- 
mediately closed the. Yip 
Chi Restaurant. 
In order to re-open, 
owners Pak Chi Yip and his 
wife than were required to 
take a food safe course. Al- 
though this course is avail- 
able locally, the Yips chose 
to travel to Vancouver to 
take a course that was being 
offered right away. 
"Small operators don't al- 
ways have access to training 
that some of the larger 
premises might have," ex- 
plained Craig. 
In order to get the 
restaurant back on track the 
Yips have also hired a con- 
sultant o make management 
changes and ensure that 
food.preparation is safe for 
the public. 
The restaurant will now be 
checked every few days by 
an envimmental health of- 
ricer until the owners prove 
they are consistently follow- 
ing safe food practices. 
Typically, restaurants are 
investigated once a year. 
REUSE 
PITCH,IN 
ister Ron Irwin attacked if they are able and capable 
Scott's motion, saying the of looking after them- 
provincial govemment is selves," Scott continued. 
duly elected. The motion was intm- 
"If  we were to stop con- duced during what is called 
ducting business with the an opposition day in the 
current government in Brit. House of Commons. 
ish Columbia we would be That's an opportunity for 
insulting the majority of opposition party to put for- 
British Columbians who ward their own views on 
voted for this government," how government policy 
he said. should be carried ouL 
He pointed out that AI. 
berta and Saskatchewan 
joined Confederation i the 
fourth year of a government 
lead by Liberal Prime Min- 
ister Sir Wilfrid Laurier. 
"Would the hon0urable 
member have wanted these 
talks to'be put on hold be- 
cause the federal govern- 
ment was facing an election 
the next year?" 'Irwin 
added. 
• He said it seemed the mo- 
tion was more aimed at na- 
tive people. 
B.ut Scott responded by 
saying the Reform party 
wants native people to be 
better off than they are 
today. - 
"The root cause of most 
of the problems in which 
native people find thera- 
selves is that we have 
treated them separately fxom 
day one," he said. 
"We have never given 
them the opportunity to be  
ordinary Canadians. We 
have never treated them as 
Mike Scott 
Holiday hours 
CHRISTMAS IS both a busy and challenging 
year at TheTerrace Standard. 
Holidays make it necessary for the newspaper to 
change its deadlines and vary its opening hours. 
That's why there are advanced eadlines for our 
issue of Dec. 27. The deadline for display and 
classified ads is Tuesday, Dec. 19 at 5 p.m. 
For news and sports stories, the deadline is 
Wednesday Dec, 20 at noon. 
Our front office will be closed Christmas Day 
and Boxing Day and opens again De e . 27. 
We're also closed New Year's Day, opening 
again for regular business Tuesday, Jan. 2. 
Northern Information Systems 
Computer accounting system specialists I 
~ . ~ ~  -Abacus II Qualified Installer: I 
sales, training and support 
ACCPAC Plus setup & support 
- Softrak add-ons for ACCPAC 
,,,o~n,,,,.,, - Networks and cornrnun cations 
R. Alan Sande, CMA (604) 635.7756 
* . ' . ,  " ~L7 
} 
, f  
i/i' 
Support advanced 
research and province- 
,wide community education 
programs sponsored by 
'your Lung Association. 
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Clothing 
'~ l" S ~ t~L4  REASONS TO SHOP WITH KIDS ONU 
* Seleclion from Infonls to Adults 
I Jl~'~| ~ " Washer/Dryer F iendly 
,~ '~.~ * Unique Kids Only grow Feature 
HOME PARTIES/HOSTESS DISCOUNT 
/~ " - - '~  Call for your Free Catalogue Today 
~nd~r,c~.n~ Co, s*,lt,,,~ BONNIE MERCER 635-1900 
, LEATHERMAN  
gift they I1 really use. [ 
7 .: i : - :  
i:.on the job ~ 
Pocket 
Survival 
Too#'~ 
I 
i 
at home.., 
/ 
SHOP 
. . . .  E CAR 
i-S' ABOVE ALL OTHERS. 
" "~¢i~ , 'C; g ;~} . ' 
We wonl We wont We wont While that's good news for us at ;::;~;i~; 
Hyundai, it's even better news for you. -¢ ! ,~ i~ i .~!~#~ ~ 7  "L"@~;i!: :'!~::~Ji~ ;~;,i~L!-[ 
1996 ACCENT 4-DR GL 
1996 ACCENT 
A TOUGH CAR TO BEAT. 
or opnonai ~speed automatlctransmisslon,:,i 
front . . . . . . .  ;act;~~i~i and rear.crumple zones{side Imp 
beams,, one-pieCe side panel eonstruCtioni::: 3!! 
and anti-.submarine s ats (to prevent you;!:{i:¢i:: 
from sliding under your seatbeit)2, 
Add available ABS brakesand ual :::: .:iii:. !I~ 
airbags, plus astandard ln,dustiT~leading::,/ii:~ 
5 year/100,000 km warranty and 24 h6Ur.:~:,' i:il
roadside assistance, you've got a car ihat~s! ': : 
worth its weight in gold. .~.:.. ,:: " 
Don't just take Cargulde's word for. itl/..:i 
test drive a1996 Accent his weekend ~dl. 
judge for yourself " " }~i~:i~"~ 
5 YEAR/ !  00 ,000  KM WARRANI~ ; . . . .  . ,~ ~ 
L F 24 HOUR ROADSIOE ASSISTANCIP :~ ' ./~'/~,.,~): % * ~'~ 
- ":'.:~ I~lud,,(  I'ud delivery ~rvic, .  flat i{m " . • . ~!~'~ i  
i!;t chang|n$'. Iock.6ut ~rvie¢ ~; tow nit ~rvlee ~ : ; . ~ :~:,.7~;:. ~ 
~:; ~ See Dea er For De a s - " :- '~,:~~,'~ 
Where The Smart Money Goes. 
t . " 
: L :  
f ,  
• ' /~ i /~~' ' :  * '  1~ '--~ : 
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News. In Brief 
FM radio returns 
CBC Stereo FM has returned to the local cable system. 
The signal was lost last week when Skcena Broadcasters 
changed the technology it uses to bring in several TV sig, 
nals. 
Those "IV Signals used to come in via microwave but are 
now received via satellite. That meant an end to radio sig- 
nals which were carried in conjunction with the TV sig- 
nals. 
Bat Skcena Broadcasters has now found a CBC Stereo 
signal on a satellite and has:resunied service. Listeners can 
find it at 94.1 on theFM dial. : . . . . . . .  
The company is now testing out replacement stations for 
CHQM-FM, another signal ost when the conversion from 
microwave to satellite took place. : i 
Socred. leader coming:; 
LARRY GILLANDERS: the leader of the provincial So' 
cial Credit party, is coming to town tomorrow to speak at a 
Terrace and D=stnct Chamber of Commerce luncheon. His 
topic will be land claims. 
Once the dominant provincial political party, the Socreds 
are now down to one seat in the legislature. 
Gillanders is from North Vancouver and has already 
visited other places in the northwest. 
The luncheon begins at 11:45 a.m. at the Bavarian Inn. 
To book a space, contact the chamber at 635-2063. 
': : !'ii~ii i : 
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Cable lobby idea backed 
THERE's lots of interest in forming some kind of cable 
"IV ratepayers group here, says a local viewer• 
Laura Hanson says she's getting a big response to her 
call for cable subscribers to band together. 
"I've had approximately a hundred phone calls al- 
ready," Hanson said last week. "It is a big issue.,' 
Hanson wants to create an organization to lobby Skeena 
C.ablevision for more varied channels, lower prices and 
better quality. 
"A lot of people who have called me are the elderly," 
she said. "They are stuck at home, they can't get out, and 
they are dependent on their TVs." 
Hanson is now circulating petitions in Terrace, Kithnat, 
Prince Rupert and Smithers. 
She says she and others are irked at the recent change of 
some American networks from Detroit to Seattle, which 
she says means less variety. 
Hanson can be reached at: Laura Hanson, 4731 Halliwell 
Ave. Terrace, B.C. VgG 4G2. Or phone 638-8535. 
r 
Under negotiation 
THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT's social  services 
ministry is negotiating an agreement with ~e Nisga'a 
Tn'bal Council to, have it take over the responsibility for 
child and family welfare services. 
The news followsan announcement two weeks ago of a 
similar deal signed between the'ministry and the Lake 
Eabine Band in Bums Lake. 
Social services minister Joy MacPhail said the agree- 
ments with native governments fall under the new Child, 
Family and Community Service Act which provides fo r  
more involvement of native people in the planning and 
delivery of services. 
The Lake Babine Band is the 11t~ native government to 
sign an agreement with the provincial government. 
STARTIHG Ah'2~ EAIR  ! co~i \~ 
FROM JUST *39900 1-800-~638,,,, "1 'S813"1158's'c" 
FURNITURE & APPL IANCES (SINCE 1963) 
. - . . . . :  . ,  . . . 
CHARGE PLAN 
ment to treat British Colum, 
bia in such a fashion is 
wrong." 
" I  don't know who they'd 
do it and I don't know from 
a legal point of view if they 
could, but I'd bc looking at 
every way." 
Scott said Ottawa is using 
income taxes collected in 
B.C. as a way of forcing it 
follow its own course of ac- 
tion. 
The federal government 
says the three-month 
residency requirement o 
collect welfare is against the 
law as it breaks provisions 
for Canadians to have uni- 
versal access to social pro, 
grams. 
The province has : 
responded by saying it 
ScotL to the Ottawa c°ffers"' said i p 
"For the federal govern, 
needs to trinl its burgeoning 
welfare spending. 
Provincial officMs expect i 
to save $23 million a:year :
qnirement, i 
Scott 
smacks 
feds 
THE PROVINCE should 
cut off the money tap to Ot- 
tawa, says Skeena Reform ' 
MP Mike Scott. 
It's the only way to make 
Ottawa pay attention since it 
stopped $47 million in 
transfer payments, he said. 
Ottawa's withholding the 
money because the provin- 
cial government won t let 
people moving here from 
elsewhere collect welfare 
for three months. 
"Eritish Columbia is one 
of the three 'have' p rm 
vinccs. It's a net contr~utor 
Jr0 f PHONE, 
We're free at night, F, rom 6pro every evening until7am ttqe : [il 
next day, Freedom offers free unlimited local calling, : FIRST 
: ' IP We're free on weekends, Every weekend from 6pm Friday DAYS 
to 7am Monday local airtime is free, : " 
' We're free to start with. Sign up fii F;eedo~ !dOr, ~ # ~~ WEEKEI n.- . , ,=. .n I l l  
December 31st, 1995 and BC TEL Mobili~wll ~Ar~e both: the :: I l l  _1  RNU £V£1VlI',IbD, 
activation fee and your first year's sysiem acoe:ss:iee; a -  II 
combined saving of $108, I 
We're free for the first" 30 days. Sign up beiore: : ] [ q l i  HI ~/~4~ JP~ 1 It j III J,~' I e j ! '  
December 31st, 1995 and you get all of:yoUiiocSIca 11 
for the f rst 30 days AVE. MAll. ' :::: KEITH SKEENA MALL CITY CENTRE 
: This plan is base, d on a30 month Iransferable ~ontract o,A!Ci Reg~i~i iuie~ [::6~ =a:~in~e ~piy'duling non*: 2ol~=l~=~n WIRACE KITBMAT 
i ,: wree parlorts, v.any cancellalJon lees apply: Long distance Charge.sand takes are'exlra, New activations on ly .  OOU'UO00 6S5-49411 6S2-5000 
FREE 
_ HOOK-UP. 
~i ~ ~i : : :  ~:ii • '~  
COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 
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SECTION B 
CRIS LEYKAUF 
638.7283 
REGHORNE 
Ignorance is 
not bliss 
~q S A geographer I sometimes 
k 
look at the world a little differ- 
~- -  ently. I note for example that in 
---. ~uebec there are a group of 
people called Anglophones which means 
English. Yet, most of these people are in 
fact of Scottish descent. 
There is no easier way to annoy a Scot 
than to call him English. He may British, 
but not English. This was the whole point 
to the movie Bravel~art. 
Of course the Scots may not have ap- 
preciated an Australian playing their leader 
any more than the English liked the Amer- 
ican Robin Hood. 
Kevin Costner lands on the south coast of 
England and strikes out walking saying 
"We'l l  be home by nightfall." Doesn't he 
know that Nottingham is almost two hun- 
dred miles away? Maybe not. 
The movie was filmed in the New Forest, 
which isnear  the south coast. Nottingham 
Forest disappeared to the farmer's axe 
centuries ago. 
If you'd rather curl up with a book, than 
watch a movie over the holidays, try Pierre 
Button's 'Hol lywood's Canada' in  which 
he slates r the hundreds of movies supposed- 
ly made about Canada. 
_ The :Cree Indians-of NQrthem Quebec 
dahcin~~r0ui id-a totem pole with the 
mountains of Lake Tahoe, California in the 
background is the best. 
But there is also the Dionne Quintuplets 
travelling in an imaginary paddle steamer 
down an imaginary river to Montreal, and 
the Mounties riding through Saskatchewan 
before it completed its mountain removal 
project. (The movie Saskatchewan was 
filmed in Alberta.) 
On a more serious note, Yugoslavia has 
been in the news nearly every night for the 
past three years, yet I had a student (not in 
Terrace) who thought hat Yugoslavia was 
in southern Africa. Such geographical ig- 
norance is dangerous. 
The Cree Indians of Northern 
Quebec dancing around a totem 
pole with the mountains of Lake 
Tahoe, California in the back- 
ground is the best. 
Someone at Canada Post thinks every- I 
thing is in Southern Africa too. When I was 
working in Sierra Leone, a small country on 
the west coast of Africa which I admit I had 
to look up in an atlas before I went there, I
received a Christmas card in February from 
Canada. It was postmarked Montreal and 
Johannesburg. It had overshot Sierra Leone 
by five thousand miles and then worked it's 
way back by some unknown route. 
Back to Britain and the news. President 
Clinton has apparently made peace in 
Northern Ireland. This is another interesting 
situation which as a geographer I am al: 
ways asked to explain. 
This island of Ireland was part of the 
United Kingdom. In 1921 most of it be- 
came an independent country, the Republic 
of Ireland. Most of it, expect for the north- 
east corner which remained a part of the 
United Kingdom. 
Ever since then, there has been a 
separatist movement which wants Northern 
Ireland to join the Republic. As with any 
such movement, here are people who don't 
agree. Thus there has been violence border- 
ing on civil war at times. 
The factthat he separatists are Catholic 
and the unionists are Protestant simply fur- 
ther divides them. The unionists are 
Protestant because many of them are de- 
scendants of Scottish migrants who settled 
there about the same time others were set- 
tling in Montreal. Which brings my back to 
where I began. Merry Christmas. 
Dr, Reg Home is a member of the Univer- 
sity of Northern British Columbia Faculty I 
0 . . . .  * ~f ~atural Resources and Enwronmental I Studies based in Terrace. 
Radio operators still vital 
WHILE MOST people continued 
with Christmas preparations this 
weekend, Bob Starkie did some- 
thing just a little bit different. 
An experienced amateur adio 
operator, Starkie and mtother op- 
erator from Kitimat bounced a 
signal off of a Russian satellite. 
"Why a Russian satellite? 
They're the simplest ones to work 
with. You don't need a lot of 
sophisticated equipment," 
Starkle explains. 
It's but one of a multitude of 
experiments in communication 
Starkie has conducted over the 
more than 30 years he's been in- 
lrigued by radio operations. 
Starkie got his start when he 
took an aptitude test upon joining 
the Royal Canadian Navy in 
1961. 
"They discovered I had natural 
abilities and a talent. My interest 
in radio just stuck," he said. 
Since then Starkie has worked 
as a radio operator for the govern- 
ment and continues on to this 
day. 
He moved north in 1977 and 
quickly found that radio offered a
way to communicate with the' 
outside world. AMATEUR RADIO OPERATOR Bob Starkie spends an hour or two a day with his radio system; 
"In Vancouver you got used to talking to operators around the world. If satellites or phone lines fail in emergencies, then it is radio 
having everything at your fin- operators like Starkie who will link the northwest with the rest of the country. 
gertips. Up here you're in a com- 
pletely different environment," 
says S~rkie. 
"I take a radio into the bush so same as the more commonly- Starkie's to receive and transmit 
I know I can get help if I'm in known Internet but without a de- data. 
Uronble. I'm a snowmobiler and I pendence on:telephone lines or One benefit is that PACKET 
• take one when I go out for search satelliteS, fits the scheduleof an operator. 
and rescue, avalanche work. . Starkie's main PACKET part- :'You don't have to say I'll talk 
Radio is a key to my life." net- is in Comex. Messages to you at 7 p.m. each Wednesday. 
Starkie's heavily involved in passed through im to Comox are Whatever an operator's Schedule 
the local amateur radio club but then transmitted to Asia. is, a message can sit there until 
has exp~ind.ed that effort to be a the operator is~:~dy/'il;:Starkie 
. co~=nunications link to pperators . ~ continued. : " • ," i:",'~ 
around the world. "'lnternet Is great  but  A'great advantage is'not:having 
::Timt-'.s::be~use he now uses a 
computer to make com~ectio~, it'S Just dot.  radio. = if 
Ramvutg a program called there's a crisis, radio is 
PACKET which compresses in- there, just as it's been 
formation into digital form, since the turn  of the 
Starkie broadcasts it over the air century." 
waves .  
"You can take a message, type 
it in and it goes out to anybody 
via the radio system," he said. Hi~ system runs 24 hours a 'day, 
Operators elsewhere receive the handling everything automatical- 
information which is then ly. 
decompressed. Other local radio operators have 
PACKET operates much the programs which connect to 
• Connnect ing with the world 
Many of those ,who have base 
BEFORE THERE was e-mail and his native Denmark in the 1930s, size of postcards, containing the • stations also carry hand held 
the Internet there was ham radio, drifted away from it until the sender's call sign, date and time radios for just such a purpose, 
And that's all that is still re- 1950s, topped again and revived of contact and technical informa- 
quired to communicate with the hobby several years ago. lion. notes Brorup. 
He has an amateur radio sewice 
people around the world, says one "Once you learn Morse code, "It's an international brother-, manual from the Provincial 
veteran amateur radio operator, you never forget it," he says. hood, even the Soviet Union had 
Eric Brorup makes his connec- The challenge, Brorup con- ham operators," he said. Emergency Program ~ outlining 
pr0~dutes to~be~ followed if tions through a relatively low- "tinues, is to make connections Bromp's cards come from the called into nction; 
powered system which enables with people on his low-powered entire world, including Japan, the 
him to send and receive voice and system. Czech republic, Hawaii and south Brorup does have a word of 
warning ~ there is an etiquette to send and receive Horse code. Brorup's unit is small, a testa. Texas. 
,, among radio operators. . .:. .... 
The number of radio operators ment to new technology. And while ham radio sounds Foul language isn't allowed and 
around the world are in a direc- Located on a desk in a room of like a hobby, they also have an neither is the playing of music. 
tory thicker thau the Vancouver his house, Brorup tunes in daily, important role to play. Brorup. estimates his unit ;cost 
phone book," says Bmrup. , His contacts take on n concrete Operators act as communicators him under $300, a price he saysis 
"There are 46,000 alone in Cam-  form with many return cards dis- during natural or other disasters, more than worth it for the re/urn 
da." played on the walls of the room. relaying information and rues- in the form of making conne~ 
Brorup lcamed Morse code in These cards are about he same sages, tions around the world: "" 
CAL 0ONIXS Ui 
production OliveT played to 
enthusiastic audlehces at 
the REM Theatre / I~t  ' 
weekend. 
The musical told the story 
of the orphan OI!ver, his 
sal e to an undertaker, and I 
his brief foray to an  un- 
derworld run by thieves. All I 
• came to a happy ending"] 
though, and Oliver found a I 
home. 
Period costumes, lively: 
music an d entertaining 
songs were e0me 0f/the'  
highlights fr ~Oq: .... 
lion. ~:::":~": ~"" 
• .. ~,-~-':~'~:~,~:~  ~"~,~"~ "' ~:~:~,,.:~i i~
We're still a vital communica- 
tions link." 
That's very much a continuing 
of the tradition of amateur radio 
operators which can respondin- 
stantly in emergencies to receive 
and pass along information, 
Starkie adds. 
"Intemet: is great but it's just 
nbt radio. If there's a crisis, rad io  
is'there,just asit's been s~ce the~ i 
to rely on other,communications turn of,the.century/" . . . . .  
systems.- ........ : : ...... r " " Amateur .: ~adio, operators .also-=:-:: : 
"The  American:~ oast r: guard talk. to- Ulxonauts:,up in. the varl.::, :i:!: 
nowhas  PACKET ~n six,, 0f-lira 0us Space/shutiles.,, , '-~., ,.., ~ , : f . "  :/ 
ships.:, Data  ~ iS : tians'miHed,error, • ~ ,,.s tark ie  estimates ", he  . spendS ~,an::/ . . ' ::~ 
fre~.Se'curity is'there:and it ar- hour or iw0 everyday with.h ' 
rives to all six ships at the same system. , : 
time," said Starkie. He has seven radios in  his; 
"If the satellites hould ever go ih0use, a spare and two in his. 
down, if there's an earthquake track. 
and the satellite dishes go down A new project being undertaken 
or if the phone lines go down, by Starkie and other local opera- 
we're back'to Square One." tot's is improving the radio 
"But radio will always be there, repeater system in the northwest. 
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£ CENE 
I " 
[] Give me that! 
TABATHA NENNINGER plays a scroogish girl who doesn't like Christmas in the upcoming 
A Wonderful Worldful of Christmas. Here she fights with 'brother' Loren Fell, to prevent him 
from giving a letter to Santa to postman Philllp Rose. The play runs Dec. 15-17. See the 
Theatre section for times and ticket info. 
MUS C 
• KERMODEI CHORISTERS pres- 
ent their Falling into Christmas concert 
on Dec. 17 at 2 p.m. at the Evangelical 
Free Church. 
• BARELY LEGAL plays GiGi's Pub 
in the Terrace Inn till Dec. 16 from 10 
p.m.-2 a.m. Mondayto Saturday, 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thum- 
day and Sunday at George's Pub in the 
Northern Motor Inn, every Sunday and 
Monday at Hanky Panky's and every 
Friday at the Thornhill Pub. 
ings. On Thursday, Dec. 14, just $3 will 
get you in for the 7:30 p.m. play. Chil- 
dren under 12 accompanied by an adult 
get in free. On Friday, Dec. 15, it's din- 
ner theatre, starting at 6:30 p.m. Tickets 
are $20 for this one and are available at 
the school office. 
A A WONDERFUL WORLDFUL 
OF CHRISTMAS - -Take the whole 
family to see this debut performance of 
the Terrace Little Theatre youth troupe. 
The play is about a young boy and his 
scroogish older sister who travel around 
the world, trying to find what Christmas 
means to different cultures, including 
t At 7 p.m. NOW AND THEN plays, 
starring Demi Moore, Melanie Griffith 
and Rita Wilson. Then at 9:15 p.m. it's 
the gripping drama DEAD PRESI- 
DENTS. At 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. it's 
COPYCAT, starring Sigourney 
Weaver and Harry Connick Jr. 
Starting Friday 
• James Bond is back as Pierce Bros- 
nan in GOLDEN EYE. You can see 
the devilish 007 at 7 and 9:15 p.m. At 
7:15 p.m. it's THREE WISHES, star- 
ring Patrick Swayze. And at 9:30 p.m. 
NEVER TALK TO STRANGERS. 
ETCETER  
• TERRACE ART ASSOC. presents 
a showing of items from thei r Christmas 
Arts and Crafts Sale at the Art Gallery 
in the lower level of the library, The 
sow runs until Dec. 23. Gallery houm 
are Wed.-Fri., noon till 3 p.m. Friday 
evenings 6:30-8:30 p.m, (except Dec. 
22). Weekend hours are 12-4 p.m. on 
Sat. and 1-4 p.m. on Sunday. 
YOUT 
A CHRISTMAS BAKING-  Teens 
are invited to the Kermode Friendship 
Centre for an evening of Christmas 
Baking. Sorry, the cookies are for the 
Christmas dinner on Dec. 18, but you 
caD probably sneak a few. The dinner 
begins at 5 p.m. on the 18th in the arena 
Serving Seniors 
Serving our members In all we do,,. 
Talk to our friendly, helpful 4~ __ ,,p..- 
staff today, they will help 
you understand the 
advantages of our 
GOLDEN PACKAGE ACCOUNT. 
It was designed especially 
for seniors. 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
4(]50 Lnzolle Ave,, Torrace, BC ph. 635.7282 
We belong Lo you." 
Sec~iog Mem~ts 8 T~# F ,~ 
the credit union advantage:'we ore a profit sharing, member owned institution 
...we belong to you. 
UNDLES 
OF JOY 
FD Baby's Name: 
in Jessiah MoRon Wesley 
ale & Time of Birth: 
November 17. 1995 at 1:28 pm. 
Weight: 10 Ibs Thoz. Sex: Male 
Parent: Rosealeen Wesley 
Baby's Name: 
Larissa Victoria Sparrow 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Baby's Name: 
Chance Justice Ray Ada Grieva 
Martha Edith Blabey 
Date & Time of Birth: 
November 20, 1995 at 8:04 am. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 3oz Sex: Female 
Parents: Jodina Zcttergreen 
& J~on Blabey 
Baby's Name: 
• Jarcd Christopher Delian 
18,1995 at 12:05 pro. Date &Time of Birth: 
Ibs 9 oz. Sex: Female November 24, 1995 at 2:42 pm 
PaR'ills : Leanne Wright , 
& Treat Sparrow 
Baby's Name: 
Devin Alexander Poulier 
Date & Time of Birth: 
November 18,1995 at 2:15 pm 
Weight: 8 Ibs 2 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Renae & Paul Poulier 
Weight: 8 Ibs 5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Desirec Dalton 
& Darrell Genaille 
Baby's Name: 
Spencer Richard Pos 
Date & Time of Birth: 
November 25.1995 at8:35 am 
Weight: 7lbs 15 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Louise & Allen Pos 
Baby brother for Madelvn 
banquet room. Reserve your Spot by 
the Nisga'a. The play runs Dec. 15 at phoning Carole at 635-4906. 
7:30 p.m. and Dec. 16-17 at 1 and 3 THEATRE p.m. both days at the McCall Make the 'Scenel Cal1638-7283 or fax 
Playhouse. Admission is $2. to 638-8432 to add your event o the 
~, CENTENNIA L CHRISTIAN _ . ~_ .  . _ .  ~ Standard's free entertainment listings. 
CHOOL presents The, Best Christmas ~ q ( "} ~1 [[.. ~ The deadline ~, 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
Pageant Ever in two different show- V v I L ,3 foilowing week spaper. 
Weigh-in at 6 p.m. For more into call 
Joan at 635-0998. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday 
of every month. They get started Oct. 
14 at the Legion. Call Pat at 635-2537 
or Ethel at 635-5046 for more into. 
TERRACE HIV INFORMATION 
SUPPORT Group (T.H.I.S.) meets the 
third Thursday of every month at 7:30 
p.m. in the Mills Memorial Hospital 
board room. Contact Carrie at 635- 
4885. 
SATURDAYS 
BREAST SELF-EXAMINATION 
clinics take place at Emerson Medical 
Clinic the last Saturday of each month. 
Free instruction by qualified nurses. 
Call Lita Flynn at 635-6263 or Emer- 
son Clinic at 635-7234 for appoint- 
ment. 
MONDAYS 
MOTHER'S TIME OFF-  Morns 
are invited to drop in, meet other 
morns, do a craft, or just enjoy a break 
while your children play close by with 
experienced care givers. They are open 
Man., Wed., Thurs., and Fri. from 10- 
11:30 a.m. at the Knox United Church. 
For more info call 635-4147 during 
program hours. 
SKEENA SQUARE DANCERS meet 
every Monday at the Carpenter's Hall 
at 7 p.m. Beginners are invited to learn 
a traditional dance with a new flavour. 
Singles or couples welcome. For more 
info call Carol at 635-2122 or June at 
635-1570. 
SKEENA VALLEY FALL FAIR As- 
sociation meets the second Monday of 
every month at 8 p.m. at Thomhill Jr. 
Secondary in the library. 
KERMODE BEARS DANCE 
GROUP meets every Monday and 
Thursday night from 7-8 p.m. at the 
Kermode Friendship Centre. Anyone 
interested in dancing please come out. 
Elders are needed for drumming. For 
more info please call Benita at 635- 
7670. 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
meets the 2nd and 4th Monday of 
every month at 7:30 p.m. at the Elks 
Hall. Call 635-5121 for more info. 
BIRTHRIGHT volunteers meet the 
1st Monday of each month at 8 p.m. in ARE YOU HAVING trouble seeing This column is intended for non- 
their second floor office at the Tillicum your grandchildren? Call Marge at profit organizations and those events 
Twin Theatre. Call Linda at 635-6849 635-7421for info. for which there is no admission 
or Betty at 635-5394 for info. TUESDAYS charge. 
STRETCHING CLASS - -  The Mill- Items will run two weeks before each 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold istry of Health community rehabilita- event. 
a board meeting the third Monday of lion program hosts this seated stretch- We ask that items be submitted by 5 
every month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 ing class from 1-2 p.m. at the Skeeua p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
p.m. They're looking for volunteers Health Unit Auditorium at 3412 Kalum in which it is to appear. 
and board members. Contact Lois at St. Call Anne at 638-2272 for more Submissions should be typed or 
635-4232 for more into. into. printed neatly. 
-A  
1994 CHEV. 1 TON 4X4 
Extended Cab Turbo  Diesel,  Dual ly  Loaded, SiLver ado 
BUY OR LEASEI 
Special Price . 
1995 EilEVY 4X4 EXTENDED CAB 
1993 MAZDA MPV IX, 
7 Passenger, 
Full Loadl 
1993 FORD EXPLORE 
Eddie Bauer, Full 
load,Immaculate. -=j¢ 
1991 £11EV I/2 TON ll 
Silverado, Full I oad~,  
1993 FORD F-150 4X4 
Extended Cab, Lon_¢~, { Box A/C, "lllt, Cruise':~l 
1993 GM¢ EXT. CAB 4', 
Full load• .~ ,  
'93 CllEV £11Ei'ENNE'I 
Low kin's, Like New,~.l,~ 
V-8. NC, Boxliner. 
1992 FORD F-250 4X4 
Diesel, Air conditioning, -flit, Cruise. 
CALL TODAY! 
1994 EIIEVY BLAZER 
Silverado 4x4, Immaculatel. 
BUY OR LEASEI 
1993 CllEt,T EXTENDED CAB SL 
3/4 ton, 4x4, Turbo Diesel. 
HARD TO FINDI! 
Wednesday, December 13 
PACES and Daycare Staff invite 
the public to an open house, from 
4-7 p.m. at the new building, next to 
the REM Lee Theatre. Refresh- 
ments will be provided. For more 
info call 638-8367. 
Thursday, December 14 
B.C. OLD AGE PENSIONERS hold 
their monthly membership meeting 
at 2 p.m. at the Happy Gang 
Centre. They'll be Installing thelr of- 
ricers for 1996. 
THE FAMILY HISTORY UBRARY 
at the Jesus Christ Later Day 
Saints will be closed until Jan. 3. 
Sunday r December 17 
TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND 
hosts Carols in the Park in the 
Lower Little Park at 7 p.m. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
THURSDAYS 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeeua 
Health Unit Auditorium. The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing and caring. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the first and third Thumday of each 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and maintain a first class com- 
munity. For more into call Bruce at 
635-6316. 
LIVING WITH CANCER Support 
Group meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month from 7:30- 
9:00 p.m. in the Stepping Stone Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks St. For more in- 
formation call Diane at 638-3325 or 
638-0296. 
ALANON meets every Thursday at 7 
p.m. at 4542 Park Ave. This group is 
for anyone who is suffering from the 
effects of another person's alcoholism. 
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) 
meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Health Unit auditorium, 
Lights contest 
of fers  stiff 
i lcompetmtion 
MOST PEOPLE decorate their homes at Christmas with a 
:i stdng of lights, perhaps ome garland and maybe a snow- 
, ' man<:jn the front yard. Others go slightly nuts with 
/ candy~nes, carolers, Sanlas, and more lights than the jolly 
i i elf himself would use. 
So what's all the fuss about? Well, aside from general 
" Christmas craziness, Terrace residents are getting ready for 
the annual Northwest Real Estate Board's Christmas lights 
i McRae Cres. residents am undefeated champions in the 
best  street category for seven years in a row. Last week a 
reporter spotted one of the street's residents out in the 
fleezing winds, propping up a large star of lights. 
Frank Ackerman has been decorating his house for five 
to six years, adding acouple strings each year. 
During the Christmas eason he estimates more than a 
hundred cars a night drive down McRae to look at the 
lights. 
Frank and Mafia Luis have lived on McCrse Cres. sinco 
1975. Carolers and candycanes decorate the front lawn, 
santas poke out here and there and lights are strung 
throughout the front of the house. 
,'We started with a little bit and every year I just add 
more," says Maria. 
When asked how everyone on the street is convinced to 
join in the Christmas decorating spree, she say s it seems to 
just happen every ear. 
"And in the end the slxeet just looks beautiful," she 
says. 
Last year's winner of the best house category was Jim 
Young of 4931 Park. Provided the weather cooperates, he 
plans to enter the contest again. 
"Chfislmas lights have always been a labour of love for 
me," he says. 
He pu= up about 30 strings of lights, he estimates, but 
doesn't plan to add on much more this year. 
"I'm trying toCut d6wn on'the wattage now," he says. 
Young is quite fussy about what lights go where. 
"I like doing lights in a controlled fashion. Everything 
has ils place, it's not just slap happy put together," he 
says. "It's not to see how many lights I can put up, it's 
more of an artistic thing." 
Every year he enters into a friendly competition with his 
brother-in-law ho lives down the street, bat this year that 
competition might become official if his brother-in-law en- 
ters the contesL 
One category that will be open up for competition this 
year is that of best theme. The Alairic's nt 3809 Pine St. 
won last year with a North Pole theme, but they are selling 
their house this year, so bowed out of the contest. 
"We figured we'd give everyone lse a chance this 
year," says Roy Alaidc. But he warns they'll be back for 
Christmas 1996. 
The other categories in the contest are best commercial 
display and a judge's award. 
Contestants have until 5 p.m. on Dec. 19 to enter the 
Christmas Lights contest. Entry forms are available at local 
real estate offices. Judging will lake place on Wednesday, 
Dec. 2O. 
ordinaw:trees !;,: 
II 
PLAYERS FROM the Midget raps are selling Special 
sculptured Christmas trees for $25 this year. 
You'll find them in the McDonalds parldng lot, 
Thursdays, from 4-8 p.m., Fridays from 5-9 p.m., 
Saturday and Sunday from noon till 6 p.m. and Mon- 
day, Dec. 21 from 4-8 p.m. 
SOND4Y ~: "'Uo~'rDA? ' ' TUESDAY", WEDNESDAY.:: i,'I:H;ORSD 
Thornhi l l  Motors  
' 3026  H ighway 16, East, Terrace di ,#~l l  
Featuring Cars From $uboru. HyundM & Mazda 
RllrCBIE MALLETIr 
• Lease & Fleet Manager 
Looking For A Quality 
Pre-Owned Trudd 
We Have 15 Full-Size Trucks In 
Stock Nowl Our Selection Has 
Never Been Betted 
1990 Model Year Up To 1995! 
635-7286 
ESQ 
ESQUIRE  GOLF  WATCH TM 
Precise Swiss quartz movement. Unique dimpled 
design on white lacquered face and striking bezel. 
Genuine mineral crystal and handsome double 
stitched leather strap. Water esistant to 99 feet. 
Gift package comes with four Ultra ® Distance 
Distance golf balls, ball markers and tee. 
SKEENA MALL 1ERRACE SHOPPING CITY CENTRE MALL 
Tuu~c~ CENTRE (~UM^T) 
. 635-5111 635-7440 632-3313 
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MCRAE CRES. resident Frank Ackemnan was out in 
the freezing winds last week, propping up his giant 
star of lights, and getting ready for the annual Christ- 
mas Ughts contest. McRae Cres. is undefeated in 1he 
best sl~eet category. 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
DECEMBER 1995 PALACE DECEMBER 1995 
3pa~ents 4 Terrace 
Coa~= Minor for~e 
Advancement Hock~ 
of Edu~,~don ~ssocJatlon 
10 11 ~e.~ 
LionsClub Minor 
of Te~ace Baseball 
Downtown Assodalion 
r 
1;.,. 18T.ce 
coar~ Minor 
~'~ncement Hockey 
of Edu~don /L~ocia'doil 
=%i 25 
CLOSED CLOSED 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
K~e 
F~endship 
Sode~ 
12 
Kermode 
Fdendship 
~ciety 
19 
Kennode 
Fnendship 
Society 
26 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Sode~ 
Canadian 
Parapl~ic Assoc, 
kP, ga'a Tri~l 
Co~l-Terrace 
6 70~o,~ 8 
Terrace Roi= Pu~e Canadian ' Paraplegic Assoc 
Blueback Tm~- ltsga'a Tnl~l 
Swim Club ~i~P0ve~/ ~nd~Terrace 
13 l~de, of 15.~.~i 16, & uKj ~'~pJj 
Terrace E~s I'425 Tefface 
Blueback Tewace ttsga. '~ Tn~l 
Swim Club ~n~Povee# Cou~c~Terrace 
20 21 ,~  22 ~nor Canadian 
Terrace ~ Pal~tegic Asso~ 
Peaks renace I~a'a Tri~ 
Gymnaslics ~Ipove~ C0~nciI-Te~ce 
27 28 ~.~ 29. 
C0mmun~y Li~eTheal~e Canad/an 
Volunteer 6o~eau Society Par~Asso~ 
le.~elas Volunteer Terrace Nisga'a Trbal 
Re Depa~ent Md-Poverty C~ndl-Terrace 
Doom 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
2 Pipes& 
Dnims 
Kinsmen Club 
Terr'~ ~ 
9 Rotaly Club 
Paxents for Remh 
SkeenaV~ey 
Soowrnol~le 
Assoc. 
Kinsmen Cl.b 
Te~ace S~ng 
23 
Columbus 
Y0uth S0ccer 
soaicll & Rescue 
3•  Tenace -- Art/L~so~ 
P~.C.ES. 
Daycare 
- Te~ Ska~ 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. ' Games 6:15 
Thurs., Fri., SaL Late Night.Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon LiudW' ,ei!nesdayofth~monthla DOUBLE BINGO 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Lecji0n~ Terrace 635-2411 
Look No Further Than Sidewalkers 
If you're looking fo run ique  clothing and , 
footwear, look no further than Sidewalkers. 
Centrally located on Kalum Street (Across 
fron~ SearS)',. Sidewalkersl fea~res.l.aTwi'de ~ 
variety of local and irnpo~.ed ladies 'appaP 'i 
el, BirkenstockS bhEl i : l~or iieh~'£' ....... " '  
Every time you enter Sidewalkers you can 
be sure to be greeted by a warm and 
friendly smile, with all.these attractions, 
why whould you shop anywhere else? 
A Goldstar 
Z pound cal:~d~, many handy features 
...... ',, , retail pflce $189.OO " ~" : 
.Stop by  Totem's  =Coun~ide  
......... and  enter  the  ~ ~ .... ~ draw.  : ~:
- r io  purchase  necessa  W-  
DRAW DATE IS DECEMBER Z2/95 
T0tem's Countrplide 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES 
4501 Lakelse 
 ; tofali in love.. 
I /~ d~li kti- IIo kilillltilg 
in~ma~ 
features you'll fall. in love with! 
i HOLIDAY V Need Some Help 
BONUS With G~j~L Id~as? 
~#~ Try a Roses Gift , Receive a 
FREE ;ROW ~ .\% c, re',o~. ~ ~,O~ic l~ ~ Availalge in any c. 
Ii T I'U'I ~ ~ ~ f  ' far special adies 
with any up do! You'll /~ J '~- f  J in ~r  I/re! 
\ be the picture 
of perfection. .6 . . . . .~0 .~ ~ ~ ,[..;+ : .  
1l ie Head Shed 7 
4, ts  Lake~se _ _  638-8880 ,,~0,,:~.,,..e.~.~= 635"4550 
Deluxe  
Pack Chair 
Great for: 
-k Camping. Fishing Ir 
Sports Ir The Beach -k 
$79" ~.  All Seasons 
Source For  Spe l~ = . 
4555 ~keise Ave.  635-2982 
MI Cream@.r " 
",9 
Cloth ing  , 
Co.  
Garments Twill and Cord Pants, Blouses and Vests 
~OH [ALAAND HO HOHO 
Beoutiful lingerie in 
~ holiday colours. Bras, 
Paflties, Garters, 
Teddies, 
\ \  ,=by 
i 
G l~s SfipFr Bridal Boutiq~ 
Ladies F'ashions & Accessories 
4e0s,..-,aAv, i 635-6966 ~ 
CALENDAR 
20% 
ALL FRAME 
PRINTS 
J0ns Phobsraphic~ 
C& G 
4736 Lakelse Ave. 
635-5288 
Jill esthetic services - including electrolyBis phm 
tanning - all available vmy weekday 
l~riendly services by profe~donals who care 
because at IMAGES by Karlene 
Your lMAGE is our concern. 
mm m.--- -m m |  
iN  imMmt m m m  lmmmm ~m~,, 
4652 Lazelle 
OPEN'TIL 11 P.M. DECEMBER 15 
20% off 
ALL REGULAR PRICED MERCHANDISE 
llill:l:l:r_,lll ~lk-! •[e].J -.]lf14~:l~ i i:! :~ l i i , ' l l i . ' l l  lrilIl| 
/ l 
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-, Tasty construction ' 
CUUNARY STUDENTS at NWCC are practicing their home building skills. That's Alice Munro, Edward 
McDames and Pat Sharyk in front of Munro's colourful gingerbread house. The culinary students are build- 
ing the gingerbread houses for the NWCC Daycare Association. The association will be selling the houses 
which will be ready for pickup by Dec. 15. Profits will go towards daycare equipment. To reserve your 
gingerbread house phone Tony Reddy at the college at 635-6511. 
Tour of lights 
RED, BLUE, GREEN and yellow lights are strung on 
roof lines throughoiit town. They weave their way 
• through trees, along porches, and light up the oc- 
casional dog house. But where do you go to see these 
bright Christmas sights? 
The Shriners will take you on a tour of the city 
lights this Christmas with their Fraternal Express. 
The tour of lights runs Dec. 15-16 and Dec. 18-19. 
On Friday, Dec. 15, the bus will be making runs from 
the Safeway parking lot between 5-9 p.m. Safeway 
will be serving hot chocolate and cookies. 
On the 16th the Shriners bus will be based out of  
the McDonald's parking lot. The restaurant will be 
sewing hot chocolate from 5-9 p.m. 
For Dec. 18-19 the Shriners bus is back as Safeway, 
from 5-9 p.m. each night. 
The Shriners tour of lights is free to children, adults 
and families. The bus holds approximately 20 pas- 
sengers. 
it 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION 
Branch 13 - Terrace 
THEY'RE HEREII 
Billiard Tables 
"The Luxury" 
Lasting construction, sculpted lines 
and classic pockets built to handle 
constant use - the Luxury Series tables 
blend quality craftsmanship and 
traditional features to offer outstanding 
pool table value. 
4x8 - I" Italian Slate 
includes- bhlls - 2 cues- rack. 
BILLIARD ACCESSORIES 
AVAILABLE 
. Cue  SdCI~ • Wall Racks • 
.Cue Care Kits. Chalk 5' morel 
. .. ~ '1  ! ' , . . . .~- -  _ ~ -  -~  _ :  - _ - : ) .  
' ":" ' " ~:G ';, ~;~, , - ,~ ,~" ' "Z , :~ , 
~,~. . . .  ~y :~, :~.  :-, .~; .: ,..,; :~.~..~-:. 
. ' . ,  , -~" ' t l ,~ . :~h ~' ' : . . . i : . ' ;  
~,  , r  - • ~, . . . . . . . . .  i~  "~ ' "  ", " I "  
. .  . . . .  - ~., ,. -.,.,. .~  ~,'_."..,." :. 
' 2995  °° 
~.?:,)O-&=Billiards 
TWILIGHT SPAS & 
PUMP SUPPLY 
phone 638"0947 
• SALES • SERVICE 
fax 638-0948 
. INSTALLAT IONS 
• 2,:::?,: 
~,,L./ 
AND TO SAY THANKS FOR 
YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT 
WE'RE HAVING A 
i/;.'i',~;i ~-;r~ r~-x ~,
PRESENTS 
FOR YOUR LISTENING 
& DANCING PLEASURE 
Saturday, Dec. 16 at 9:00 p.m. 
BAND 
THANK-YOU 
Terrace Youth Soccer Association extends a 
warm thank you to the following, sponsors 
for their trernendou support in the 
: 19'95 season. 
BRAIDS INSURANCE : 
TERRACE SHELL WILKINSON BUSINESS MACHINES 
NORTHERN DRUGS 
RiCHARDS cLEANERS K'SH AN coNS:I'RUCTION 
ALL S~SONS SPORTS :;i ;: ; : 
NORTHERN MOTOR INN; :; PHILPOTS FORESTRY SERVICES 
I ROTARY CLUB; :~ ~:;'; i :;SAFEWAY TILDEN RENT~A-CAR i VIC FROESE TRUCKING ' ,  ORAMPTON, BROWN ARNOT ):(~XiRYQuEEN ~ I 
McALPiNE :1  
I TERRACE C"RYS!iR l CARLYLE SHEPHERD: ; • .: : CENTENNIAL IONS ~: I: • i sYSTEMs: ELKERS AUTO suPPLY ; RAi~ER GI~NELiA Si 
SHOPPERS ~:1 I 
SKEENA SAWMiELS i rl ;-i ~EBB~S REF~ G~ERAT;io~ t l ;  
W, LOWOOOCO~STRuC.O" CEDXR~"OT'RE~ I I  
coioP I~PP!RS,D EFoo~s ~ II 
RNNING : I: : - T OVERWAITEA . ~ I I 
S~HT I I  
MJB PLUMBING : IRLY BIRD BUILD NG SUPPLIES I 
E:K~RB~&SONS.. BUKDERSI ; 
;A~W BXN6siRXl'RA~SPoRTAT ON m I
COXFORD CoNSTRuoTION' 
I I TERRACE & DISTRICT LABOUR UNION : MANUELS . . . . . . .  TAKHAR ~RucEIN~ : Andto all the Coaches & Referees 
EVERYTHING* IN THE STORE 1' 
INCLUDING ALREADY REDUCED AND 
. . . .  ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE 
*EXCEPT TOBACCO, PRESCRIPTIONS,FOOD & DELICATESSEN, AUTOMOTIVE 
TVs, VCRs,  COMPUTER HARDWARE, VIDEO GAME : 
HARDWARE AND GIFT CERTIFICATES. 
~'~ DISCOUNT DOES APPLY TO COMPUTER SOFTwARE INCLUDING 
CD. ROMs,  VIDEO GAME CARTRIDGES AND ACCESSORIES, 
AND TV AND VCR ACCESSORIES. 
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Coup!e celebrates 50th 
wedding anniversary I LEATHERMAN  : : Give the gift they II reall~ use. 
• A l I / '~ I lP I IP  
I~l: I ~1 ; i  :E i~ I  I1: I =1;i :~  
YVONNE MOEN 
MARIANNA and Arnold 
Ferretti recently celebrated 
their 50th anniversary here 
in Terrace with friends and 
family 
The couple were married 
on Oct. 19, 1945, at Little 
Harbour, Nova Scotia. 
Their first child, 
Dorothyanne (Dot) was 
born almost a year later in 
that same community. 
Shortly after Dot's birth 
the family moved to Gerald- 
ton, Ontario, where their 
second, child Philomena 
Dawn (Phil) was born. 
The Ferretti's remained in 
Geraldton for a short time, 
then moved once again, this 
time across the country to 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
Their third child, Arnold, 
was born shortly after the 
Ferretti's arrival in Prince 
Rupert. After his birth the 
family moved once more, 
finally settling in Terrace in 
1955. 
During their years in Ter- 
race Marianna worked as a 
nurse at the Terrace hospi- 
tal, and Arnold worked at 
Columbia Cellulose as a 
Marianna and 
Terrace, moving to Van- 
couver Island in 1975 
There Arnold worked for 
MacMillan Blodel as a shop 
foreman. Marianna con- 
tinued her nursing career at 
the Chemanins Hospital. 
The Ferretti's returned to 
Terrace in 1989 to retire. 
Two of their children, Phil 
and Arnold, still live here. 
Their eldest daughter Dot 
lives in Spruce Grove. 
The family had a small 
gathering at Gim's 
Restaurant on Oct. 21. 
Friends and family travelled 
a long distance to celebrate 
the occasion. Out of town 
guests included Gene Pierce 
from Chemanius, Harry and 
Libby Lloyd from Prince 
Arnold Ferretti 
Marianna and Arnold are 
enjoying their retirement, 
spending time with their 
children and grandchildren. 
They also spend a substan- 
tial amount of time working 
in their .yard. Their hard 
work has paid off; their 
home won first place in the 
mobile home category of the 
Terrace Beautification 
Society contest in 1995. 
I wish Marianna and 
Arnold many more years of 
good health and happiness. 
Just a little reminder: the 
Terrace Air Cadets will be 
driving a bus load of seniors 
around Terrace on Dec. 14 
for a tour of Christmas 
lights. So please make sure 
heavy duty mechanic. Rupert, and of course their you have you/lights on for 
They spent wenty ears in daughter Dot. this evening. 
Jesus cruc=Tlea again. 
View Point 
utito 
Me all you that labor and 
are heavy laden, I will give 
you resL ' ' 
The above column is one 
in a series of ardcles from 
the Terrace Ministerial As- 
sociation and expresses the 
views of the author. 
for the church is not the Eternal Fa~er, 
bliUdihg 0no city st~et, itis Pr in~ 6[P~ a~ :,,~.;~'~~ '" 
wdlim the hfe of a true fol- ....... J'~us sat i " t:ome • 
lower of: 
A Child has been born to us 
A Son has been given 
The government rests on 
His shoulders 
His Name is called 
Wonderful Counselor, 
Mighty God 
By Ruth Peters 
House of Praise 
THE JESUS that faced the 
spiritual leaders of His day 
is the same Jesus who faces 
the religious hiearchy of our 
day. 
Have we added to the'gas, ' 
pel as taught "by Jesus, :otl-r 
interpretations, and asked 
others to keep 'our' teach- 
logs? Do we accept a babe 
in the manger but not the 
Son of the Living God? Do 
weteach Jesus the teacher, 
butn~t'the Baptizer with the 
Holy Spirit? 
Do we pray to Jesus, but 
not believe He is the Author 
and Finisher of our faith.'? 
Do we believe Jesus was a 
good teacher, but will not 
bend our. knee to His 
authority in our life? If so, 
then we have crucified 
Jesus. 
The message of Jesus 
todayjs the same as it's al- 
way s been ~ the Kingdom '
of God is not ritual, laws, 
activity, religious form or 
0ur:/interpretations or the 
Scriptures. It is found in the 
Spirit Of the Living God and 
Willi~i::eiit ' across religion, 
leg;iisms and personal am- 
bitions, for it is a message 
of  !'if you want to follow 
Me,:you: must die to the  
desire-for a position of 
.recdving adoration," in 
other words, to be God, 
When Jesus visits our city 
and what He does cuts 
~acrOs~..our doctrine, do we 
crucify Him? 
When! Jesus visits your 
conscience and cuts into 
your!~seif-nghteousness, do 
you~hidfy Him? 
~When Jesus visits your 
convictions and exposes 
them as convenience, do 
you crucify Him? When 
Jesus visits your theology 
:and reveals error, do you si- 
;fence Him? 
i When Jesus visits with su- 
',pernatural power, do you 
Isay ~'away with Him?" 
'~ Therefore let the house of 
',Terrace know for certain 
',that God has made Him 
',both Lord and Christ - this 
',Jesus whom you crucified. 
:Do  you believe the 
'~government of God is in 
ipeople rather than on the 
;shoulders of Jesus? Do you 
;suckle on the counsel of 
linen rather than on Jesus 
;The 'Counselor? Do you 
;need• ~covery rather than 
',The Prince of Peace? Then 
; you have crucified Him. 
: We Can be Certain of one 
! thhigi~$esuswlll build His 
, church with orwithout us, 
I Sunda~'' .............. 1pm-11pm I 
'~C~,4"c,,~, ,~--.,=Z'-.,a~ z ~. , ; . - ,~ .  ~-~.~"  " 
6~8"116~ 4664 Lakelse Avenue. Terrace 
AUGIE'S 
unch SF, xials 
2 
fo r  
1 
Appet izers  
(4-8 pm) 
OI¢le~ On o~ptlizer and receive lue 
~nme oro Io~,~ p~kd one [o~ tREE 
Hol Io I~ ~d wi~ ~y other ~peddt 
Steak Sandwi6h 
Served Monday ,o 595 
Salurday from 
11:30 am to 2:00 pm "1" TAX 
Dinner Specials 
Monday to Saturday 5til 8 p.m. 
$5.95,- $6.95 
Minimum beverage ~horge on oll above spedd$. 
4551 GREIG AVE. TERRACE, B.C. 
TERRACE INN NEW PHONE #635"0083 
i 
S ee Mini Tool reg. 69.98 ............ 49 
Pocket Tool reg 89.9L,s68" 
:i___ son. 
30o 
AI .  
HIKERS 
4OO/; 
ALL  
SWEATERS 
II, I . 
SAVE 
3O% 
AI . . L  
MEN'S 
LONG 
SLEEVE 
T-SHIRTS 
ffEMS AVAILABLE WHILE QUANTITIES LAST 
SAVE 40% 
ALL LADIES' DRESS 
COORDINATES 
( Excludin0 Here's Value ® items ) 
SAAN 
A 004DI  CONPN4¥ 
4645 Greig Ave. Terrace 
,ALL 
LADLES' 
BODYSUITS 
WINTER 
COATS, 
JACKETS, 
SNOWSUITS 
AND 
SKI PANTS 
NO RAINCHECKS 
Al~l~roximately 90 per cent of the energy we deliver managing water flow in a way that considers fish as 
to you is produced at hydroelectric generating sta- well as electricity generation eeds, ern phasizing 
tions. However. the generation of hydroelectric conservation, restoration aud enhancement of fish 
power can dhninish fish stocks and harm aquatic stocks. For example, at the Clayton Falls Creek 
habitats both upstream and downstream of dams and generating station near Bella Coola, we developed 
power I!ouses~ That' s why we're wo "kit g to find a a tailrace channel for spiiwt in ~ salmon'. The result i 
• : balance betweeii~pi.0vidihg::reiiabie~ dos -~fficieni • ,i:~•is :an•lin~i'0~d:s0aw~nin~ai d e rifi~ habitat •:~: )'~- " 
elec!rlct!Y !~!ld.~edt!~,!g:o~ur~mPact on,fish. , .  ,•:: C . ,.: We N the first toadmlt h tt e ~erythmg Isn't Nrfect. .  
Our efforts to protect aquatic habitats include "~ ~.. But te  .re t~ingsteps to protect B C, s fish dnda~luiiiie '
habitats, while providing tbr your energy needs. 
For more intbrnlation about our environmental 
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Song brings. 
back memorzes- 
An article by our community front page columnist Kathy 
Florbto (Culturally comprised? Don't bet on i t -  Nov. 
22) brought back a flood of memories for one reader. In 
the column Floritto said "we don't know all the words to 
Bobby Gimby's CA-NA.DA...'" Well it seems one reader 
did knowall the.words to that song, ~ 
WHAT A FLOOD of memories that song brings back, 
wm~ Matt Anne Skill. 1 1 '  " ' '~  . . . . .  
I was ten years old and newly arrived ill Victoria from 
England. It was 1967 - -  Canada's Centennial, and all the 
elementary School choirs were taught CA-NA-DA for a 
special performance . . . . .  : ~"  ' ' 
The song was a..'round' - -  sung in alternating sections 
with two groups o f  singers. On thedate of the per- 
formance, ihundreds of  kids were bussed to the Royal 
Theatre 4n downtown Victofla, wherewe were to perform 
for the Lietenant-Governor of B~C. Bobby Gimby himself 
was thereto conduct the song. 
When the musicswelled ~ all the doors to the theatre were 
opened and hundreds.0f kids streamed :in fromall direc- 
tions, running downthe aisles waving Canadian flags, and 
singing at the top of our lungs... CA-NA-DA..One little, 
two little three Canadians,." - , ~. " 
,It was organl~d ;~a0s, but somehow all the kids got 
onthe stage; everyone sang. the fight words and the right 
verse, and we gotastanding ovation.. - .  
I'!i never forget he pride I felt that day in being a part of 
Canada, or forget how I sang my hear out for my new 
country..  
So yes, Kathy, there is at least one person who does re- 
member the words to CA-NA-DA...a heck of a good little 
song . . . .  
CA-NA-DA * " 
Four little, five little six French 
Proud and Free to Be. 
North, South, East, West,, 
There'll be happytimes 
Church bells will ring, ring 
it's the hundredthann.i.vel 
Everybody sing togcthem. 
CA-NA-DA (repeat) 
All rise for Canada . . . . .  :.:: 
Three cheem ~ HIP; HIP, HOORAYI • 
0 Canada • ,. , 
You're the story of the day 
Ftere Jacques, Frere J~ 
Merrily we roll along 
Together all the wayl 
Thoug 
THE ARTHRITIS Society has.some great gift ideas if you 
know someone suffering from arthritis; 
"Everyday tasks such as getting dressed, opening doors 
and combiag your hair are not so simple for someone who 
Ires ~:ahd  the sUess of 'keeping up with the hdiday 
spirit' ean2aggravate their physical condition," Says Sherry 
Lynch, a coordinator for the Arthritis Society. 
She suggeats iong-handled combs and brushes, elastic 
shoelaces; devices to  assist in putting on socks or 
imntyhose~and ,reachers' to help people pick items off the 
floor ora shelf as great Christmas gifts. 
"Self-help devices work wonders in restoring self- 
confidence:and Independence to people with arthritis," 
says Lynch. "And they make very thoughtful Christmas 
g i f t s . "  . 
Approximately four million Canadians suffer from 
arthritis. For; more information about this 'invisible dis- 
ease', call 1.800-667-2847, Monday tO Friday from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Best Western 
. . . . . .  .~ .: ~. "::.: 
All inOne Offer 
. .  . , :. . . . '  ~ - , :, 
Fresh B CSalmonor 
N~,~ York S te~zl( Dinner 
with D"essert, a Full Breakfast 
and a ~b~de~izi Room 
for just 
., • ~! ' " '  ; 
Per Person: :,., " / .;:.:. 
d up ~t : Based on ouble occ anc : ~. 
• ' ; :  % ,i" 
Toll• Free Direct " . .......... ,:' 
soo 
The Best Western Bands is l~ted one half b lock  from the 
beach and three blocks from world famous Stanley ,park. 
There are 119 alr~onditioned rooms and suites. Free -parking 
is ,prodded for registered guests' and a convenient Airporter 
stop is across the street. -pay _per view movies and Super 
Nintendo in all rooms. A weight room and sauna are 
avaiJable for te~t lon,  ,plus two, lively bars and a great 
restaurant, With downtown shopping and GM Phace clOse 
by its a perfect place for business or pleasure: 
1755 Davie Street 
. . . .  Effective , 
October 10th, 1995 to March 18th, 1996 
Close out dates may be in effect. ,
Thlspromotton may not be used in conjunction with other 
~iscounts and may be terminated without notice. 
• Price does not include tax or gratuil~es. 
Supporting CNIB services in your The Canadian 
community may be the best charitable In  National 
investment you could make today, r.N Institute 
for tomorrow. :. for the Blind 
Please give when our canvasser calls. B.C. - Yukon Division 
Terrace Co-op 
Department Store ¢ 
f 
IT'S CUT 
AND DRIED. 
Tobacco Kills. 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIgFION 
I .  Box 34009, Station D 
Vancouver. B,C. V6J 4M2 
~,  Phone: 1-800-665-LUNG' _~ 
" 6pm-9pm 
 Scratch n' Save 
25% off your Grocery 
9pm-11pm 
Double your Scratch 
' :• :9" ,•• 
n' Save 
Enter to Win 
an . 
Authentic 
Autographed 
Doug Gilmour 
Hockey Stick, 
25 LIGHT 
OUTDOOR SET 
• Permacolour 
• Assorted Colours 
.e, 799et 
IN sTOCK 
SELECTION OF 
HOCKEY STICKS 
• Excellent Assortment 
• Includes Aluminum 
2 f~  O~ Regular VOFF Retail Price 
OUTDOOR 
ALDERBROUR 
MINi LIGHT SETS 
• 40 Lights 
• End to end Connections 
• Power Smart 6 9  ~ 
Reg. 10.99 et 
ACCENT HEAVY 
BASE TUMBLER 
SET 
.4  13.5 oz. Tumblers 
. Limit 2 per customer 
l"sJ" Reg. 4.69 
[ :" STAPLES: FABRICS: \~  ALL CHRISTMAS CHRISTMAS , i 
CRAFTS , FABRIC ONLY i 
30%OFF 
Regu lar  P r i ce  
COUPONS NON VALID. 
50%OFF ! 
Regu lar  P r i ce  
COUPONS NON VALID. 
TREK BIG BUCK 
SLEEPING BAG 
• Temp Rating-10°C 
• 40" x 84" 
• 5 Ib 100% Polyester Dacron 
' TA  99 
Reg. 99.99 I~ i  meaCh 
Our 
Coupons 
This 
Week 
ALL IN STOCK 
PLUSH TOYS 
• Dolls - Bears etc. 
• Assor ted  Colours 
25% °oF 
Regular Retail Price 
ALL IN STOCK 
GIFT WRAPPING 
PAPER 
Also with each purchase of 
wrapping paper receive one 
package of name tags free. 
J I g k% Regular 
VOFF Retail Price 
FOOTWEAR: 
ALL CHILDREN'S 
FELT LINERS 
Reg. 2.99 Sa le  595 
STAPLES: 
POLY STUFFING 
I lb. BAG 
Reg. 5.95 
49s 
FABRIC: 
SALE BUNK 
ONLY 
60% OFF 
Regular Retail Price 
MEN'S/LADIES/ 
CHILDREN'S 
.Selected Sales Racks only 
.1/2 off the Red Sale Ticket 
.No Refunds 
.All Sales Final 
STAPLES: 
All Christmas 
Tablecloths, 
Napkins, Placemats 
30% °FF 
Regular Retail Price 
c~oard o~ the c~_,errace ~o-op 
Terrace Co-op Department Store 
4617 Grleg Avenue, Terrace • 635"6347 
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I Nativity scene 
STUDENTS from Skeena Jr. Secondary's woodworking 9/10 class built this 
new nativity scene for the City of Terrace. Materials for the project were 
donated by the Knights of Columbus. Don Jean supervised the project which 
was built by Scott Smith, Brian Domke, Lance Kuemper, Derek Hadley, Matt 
Ridler and Keith Webb, 
Students make honour 
roll at Skeena Secondary 
SKEENA Jr. Secondary students recently 
received their eport cards for the first term. 
Students whose marks were above a 3.0 
average made it on the honour oll. They 
are listed by grade: 
GRADE 8 
Outstanding Achievement 
Sukhdip Atwal, Lea Beaudry, Aija Buckle, 
Brent Burbee, Shannon Chalupiak, Megan 
Corp, Jennifer Bide, Khalle Eys, Chelsea 
Fladmaner, Terese Fleming, Kiyokazu 
Godo, Kristine Hangland, Danna Haworth, 
George Johnson, Marie Krisinger, Ashley 
MacKenzie, Shaun Marchand, Nilton 
Pratieante, Matthew Raposo, Haricot 
Samra, Pamela Sharma, Travis Titeomb, 
Brent VanHalderen, Meghan Westerman, 
Kasel Yamashita 
Meritorious Achievement 
Katherine Arbuah, Pamela Austin, Leslie 
Braun, Matthew Bruneau, Kelly Bulleid, 
Christian Desjerto, Stephen Dunfield, 
Gareth Earl, Gregory Eyjolfson, Ryan Hill, 
Emily Jane.s, Sabrina Kessler, Adam Kurth, 
Marco MacKenzie, Harjog Mattu, Sandeep 
Nijjar, Diandra Oliver, Katherine Sainis, 
Antonio Trogi, Keidi Vasndermeer 
Honourable Mention 
grystle Askew, Anna Avila, Laura Car- 
pine, .Kathleen Cleveland, Jesse Dusdal, 
Janine Garneau, Einar Hanson, Bradley 
L'Heureuz, Malcolm MacDonald, Daylon 
McCauley, Andrew McClcarly, Jason 
Mendel, Heath Morgan, Keary Murphy, 
Susan Parmar, Andrea Pereversoff; Morgan 
Reiusbakken, Lindsay Smith, Randi Sparks, 
Paula Teixeira, Ryan Viverios 
Meritorious Achievement 
Keira Almas, Danny Ansems, Nancy Ar- 
buah, Angda Beaupre, Marina Checldey, 
James Cooper, Kristen Davis, Jacob Dick- 
son, Miehelle Fawdrey, Kristine Francis, 
Steven Gervais, Wendy Hadley, .Pedro 
Isidoro, Aaron Klein, Patrick Levcaque, 
Melanie Mahon, David Peitier, Scott 
Rigler, Christopher Simmons, Brenna 
Smith, Reann Sousa, Tamara Yasinchuk 
Honourable Mention 
James-Dean Adams, . Celina Dasilva, 
Morgan Evans, Cynthia Flocker, Kevin Gil- 
landers, Dylan Gordon, Dwayne Ha le ,  
Letitia Heeley, Jonathan Lambert, Nicole 
LeFrancois, Erica Lloyd, Claire O'Neil, 
Tracey Ridler, Aiana Urbanoski 
Grade 10 
Outstanding Achievement 
Solveig Adair, Angell Albion, Carolyn 
Brown, Judith Casey, Meggie Casey, Ricki 
Chan, Victoria Chemko, David Fleming, 
Kimbefly Haugland, Benjamin Kerby, 
Rebecca Leudtke, Andrea Male, Kathleen 
Marsh, Simon Phillips, Kyla Rice, Amae 
Silsbe, Stacey Soleski, Corey Trogi, 
Meritorious Achievement 
Sabrina Aujla, Jamie CaplanM Kara 
Mohler, Mandeep More, Travis Murphy, Dejong,.Bao-Phung Diep Kiran Manhas, 
Alia Nhgu~, Jennifer Petit ~.reil), Hayley~ :~lVlichae~ P evdst, i~ co~y!  P#~r~:~aifi~ 
Roy, Walter Spak Schaehner, Pamela Zak 
GRADE 9 
Outstanding Achievement 
Kuldeep Atwal, William Bennett, Jeffrey 
Bollingbroke, Rosalyn Brown, Andrew 
Clark, Brett Downie, Meghan Dusdal, 
Stephanie Fladhamer, Nada Gibson, 
Pamela Haugland, Jessica Hog, g, Michael 
Hovanes, Heather Kelly, Jeremy Mahon, 
Elizabeth Marsh, Angela McRae, Rachel 
Hounorable Mention 
Jeasiea Chase, Elizabeth Clark, Camilo 
Desierto, Robert Gervais, Sandi Harris.on, 
Glen Holt, John-William Keating, Eva 
McLean, Vicki Poulios, Amelie Quit'ion, 
Grainne Sheridan, Jayme Smoley, Beth 
Stanley, Michael Strachan, Chrystal 
Willliams, Shyla Young 
Jnvi÷es yo~ ~o Discove~ 
£ .niqtae Des÷i~a÷io.s Wi~h 
MALTA'S 
~GIC 
• ~e sea.,. ~e Sce~er~ .. .  ~ C~lt~re... 
Let the Falcon show you 6,000 years of 
history ia the Golden Mediterranean! 
Explore the magic of the Maltese Islands on this IO-day 
vacation tothe centre of the Mediterranean. Breathtaking 
scenery, history, culture and great food are some of the 
things you will enjoy on this tour, The Maltese Islands and 
their friendly, warm people will capture your heart and are 
sure to make this an incredible vacation, filled with golden 
memories. 
Weeklydepartures *1469 
10 days from Cdn.' 
MEXICO 
-L-he ~.dless ~o.,'n~ Z 
Choose front 6 to 12 day packages to 
several exciting destinations: 
Oaxaca  - Puer to  Escond ido  
Mexico City - Huatulco - Cocoyoc 
Conthine any of these destinations to make an unforgettable 
holiday. Choose the excitement of Mexico City, with its 
museums, churches, shops and restaunmts, Adda few days in 
Cocoyoe golfing or just aking it easy, or perhaps you prefer the 
warm sandy beaches or the Pacific such as Puerto Escondido or 
Huatulco, Don't miss Oaxaca with its fine churches, colonial 
architecture and ancient a~haeological sites. This program will 
allow you the flexibility ofchoosing one or several destimtiom. 
• *1239 9 days f rom. . .  Cdn. 
For the Uniglobe office nearest you call 
1.800.3.UNIGLOBE 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED means better personal service 
All packag~ dq~m from Vancouver, e qua~ pet pers~ inCanadb 
based on double occupancy and inctud~ airfare, hotel and hotel tax~ 
no  ou,o ;' 
town to get warm! 
Cv. a lg l  
MARINER PERFORMANCE 
PORTABLE 
Seats 4-6 People ii:ii ' 
.... ii $4,59999 
....... ilii~  
• ~ 
NASSAU LUXURY PORTABLE 
Seats 5-6 People 
$5p679 
. ,:/~:.I=.L:~ - ,. / ' .  
. " ; "  
r~ 
NAUTILUS PERFORMANCE 
PORTABLE 
4 Seats, 1 Bench 
S4,96999 
, ' . /  
? 
AEGEAN 
PERFORMANCE 
3-4 People, 2 Bucket & 
2 Bench Seats 
RIDEAU 
U p to 5 People 
$3,79599 
ATLANTIS 
4 Seats, 1 Lounger 
:3,,99599 
!nterourDt 
R 2 CONTE 
HOT NEWS FROM 
LENNDX 
The GFP3 N/G Fireplace Insert- 
21,500 BTUH. Reg. $1991.99 
Now$1,49599 
Until the end of December 1995 
NO~ '$1 • P 
ONE ONLY 
NAPOLEON 
Free Standing N/G 
Fireplace - 
PorcelainEnamel 
Green.:,.:, i,; 
Reg. $2216.00 
=o 00 
NOrthwest Mechanical Inc. 
5239 Keith Avenue. 635-4770 or 635-7158 
SELL THE BEST AND SERVICE THE REST 
, : t.' 
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BIB 
Home Is Where The Hearth Is 
This well maintained 1150 sq. ft. family home is situated on over 
1 acre on the southside of town. 
The main level offers a comfortable and attractive lifestyle with 3 
bedrooms, large living room with wood-burning fireplace, separate 
dining area plus a spacious kitchen featuring new oak cabinets, 
countertops and built-in dishwasher. 
The lower level features large windows and is completely 
developed with a 14x19 family room, full bath, 3 more bedrooms, 
laundry room and summer kitchen. Great potential for an in-law 
suite. 
The triple paved driveway, as well as the attached garage, 
makes parking a snap. Spacious lawns, fruit trees and a 
greenhouse will appeal to any "green thumb". 
For immediate viewing please call 
Christel at 638,0371 or 635-5397. MLS 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. 
YOUR V8G 4A2 
ODDS 
.u~- AmINST aarjorie Park 
ANOSmOKE CANADA'S 638-1167 
FOUNDATION #1 K ILLER 
Major credit Cards 
Accepted 
Your donation is 
tax deductible 
Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next.of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
iiii!iiiiil ~ :::~ " i :~'~:: !!!~iliiiiiiii: 
I+ i~i:+i~i:i~;~:~:cbt~ren can ewe to thetr cht~i~:~i! 
! ~.~i~!  :''':! ........... ::i ':i .... : :: i::: i~::::i:i!i~]Fiiiii::~:]:i!~i~iQ i~ i? ! i  " 
0 ; m 
Save 
.9no/^  
on Framed Art Prints 
Many sizes and designs, perfect for everyone on your list. 
Colour Connection Designs 
4722 Keith Avenue Mal l  
Terrace 635-7466 
mliiilllmllllllll[i- ASSOCIATE 
ROYAL LEPAGE BROKER 
IlIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIII NETWORK 
home loan you can live with,,, 
'1o ' ! 
When you borrow to buy 
a new home you of course 
want the best rate you can  
get. 
But in today's economy 
,there's a Iotmore ,to look  
"fO'~;'&'Om yoUr :home"loan i 
lender. " ~ ~ ' ~ 
,0  
There are several options to consider. We work with you on an 
• individual basis. We'll see that you get the right loan: Our goal 
is to see that you get a home loan you can live with. 
 , ( rrace & Distri Credit Union 
~ We4650 LazelleAve., Terrace, BC ph. 635-7282 
be] : ng you:" • are a profit  sharing, member  
owned institution... 
Serving Members & Their Families we belong to you. 
~lmm,ml l l l  ASSOCIATE 
ROYAL LEPAGE BROKER 
I~11111111111111111111111 NETWORK 
~ .. 
"" ":.i '! 
,.:.... ' , . . .  "~" 
• ; :: ' ; : . .  • .. 
• .'. : . . ': ':. 
' 7  . . . . . . .  _.~. '.. :. ' i i ' . . . .  
IHORNHILL ACREAGE - $140,000 EXC. 
SOUTHSIDE - $169,500 MLS 
~:;iiii~ }
KALUM LAKE DRIVE- $279,500 EXC. 
Steve Cook 
638-0047 
pager 638-2923 
Rusty Llungh 
635-5754 
pager 638-7317 
. . ~ . . . . .  ~ ~,  : ~ :~  ~'( . 
~: :~ 
• . t~ 
i 
HORSESHOE- $158,900 MLS HORSESHOE - $134,900 MLS HORSESHOE - $184,900 MLS 
, ~ ~ ~ +~, ........................... ., ~ :.,~ 
SOUTHSIDE - $112,500 MLS LAKELSE LAKE - $75,000 EXC. HORSESHOE - $237,000 EXC. 
SOUTHSIDE - $159,900 EXC. 
m 
Bert Ljungh 
635-5754 
pager 838-7323 
ill 
Usa Godllnskl 
635-4950 
pager 838.731g 
SOUTHSIDE - $149,900 MLS 
ohbo 
SOUTHSIDE - $92,900 MLS 
THORNHILL - $115,000 EXC. 
HORSESHOE- $179,900 MLS 
THORNHILL- $99,900 MLS 
i i  ~ !~+'~, : :  '~:"i i ~I" ~"  
David D. Hull Christel Godllnskl Corlnna Morhart Joe Barboea Nita Funk 
638.1327 635-5397 635-5338 638.0033 638-0532 
pager 638-7320 pager 838-7318 pager e38-7322 pager 638-7321 
~i ~ : i!4 
• . ] :  
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ROB BROWN 
The deluge 
W 
hile the two New Zealanders 
double-haul energetically from the 
far bank, Lambronghton has a drive 
with Adam, Felix's modem 
counterparts. New Wave fishermen with 
neoprene waders, long-billed ball caps, the 
latest in pile and high tech rain gear, they talk 
techno talk: Teeny Five Hundreds, Teeny Three 
Hundreds, the latest high modulus rods, how to 
get more and bigger fish. 
Van Egan stands in the background, a 
fisherman of the Old Wave, rain slicker, wading 
staff, fifteen-foot rod, tweed hat, listen.lug with 
a bemused look on his face. 
As quickly' as they came, they are gone• The 
ceiling drops lower. The rain falls all night, 
beating atattoo n the tarp. We get up frequent- 
ly to collect buckets of water. 
Even the deer mice which have been scurrying 
over our feet and gear for the last eight days 
have fled. 
Two days of deluge and the river has covered 
our water gauge• Pete Soverel and party float 
by, fleeing the rising river. We hear later that 
the pilot of the scheduled flight needed our tries 
to get them out, and that hose who have made it 
to Hagensborg are being bussed to the Cariboo 
because Wfldemeas Air can't land. 
The mountains are shrouded in mist. We 
wonder if Skelly's chopper can make it. The 
rain is incessant. The wind howls. Storm after 
storm swirls down, up and around the valley. 
The fishing is over for us, but not for the 
,cantou-clad Rambos of .Mountain; Equipment 
Gang who can still be seen bouncing about in 
the Victoria Run, casting and casting and cast- 
ing and dodging logs bumping dangerously 
down the muddy Dean. 
The mountains are shrouded In 
mist. We wonder ff Skelly's chop- 
per can make it. The rain Is in- 
cessant. The wind howls. Storm 
after storm swirls down, up and 
around the valley. 
"I remember the time, years back, when 
Harold Baker's party was forced to break down 
the camp and pack it in a mile inland when the 
river rose six feet in one night,,' Pete says 
gravely, as I watch the waters lapping against 
the bank and Art attempts ,to retrieve the water 
gauge. 
Pete and Art make the hike to salt where Mrs. 
• Hill, the widow of packer Tony Hill - -  he was 
swallowed up by a raging Dean River three sea- 
sons ago - -  serves them tea and muffins. 
While they dine then go looking for 'salty 
chum salmon, • Van and I talk, fie up leaders, 
. watch new waterfalls pring to life, and mark 
the disappearance and reappearance of the 
loweat-lying mountains until Pete and Art 
, return, sopping wet  
"Mike Ramsey will call Skelly on his radio 
tomorrow, and see'if he can fly," says Art. 
The night of Day 11: the last drops of Scotch 
are drunk. I wonder how long these coastal 
storms can last. We all think about he work of 
taking down the tent and the heavily bound tarp," 
• then finding out that the air machines can't fly. 
Sleep is fitful for everyone but Art, who has ear 
• plugs. 
.... In the morning there is a hole. The ceiling 
lifts. The mountains are visible again. We hur- " 
rledly break camp. 
Mike shows up and says Skelly will be here 
by ten. At ten exactly we hear the hum of a ' 
helicopter. Sketiy overflies the canyon. Van and 
I view the cataracts. We touch down, transfer to 
the sched flight and, after the baggage is loaded, 
fly out and over the ocean then up over the 
mountains and into Hagensborg. 
Wilderness Air lands. There will be no bus 
trip to Anaheim Lake. We're into the clouds. I
watch the pilot and co-pilot adjust some of the 
i:~ many dials on the control panel, fishing off The 
Shipping News just before we hit the tarmac at 
• Vancouver, 
Taylor and Straight are there to greet us. Lee 
t • 
"Wade dodges Shark t roub le  
WADE FLAHER'FY.is still getting ice time as backup goalie' 
for the San Jose Sharks despite a team shakeup. 
Goalie keeps backup post. 
THE TUMULTUOUS year the 
San Jose Sharks have had doesn't 
seem to be affecting Terrace's 
Wade Flaherty. 
A goalie for the team, he's been 
in the middle of a swirl of activity 
which has seen several major 
trades made. 
"Any player wants to play and 
obviously Wade wants to be the 
number one goalie," said Sharks 
spokesman Roger Ross last week. 
Once considered a rising hock- 
ey team, particularly for a new 
entrant into the NHL, the Sharks 
have had a dismal season so far. 
That's lead to the virtual bench- 
ing of the team's former number 
one goalie, Arturs It.be,. and the 
bringing in of Chris Terreri from 
the New Jersey Devils. 
Flaherty, who played back up 
behind It-be but has also had some 
starts, now backs up Terreri. 
"Terreri's our goalie but 
Wade's been suiting for the 
games," said Ross. 
"Wade has been a starter and a 
back up here and in the minors. 
He knows what he's facing and 
he knows what's expected." 
The Sharks hit a low point near- 
ly two weeks ago when coach 
Kevin Constantine was fired. 
And they had a horrible game 
Dec. 5, losing 12-2 to the, 
Colorado Rockies. 
Terreri was pulled 14 minutes 
into the first period. But by that 
time he allowed five goals. 1 
Flaherty replaced Terreri for the 
rest of the game, but let in seven 
goals. Going into the weekend, 
Terrace's Flaherty had appeared 
in 11 games with a goals against 
average of 5.19. 
Sharks officials have said last 
year's lockout hurt the develop- . 
merit of its mostly oung defence. 
One bright spot on the Sharks 
team is rookie defenceman 
Marcus Ragnarssou. He leads all 
rookie defencemen with five 
goals and 12 assists. 
The Sharks did defeat he Win- 
nipeg Jets 5-3 Dec. 7. 
Kermodes rule season opener . 
Kelsey Hidber scored 10. 
Hazelton's lead scorer was 
Nell Ford with 14 points. 
On Saturday, Caledonia 
thrashed Kitimat's Mr. 
Elizabeth Senior Secondary 
102-65. 
Dominguez again led scor- 
ing, with 33 points. Hidber 
had 19 and Demedeiros 
hooped 15. 
Kitimat players Jeff Amaral 
and Vic Cheema each had 19 
points. 
"We're definitely missing 
Shawn Cross from last year," 
said Caledonia coach Cam 
MacKay. 
This year Cal has been play- 
ing more of a running ame, 
and MacKay said the defense 
is weak right now. 
"Overall they did alr ight," 
MacKay said of the opening 
weekend action. " I  was im- 
pressed with a couple of  the 
grade 11s." 
"The other teams didn't 
pose as much of a threat so we 
didn't get to run through a lot 
of the team things." 
° ,  
DOUBLE VICTORIES in 
their Dec. 1-2 openers have 
gotten the Caledonia Kermode 
basketball team off to a good 
start. 
The Kermodes dominated 
Hazelton 92-63 on the Friday 
night with Joseph Dominguez 
leading scoring with 27 points. 
David Kelly scored 15, Brian 
Demedeiros added 14, and 
:~.::i::.~: 
THIS UKENESS of Kirk McLean fetched $1,800 in a recent auc- 
tion and is helping launch Terrace adist Mark Ha~ into the world 
When art imitate.s: hoc 
of hockey artistry, The sale heJped raiSe!moneylfori'O~ck'~ i '
Place, a hospice for children in Vain 
Canuck Place when it was only three pieces of artwork at loges and :the creases' re'thefT': ......... " 
being built," said Hart. the auction. It was purchased folds oftheclolhing,,ill 
He had been working on a by aVanconverbUsiness. 'Ands. it's those~ logosh~i!ikes : 
painting of Kirk McLean and " I  was amazed when it went so much!hat ~use h~i~ob~ i 
sent a colour picture of the for $1,800. I figured the paint, lems when he paints.i :, : 
work to a representattve for m would onl o for 600 "Whatever 1o i i ! ! g i Y g '  - . . . .  g0sshowona : 
Canuck Place. Inspiration $700," said Hart, : : : i player, you:  have,to~ ntact ~: :: 
from the painting came from a Bat what  made him even those companies:, said Hart~ 
CO ' " ' ' " . . . . . . .  - -  : "~ ! '  . . . .  : '  ~ l lectlon of pictures and happier was hearing ~at Kirk : Hart has tried numerous : 
magazine clippi,~s. , McLean liked the painting., times to have sports affilia-i : 
It took one anda half years, Hart has studied ar t  since "tions agree to ttse hiS: wbr~ i~i '!I 
but Canuck Place 'finally high school' and travelled to: bet  ;theylonly,sign a : l imi~i i :  
YEARS OF studying art may 
be starting to pay off for local 
artist Mark Hart. 
He recently donated a paint- 
ing of Canuck's goalie Kirk 
McLean to charity; the paint- 
ing sold for $1,800 m and that 
was before the famous goalie 
autographed it. 
Hart designed the painting of 
Kirk McLean for Canuck 
place,, a hospice for children 
i ~ : i i :  ~ : / : i i  : i :~  ~; i  , ! :  • , 
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" " " '  Peewees bridesmaids 
again in hockey Sports 
Menu 
JUN IOR HOCKEY 
Frtday, December 15 
WHITEHORSE KNIGHTS junior 
hockey team and 1993 Allan Cup 
winners face off against the Terrace 
Men's All-Stars at 8:00 p.m. at the 
Terrace Arena. Tickets are $5 and 
all proceeds go to the Rick & Paul 
King Foundation. It 's the group's 
first major fund-raiser for the see- 
ond sheet since the Nov. 18 
referendum defeat. 
WRESTL ING 
Thursday, December 14 
Local secondary school wrestlers 
host a tournament at Skeena Jr. 
Secondary School. 
MEN'S  REC HOCKEY 
Tonight 
Oldtimers Division 
9 p.m. - -  SRD Blues v. Terrace 
Timbermen 
10:30 p.m. - -  Subway v. NMI 
Okies 
Thursday, December 14 
Recreational Division 
10:30 p.m. ~ Norm's Auto v. Pre- 
cision Builders 
Saturday, December 16 
Oldtlmers Division 
8:00 p.m. ~ Subway v. SRD Blues 
Recreational Division 
9:30 p.m. - -  Coast Inn of the West 
v. Precision Builders 
Sunday, December 17 
Recreational Division 
9:30 p.m. - -Skeena Hotel v. 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 
11:00 p.m. - -A l l  Seasons v. Back 
Eddy Pub 
Tuesday, December 19 
Recreational Division 
9 p.m. - -  Back Eddy Pub v. Preci- 
sion Builders 
10:30 p.m. - -A l l  Seasons v. 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 
SHOOTING 
Sunday, December 31 
I.P.S.C Snow Snake Match at the 
Terrace Rod and Gun Club. 
To get an event on 
Sports Menu, bring 
the details into the of- 
fice at 4647 Lazelle 
Ave., phone 638-7283 
or fax them to 638- 
8432 by 5 p.m. Friday. 
THE TERRACE Skeena Cellulose 
Pec Wee Reps came dose In the 
Eurocan Pee Wee AA tournament 
Dec. 1-3. 
But for the second tournament in a 
mw they came one game short, losing 
to Fort St. ,lames in the final. 
Terrace started strong on Friday, 
pounding Kittmat's B team 11-I. 
Scoring for Terrace were Lance Arm- 
strong, Kiya Godo and John Mont- 
gomery, with t~,o each. Single goals 
were scored by Gerrit Dempster, Gary 
Kerbrat, Brandon Cormier, Darren 
Ben,ham, and Corie Wood. 
On Saturday, Kelley Bulleid 
notched a hat trick to lead Terrace to a 
7-3 win over Vanderhoof. Single 
scorers for Terrace were Brandon 
Cormier, Darren Bentham, Shawn 
Furmanek and Gary Kerbrat. 
This set up a showdown against 
Smithers with both teams having won 
twO games. 
In one of the best played most enter- 
raining games of the year, the two 
teams traded goals with Terrace hold- 
ing on for a hard fought 6-5 victory. 
Brandon Cormier led Terrace with 
two goals. 
In the final both teams started out 
even, but Fort St. James were able to 
wear down Terrace and come out with 
a 7-3 victory. 
The peewees leave Boxing Day for 
the Quesnel Christmas tournament. 
Skead rink curls at provincials 
and are in action today against 
Duncan and Kelowna. 
The 10-t~am round robin wraps 
up with a ninth draw on Saturday. 
The winners advance to the 
CIBC Canadian Seniors (men's  
and women's )  Championship Jan, 
20-28 in Medic ine Hat, Alberta. 
FOUR TERRACE .women are 
curling at the Senior Ladies 
Provincial Curling Championships 
this week. 
Skip Marge  Skead,  third Lyn  
Apo lczer ,  second L inda  
Kawinsky  and lead E la ine Ander -  
son p layed two games yesterday 
Layered look key to 
cold weather skiing 
THE COLD WEATHER shouldn't 
stop people from cross country skiing 
as long as they dress appropriately. 
"Layering is required for any active 
winter sport," says the Kitimat Cross 
Country Ski Club. 
"Thin, warm layers that can be 
peeled off as one generates heat, or 
that can be added back on when one 
stops are the preferred method," it 
says in a recent release. 
Thicker layers of  clothes don't give 
skiers many options if they become: 
heated while skiing. 
The club also advises kiers to bring 
a small rucksack to carry excess 
clothes. 
And it says skiers should bring a 
thermos of hot juice to replenish ot 
liquids and provide extra warmth if 
required. 
The club reports that cross country 
trails in the area are l~aeked, groomed 
and track seL 
Day and night skiing is available on 
the Kitimat Winter Club trails. 
Blue wax was working well last 
week and glider wax.can also help on 
thetrails. 
Those interested in trainingwith a 
masters group should phone Terry 
Brown at 798-2227. 
Young skiers from 8 to 13 are wel- 
come to join Rabbit Clubs in Terrace 
and in Kitimat. Call Paula at 638-1638 
or Sue at 632-7632. 
Junior racers can also get training 
two or three times a week. 
And time trials are being planned 
Dee. 16 at the Onion Lake trails. 
Call Walter at 632-7632 or Terry at 
798-2227 for information on junior 
development and the time trials. 
Thanks! 
Dear Sir:. 
I would like to take this op- 
portunity to thank those that 
organized and ran the Terrace Mini 
Basketball League recently. 
The practices and games were 
both run with the emphasis on skil~ 
development, fun and good sports- 
manship. 
To Scott Armstrong, Scott 
Stewart, Cam MacKay and the 
members of the Caledonia basket- 
ball teams, well done and thank 
you. 
Richard Eckert 
parent 
Unfortunately, Roy is just what the Avalanche needed 
The Montreal Canadiens have 
built their share of Stanley Cup 
contenders over their storied 
history. These days, they're 
sharing the wealth. 
Last Wednesday's deal that 
sent Patrick Roy to Denver 
solidified the Colorado 
Avalanche's chances of making it
to the final. There's agood chance 
that the Avalanche will meet he 
Philadelphia Flyers, ateam that 
reaped last year's Canadiens 
by John Wawrow 
I 
situalion. 
People said that about Poland 
after the Second World War, too. 
way. 
Galllngly, he blames his coach 
and fires off a bombshell atclub 
upheaval. Jocelyn Thibault is a project as president Ronald Corey - as if 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  agoaltender. Martin Rue nsky and eav ng him n the net was 
general n°atn:;e~:~Ym.mrao[un~ntl~ Andrei-Kovalenk0 are fluff, personal. As if no one but poor 
Ica-ue - ~'" .s . . . . . .  breathing bodies pulled out of the Patrick was embarrassed by an 1 l- 
oth~r ta;~nt'~'an~esUPo~toCfal~ ~'anl wreckage ofthis fateful deal. 1 loss at home. 
tree.. Of course, the Hubs still do Apparently, Roy was peeved 
After all, the Canadie~ns"still have Pat Jablonski as a goalie, that Tremblfiy unlike h is  
Please stifle your Hggles. predecessor Jacques Demurs, 
have Mark Recchi, Pierre Turgeon That the Hubs made the right treated him like any other player 
and Vincent Damphousse to give decision i  saying au revoir to Roy on the team, 
up. And the year is still young, after last Saturday's episode is no Roy thought better: actually 
I'm certain Vancouver solace. Ihat he Was better. 
Canucks Pat Ouinn is on the 
. . . . . . . .  They didn't have to reward his But look what he gave up. 
Ponu°n~rna~tRem~an H ul~aa°t'etl~i s infantile tantrum by handing h im InMontrcal, hewas the star. In 
.... r . J.. . J. . histhirdStanleyCupring. , :  some ways he was St: Patrick. 
tl~eYa:~°lm~il;Jnot~rEm~gi~mn°l~ And what ofRoy? Here's a guy In Denver, the Sports pecking 
:, - " . . . .  , .  . who took one co d Shower after order goes something like this: 
~an~dla vco~.e or pratt ce pUCKS- learning that Marie Tremblay his John E way, the Denver Broncos 
~/hi'e ' - - "'i former roommate, w s going to be wintering in Aspen, wintering in 
e niovabi~ t:wnatc°t~hcn~::adi~tn~ his ewcoach. A month bier he left Phoen x, Dane B chette, baseba 
, " ,; - .. . . . . . .  ,. the team after ashower of pucks, ai Coors Field and the rest. OUCK e unoer me welgnl 0I their 
Here s someone who began to  Roy gave up legend status in lofty and satisfied tradilion, that 
glee is tempi:red with a believe his billing in Montreal. St. his native Ouebec for doing a car 
Patrick; they Called him. One ~ousy dealership commercial n Denver. frightening reality that he rest of 
the season may be a lark. 
Maybe the Detroit Red Wings 
can compete against Colorado, but 
ihat doesn't make it any easier if 
you live on thi~ West Coast. 
Ask the Sail Jose Sharks, who 
lost 12-2 to Colorado the night 
BEFORE'the deal. 
And in the spirit of Quebec 
discontent, dealing with teams 
north of the border appears out of 
the question. 
Th.en again, i see that the 
Calgary Flames have been an 
improved team ever since they 
acquired Yves Sarault and Craig 
Fergusun from the Hubs for a 
bucket of poutine. 
Still, that's nothing when 
compared to Wednesday's Roy 
(pun intended) eal. 
What did the rest of the league 
do to deserve this? 
As if the Avalanche didn't 
have enough talent. And then to 
throw in gritty captain Mike 
Keane to boot. 
Sure Denver had to put up with 
Don Cherry and the NHL 
Colorado Rockies in the 1980s, 
but what did they do to earn this 
windfall two months into the 
Avalanche's tenure? 
It's apparent that Arthur 
Griffiths went the wrong way in 
bringing the NBA to Vancouver. 
night and he's raising his arms in 
frustration because he was unable 
to stop nine of 26 shots fired his 
Okay, and a Stanley Cup. 
We all need a cold shower after 
this one. 
go 
Ha 
Ha 
Shop'n Like A Pro! 
Golf Anyone ? 
*Dream Calendars * Golf Towels 
* Umbrellas * Cleaning Kits 
* Chipping Nets 
And all accessories you need for the 
golfer on your list/ 
Rather than going the expansion [I 
route, he should have simply I /~/L~'q/...~,\ 
bouglit~a~d~r~lOca(ed~'ai~aexisti~lg.q,li,,//~\~.;~'~'~ ,All Seasons  ~ |  
franchlse(Sa~,, the'Ofla~J~M~;ic, l kab,%'~ J#J s . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Some pundits ay Houle got l "~. .7  ma[~;g ru t  opor ts  
the best he could out of a bad • 
1 4556 Lakelse Ave. 
Diabetes 
STOP the epidemic. 
O,n,U~tN~ 
ON ~u ottn t ' l !  
1-800-BANTING 
Ilor doti / i i t ln l l  
/ 
FLYNN SCHOOL OF 1 
BALLET 
3226A River Drive 
Some#hing Different? 
y Adult Ballet Classes taught by a regis- 
red ballet eacher. Tuesday or Thursday 
enings or Salurday mornings. 
:a l l  638-2077 for  more  in fo  
)r come by and  Check* I t  Out!  
• I . .# 
• • m " [  ml  t 
MISTY  R IVER TACKLE SHOP 
5008Agar Ave I OPEN J 
638-1369 7 AM to Midnight Monday to Sunday 
r 
The BC and Federal 
governments are negotiating 
treaties which give some 
citizens "Special Rights" 
Tell them 
"NO" 
BC F, LR, E says all 
Canadians should be equal• 
No special rights, One law for 
everyone, 
Join BC F,I,R,E, 
Its time for ordinary citizens 
for speak out, 
If~l I'1 I"  ! 
I IDI=/ r ' , l .n . l~, /BC Foundation for Individual Rights and 
I Equality 
IName: 
I 
iMr .  1:3 Mrs .  I--.3 Ms .  1:3 
ZAddress: 
ICity: Postal  Code:  
~Phone: (___) 
I iFax, (.__J 
1 Yr. $150 3 Yr. $400 5 yr. $55121 
i iDonation, $. 
iTotal: $ 
Mail to: 
BC RLR.E ,  113-437 Martin St., Ste. 281, 
Penticton, BC V2A-hL1 
Ph, (604)493-9292 Fax:(604)493-5563 
E-mail: bcfire@aim.awinc,com I 
*BC RI.R.E. is a registered BC non-profitsoclety I
it 
NEW YEAR$  
1996 
, ~ - ~ ~  Golfers and Friends plan to attend the 
New Years Eve Party at the 
Skeena Valley Golf Club. 
Limited tickets available at Rose's Ladies Fashions and Terrace 
t ,  Totem Ford. Make up a group and join in on the fun. .o 
Don't Be Left Out 
In tl 
Col( 
ServiceF  
Goodwpench Se.pvice Plus Wintepize Special 
• Change Engine Oil & Filter Check & Top Up all Fluid Levels 
, Lubricate Chassis • Check & Clean Battery Connections 
• Check all Belts & Hoses • Test Coolant Strength 
• Adjust Tire Pressures , Check all Lights for Proper Operation 
• Check Condition of Tires • Inspect Wiper Blades 
" Taxesexlra.aDdies/omostcars&l,~Thtlmcks(O/ese!s$5.0OextlaJ 
I McE' van 
Terrace 
We Can Make  I t  Happen A t The Br tght  Spot  On H ighway 16 West  Itr Terrace 
s49,, 
TERRACE 635-4941 
KITIMAT 632-4941 
OUT OF TOWN mUgl 'OMERS 
1-8OO-8MCEWAN* 
( ,  -Boo. t l~g.3ogo) .  
Blueback trio to 
swim at nationals 
~!~t~.~ndC!:gr_t~u~$~d~Voes?~ f~° nd~°?A~ra~he~n°~ : °gn °l~in:hP 
Nationals nextlune. Kerman, 14, took a silver and a 
Madna Cheekley, Garth Coxford and bronze, and whittled his 100-metre 
Chds Kerman all shaved seconds off backstroke time down to 1:03.08 to 
their best times to qualify for the the qualify for Youth Nationals. His 200- 
national competition i Ottawa. metre back stroke time wasn't that 
The Richmond meet closely mirrors sharp, but was good enough to qualify 
the level of competition expected at the for Junior Nationals West. 
~ovincials in March. "Chris had an exceptional weekend," 
Cheekley, 14, won a silver medal in Carlyle said. "We were very surprised 
100-metre backstroke with a time of by way he was able to race." 
1:10.53 - -  seven one-hundredths of a Another strong finisher at the meet 
second under the wire to qualify. She was 12-year-old Tristan Brown, whose 
also qualified for the Junior National quick times reeled in two golds, two 
West tournament in the 50-metre 
freestyle. 
Coxford, 15, hacked nearly four sec- 
onds off his previous best time in the 
200-metre freestyle to finish at 2:16.25 
well under the qualifying time of 
2:17.80. 
"He crushed the qualifying time," 
said coach Mike Carlyle. "That will 
put him at least the top 10 in Canada 
when the rankings come out in March. 
Based on last year's results he would 
have been 6th." 
He also qualified for the Junior Na- 
tional Wests in the 400-metre IM. 
C oxford garnered two bronze and two 
silver medals. 
"He was finishing very very strong at 
the end of the races," Carlyle said, ad- 
silvers and a bronze medal. 
"His 50-metre" freestyle time will put 
him in the top 15 in Canada at the end 
of the short course season," Carlyle 
predicted: 
"He was really fast. And he was able 
to finish his races Strongly." 
Julie Vanderlee was one of three 
Bluebacks turning age groups. She 
made first place in the consolation 
finals in 100-metre freestyle. 
"We were really proud of the way 
she finished off the meet and her swim- 
ming as a 14 year old," Carlyle said. 
The l l - 'and 12-year-old boys relay 
teams placed second in both the medley 
and freestyle relay events. Terrace team 
members included Dylan Evans, Kyle 
Narzt and Tristan Brown. 
: WHERE YOUR POPPY.DONATIONS 
ARE SPENT 
. - - .  . . , . . -  : . . . .  . . 
VVrestlers win medals 
WRESTLERS from 
Caledonia and Skeena Jr. 
Secondary pinned down a 
few medals at the annual 
Hazelton Warm-Up tourney 
Dec. 2. 
More than 160 competi- 
tors in 11 teams converged 
on Hazelton from across 
northwestern B.C. and the 
Terrace team emerged with 
a second place finish, be- 
hind host Hazelton. 
"Our girls are much better 
than this time last year," 
said coach Dave O'Brien. 
"But so is the competi- 
tion." Colleen Clark has looked 
Roseanne Blackburn, an good in practice, but was in. 
adult PACES studen~ who jured for the match. 
O'Brien says has national- On the boys' team, 
level ability, finished first in Skeena's Brent Trombley 
the tough 54-kilo weight won gold over Clarence 
class. Michiel's Jonathan Peitier 
Assistant coach Diane in an all-Terrace 35-kilo 
Desjardim did well to place final. 
second. Andy McCleary also 
Kathleen Marsh, Candle placed second and shows 
Russell, Tanya Middleton good potential, coach 
and Jaraie Roach all have O'Briensaid. 
lots of potential, added Brent Stokkeland showed 
OrBrien, and got lots of strong improvement, and 
competition at the tourna- Ajit Jaswal got the corapeti- 
merit, tion he needs to improve. 
Celtics zapMagic fermini-baskietball.title ,.~ 
THE CELTICS emerged as chainpions of  leading scorers for the Magic, coming oh- 
the Terrace "Mini-Basketball League by so-close to victory. 
edging the Magic 59-56 in the playofffinal. 
The Celtics were led by Robert Haugland, 
a 6-foot-2 Grade 7 player from Clarence 
Michiel Elementary School. 
"lie's very, very talented ~ the best 
player in the league," said league organizer 
Scott Armstrong. "He can basically score 
at will." 
Kyle Davis and Derek Matthews were the 
But Armstrong said the best game of the 
playoffs probably came earlier on when the 
Magic upset the number-one Raptors - -  
who had previously been unbeaten in the 
entire season. 
That put two other strong players ~ Kyle 
Leighton and Conrad Campbell ~ out of 
the~ final, and forced the Raptors to settle 
for third place. 
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SHAMES MOUNTAIN i SKI CLUB I= RST* CLASS • FOR ;.LESS 
will  be ho ld ing REGISTRATION for II Stay and Shop for i 
Nancy GreeneAges 6-~2 Sklyears.League. I  62" this Xmas, i 
• Chds~'ras bed 
=~.T :L  """":" ::/i:~-;~ :"2'~ Registrat ion w, II ] a~b~a~aa Wl~.-e~'-:r=: ~ ,7~'~." 77 L:: I : "  ;'-~ " "~ "" " ' ' ,~I;~'.' ~"c  ";, 
~ ~  ~, !~ ' : /~  ~1 be taken spe~udes ~..~.',.~,~.:.::;:. ,. 
i;ra,, ~ . . . .  .~-,m~41~ Dec 17, 1995. 
I ' '7 lO:OOam- beakfastfor2. ~; l i i i~ l~~ 
t' • F~clly home- . ' 
' , ,,; .... 11:30am " , A'~,'~,~,'~'~, 
• "~ ':, i in the lunch room ~ayqr l  
,- % .~:,,v~:. ~,. trailer. I . Stay'n Save 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ Maor ,ms- -k :~ed h four of BC's ~ ,  
'~ ":J"~ " '~I Sessions run I ~,~',:~l~s. I 
from noon to 3:O0 I *~tm~ft~sP  (~and~ Victoria 
1~~-7~- -~ ;'~'~ pm. I charr'#&L~0K~rest~, fTeel(x:ajca~s&n'¢re. Kamloops Kelowna 
For more information contact: i *Couponrnust ~presenteduponcheck-h. Vanc~uverAirport I 
1-8(X)-6&3-0298 Andrew Rushton 635-7204 
Ran Paziuk 638-8370 
I ' SinglolDouble p r night basis, Valid Fd, Sat, and Sun only FAX]he(604) 270~ m 
to March 31,1996, Attho VancouvarAiq3ort nly rate is ( '~ • 
L 67. Subject to availability at any location, Taxes extra, ~ | i im~ i~ l lm i l lm i1~11 J i l l  ~1111 l i l l  ~ i  B , J im l l l l  ~ 
A Sincere THANK YOU 
to a l lwho supported our "1995 Poppy 
Campaign". Special Thanks to: 
#747 Air Cadet Squadron who once 
again i~elped with our poppy sales. ' 
members of Branch #13 for their 
participation. 
Stewart Legion members for their 
contributions, 
@ R ~  oney donated during The Royal 
1111 Canadian Legion's annual Poppy- 
ememberance Campaign is placed in 
public trust funds. Some of the many ways this 
money is used to improve life for people in 
your community include: 
• providing assistance to needy ex-service 
members and their families 
• purchasing medical equipment and applianc- 
es for community health facilities 
• paying for medical research and training 
• building affordable housing, for veterans and 
senior citizens 
• paying for bursaries for needy students 
• providing support services to c , J [~  I l l  
senior citizens (meals-on- 
_ w h e e l s ,  drop-in centres, etc...) L ® 
William H. McRae 
Poppy Campaig n Chairman • 
Royal Canadian Legion Branch #13 
"We are happy to 
serve you . . .  better" 
Your Terrace & District Credit Union 
is open 
Ter race  & D is t r i c t  
CREDIT  UNION 
4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-7282 
We bdong to you:' 
Serving Members And Their Families 
@ 
The credii  union advantage/We are a profit sharing, 
~en'ide..~o~hed in'stliU~ibh..: -~ ...... " " " '  ~ ,:  . . . .  
... We Belong To You . . . . . . . .  "; '~ "~ :~ "~ ,~ :,r ~ :', 
SPEED IS 
K ILL ING US. 
Road P, 
Sense 
Part of  the  Provincial  
Road Safety  Program• 
FROM THE GROUND UP HOME IMPROVEMENT GUIDE 
Let These Professionals And Discount Suppliers Help You With Your Home Work! 
@ 
" ~ - - - -  
"'~,' . I | KITCHEN r, 
¢ F , .¢ ,  l *  t t '~ .AMILY 
SU f~ '~¢*  t RSOU - 
NKEN ICZ , 14', ' 
w, "~ I~L[~' l LL, .~.,___~., '-= 
TWO-CAR ii omm~ n0o~ I o~ot 
I , '  • WI |1' • |11 
~r ' " "  ...... ! r ........... 
8 
I 
.,,x 
ROOM BEDROOM MA$1ER 
, IZ' t ' l  , I¢ t  OEDHOOM 
UPPER FLOOR PLAN 
785 Sq. Ft, (72.9 M~ 
Rates 
(for 2"x2" box) 
52 wks, 0 $9.46/wk 
26 wks, o 
1;,I WKS. 0 ~14.~14/WK "~ 
ALLADS BILl FO QUARTERLY 
1 " 1 , = " -  1 
COZY CORNER 
SPECIALT IES  LTD.  
Terrace Carpet Centre Ltd. ~ 
3202 Munroe Street 
at Hwy. 16W 
Terrace, B.C. 
YOUR DECOR 
®®®-®®®® 
ut of town customers call 
-800-665-1657 
Custom 
F loors  
Gas & Wood Fireplaces 
Marble & ~le Finishing 
12 Styles Of  Custom 
ACADIA NORTHWEST MECHANICAL INC. h 
RESIDENt&COMMERCIAL 
THE PLUMBING, F~A11 NO.  R~:RIOERATION PROFESSIONALS 
635-4770. 635.7158 - . . . .  MAIN FLOOR PLAN TOTAL: 1882 Sq, Ft. (172.9 M =) 
; ," .... I 10775q. Ft,(10O.0M=) WIDTH: 39'0"(1t.9M) Made Mantels FAX635.6156 
~ ~2~ DEPTH: 49'0" (14,9 M) 635-6477 5239TerraceKeith, 
i i -,i F~ 3756 River Dr.,Thornhlll 1-800.566-7158 
• ~ ~ *  ~ "~.~ ~ Your Independent 
- ! - - _ | 
• " ~ ~ 1 ~  =_ : ,~ ,: - -- TERRACE' TERRACE HELPING 
: I CARPET DOCT0, HANDS HO,E CARE Minor Home 
. I ~ Ra~ Rioux , "Great Price,.. Renovations 
::~ -~i ~~J~ ! -  "~ , Handyman. - 7-1-~-~ F , FI endly Adv,ce' s~v~,o, 
• "~ m "-1 "~,. . Concrete Curbing 
- - 35 9618 : . . . .  - 6 " Terrace, B.C. [ FREE EST!MATES I 
WEINMAS1ER HOME DESIGN [ PuNm9107] 3738 River Or. Torrnce, e .C .  r , ~  [638'867Y~] 
Av WEBB " J House Plans ailable Through, REFRIGERATION LTD..
~IM-BR-MAR~ 
MEMBER OF TIM-BR-MARTS LTD. 
Terrace Builders 
I)otZcenl;ero 
L -  
4423 Railway Avenue r 
635-2188 
Specializing In major Terrace, B C. VSG 11.9 
Ph: (604) 635:~801, 
.=p Ma~IAG appliance repairs Fax: (604) 635-3612 ~®andwarrantyservlceB°b&Aifreoa'for ~ ~  
most makes and r ~~,~ 
~ H L , , ,  
models. 
4637 Lazelle Avenue ............................ ' KITCHENS 
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TERRACE'STANDARD 
CTION D 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FRIDAY 5 RM. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
(If a Holiday Monday Deadline Is Thursday at 5 p.m.) 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursday at 5 p.m. for all dleplay and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in 
ads please have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
CLASSIFIEDWORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard I insertion - $6.50 (+tax) $22,83 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1insertion $7.50 (+tax) *Additional at $6.64 
Both issues (consecutive) - $11.00 (+tax) per column inch. 
*Adcliflonal words (over 25) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$10.39 per column inch 
CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $2.00 Mail oul$5.00 
LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$11.90 per column inch 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY 
$22.93 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. 
*Additional at $6.64 per column inch 
Super Ads 
Runs in Terrace Standard & 
Weekend Advertiser. 
ONLY $15.00 
If the add doesn't sell, phone us 
by 5:00 on Monday and we will 
run it in the next weekend and 
Wednesday papers for free. 
30. FOR RENT 
For regional coverage place your ad In the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc : 
70 For Sale Misc ' :. 
80 WantedMisc . " ,.  
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale ,'~ 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Marine 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
2601n Memorium 
• 270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
" 295. Courses 
300, Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine 
page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the 
provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, 
marital status and employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. 
Landlords can state a no-smoking oroforence. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or 
reject any advertisement and to retain any answers d rected to the 
, News Box Reply Service, and to:repay the custom,i; the' ddrn paid 
for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked.up within 10 da~,s of 
expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. Those answering Box Numbers are 
requested not to send original doc(~mente toavoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the 
publisher within 30 days after lhe first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser equesting space that the liability ot the 
Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement 
as published shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for 
only one Incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect or omitted item only, and that there shall 
be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
10. R EAL ESTATE 
150; BOATSAND 
q~IARINE 
160. HEAVY DuTY 
EQUIPMENT 
FOR SALE: Charming newly KITIMAT: 1409 Albatross, 3500 
renovated three bedroom Sqft. home with 5 bedrooms, 
country home, situated on two heated garage/workshop, 
private acres in Jack-pine fiats, conservatory, fenced, very 
Large master bedroom with' secluded, mature two level 
deck. Two newly carpeted living garden, close shops and 
room areas with wood stove. 
Fully Insulated and wired 
23'X31' shop with carport. 
$151,000. All offers will be 
considered. Phone 635.4261 
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY, IN 
BY CHRISTMAS.2000 SQ.Fr. 
house plus 3 bd. mobile home, 
30X50 Quonset hut, 35 acres in 
hay, Year round creek, 50 
deeded acres, 146 acre Ag, 
lease in Smithers (604) 567- 
4052 or (604) 846-5674 Lots For Sale: TAKE OVER 20 ACRES. In 
prosperous west Texas USA. 
$9995.00 $100 down. For more 
info Call 1-800-875-6568 
schools on desirable residential 
street. Unparalled view of the 
Douglas Channel. Phone 632- 
5606 
Newly renovated spacious 3 
bd., full basement house In 
Thornhill, Large fenced lot, 
carport and deck. $ 112,900 
Call 635-1641 3504 Kinq, Ave. 
SERVICED PROPERTY In or 
near Terrace (water, sewer & 
gas) Suitable for a duplex, 
fourplex, or sixplex. Suitablely 
Zoned. Call 632-6636 
Joyce Findlay Sheila Love 
635-2697 635-3004 : :• 90;CARS..-:FOR : 
• : :SALE: '  .~ 
' - ' . :2  - . .. ! ,  , ' ' . " : . . '      $1sz,soo ex©. 
~ Large t20x123 lot. Possible to 
i ~  subdivide a 60' lot off Apple 
Street. House has four 
bedrooms, two baths, new carpet 
and lino. A fully finished 
basement with suite potentbl. 
WRAP UP THIS HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYSI 
-Excepf~0nal~/built custom home on 
Dejong Crescent. Main floor 
features cathedral ceiling in the 
formal living room, spadous dining 
room, kitchen has walk.in bay 
eating nook, central island and lots 
of cupboards. Family room is off 
the kitchen ~th patio doors to the 
fenced back yard. Compute, room 
off family room. Three spacious 
bedrooms, three baths, double 
'~"'=""""~,~.oa,=uu MLS paved riveway nd garage , 
SPACIOUS TWO bedroom ROOM FOR RENT for working 
rancher in horseshoe area person Non-smokers, Non- 
Natural gas furnace, hot water, Drinkers. Full Facilities 638- 
fireplace, Tolsec security, 8293 
dishwasher, outside storage• SPATIOUS TWO bedroom 
shed and many other features, suite on bench for rent 
635-5338 Steve. Jan.I/96. Utilities included. 
$650 per/mon plus damage 
deD. Call 635-2413 
FOR SALE: 14X70 Mobile 
Home with addition c/w frldge, 
stqve, wasber/dryer. Asking $ 
26,000 Call 1-604-696-3447 
KERMODE PARK 
manufactured home sales 
featuring 14x71 & modular 
homes. Across from weight 
scales. 635-5350 or 635-3120. 
Drolo in & take a look. 
NEW 14X70 Mobile home in 
Thornhill. Large lot, 5 years 
home warranty. Big patio built 
for addition. Asking $118,000 all 
escavation completed. 635- 
1705 
1 BDRM appartment , 4 
appliances, n/g fireplace, 
Utilities and cable included. 
$675/ruth. Ref. Req. No pets. 
Call Alpine Propedies 638-0797 
2 R, 3 BEDROOM Trailors for 
rent. Sorry no dogsl no parties. 
Please leave message @ 635- 
4315 
2 BEDROM apt., immaculate. 1 
112 baths, hard wood kitchen 
floors, balcony, fenced yard, 
green house, $ 600.00 per 
month , including utilities. 
available Jan 1, 1996 Ref. Req. 
638-0797 
3 BEDROOM home for rent In 
town. Available Jan 1/96. Call 
638-8965 
BASEMENT SUITE suitable for 
single person. $425 plus hydro. 
Please apply to box # 127 c/o 
Terrace Standard 4647 Lazelle 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $8 
BRIGHT ONE bedroom 
basement suite, single working 
person. Available Jan 1. 
$500/mnth + utilities. No pets. 
References Required, Damage 
depoaite. Call after 5 pro. 635- 
1903 
ROOM & BOARD available 
Dec 1/95. In private residence 
for singte working male. 635- 
2842 . . . . . . . .  " 
Your We~come 
Wagon Hostesses 
for Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Francine 635-2688 
Nella 635-1605 
Tanls 635-6459 
GiUian 635-3044 
If you have 
moved to Terrace 
or have just had a 
new baby, or are 
getting married, 
| just give one of us 
~.call. ~)  
VACANT LOT 
Great 120x132 lot located near the 
hospital. Medium high densib/ 
perfecl lot a renlal complex. 
$59,9S1.00 MLS. 
eeeeeeeee 
ACREAGE - COPPERSIDE AREA 
Approx. 5 acres along FIVe/16 East, 
room Ior a home site, wi~.balance of 
property App. 42 acres bounded on 
3 sides by the Skeena River. 
$75,000.00 MLS. 
I l l l * l l l l  
29 ACRES ON HWY #37 S. 
G=eat site for building acountry home 
and having the privacy of land around 
you. Located at the corner ol ~umm 
Road aqd Highway 37 Soulh. Maps 
available. $140,000.00 EXC. 
eeooooeoe 
COMMERCIAL LOTS 
Two 33 ft, 10is on Greig Ave, city 
services availabre, xcellent sile [o~ 
office building or store front 
$50,OOO.OO EXC. 
eeeeeoeee 
CENTRALLY LOCATED LOTS 
Four lots zoned M3, for multi-family 
use located adiacenl to Ihe Downtown 
commelcial rea, ideal Ior housing 
developmenl or parking, 
,$65,000.OO MLS, 
TRAILER • FOR " RENT IN 
TOWN: Large two bedroom 
trailer for rent In quiet trailer 
park. Newly renovated. Comes 
with fridge, stove, washer, dryer 
& dishwasher. No Pets Pleasel 
Call 635-4571 
FOR RENT or lease 1000-6000 
sq. ft.-prime offÉce or retail 
space. Reasonable and 
negotiable rent, on main street, 
(Lakelse Ave.), main floor • 
prime location - suitable for 
retail and office. Ph. 638-0555. 
LARGE Furnished sleeping 
room. Laundry, utilities & "IV 
included. Shared kitchen & 
furnished bath. Vehicle 
necessary $425/mnth. 2 
bedrooms, bath and basement 
$700 Call 635-0198 
NEW 2 bdrm. full basement 
home with 3 appliances. Jan 
1/96 Ref. required. Sorry no 
pets. Non smokers. $900' per 
month. Call 635-9544 
RESPONSIBLE Working 
person to share two bedroom 
*tailor in Queensway. Included 
in rent are utilities and hottub. 
$375.00 per month. Call 635- 
5673 
::s.~':, '~-:::~:~.- ~<'~:~i " "  ~. . .x  
":~.;>'::"~ "::~i:!:!:::' : : ~  
i '~'='~ ::::'~'~:i"!:i!~:!.:::.'] : ".:.:::~:::::i:..".:"~!~. " 
'NII  ::5OIN 
Summit Square 
Appartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
=No Pets= 
Call: 635-5968 
IRED OF ,.~: 
R JUGGLING YOU 
WE CAN HELP 
KULDO COURTS 
632-2450 
VIEWPOINTS 
APTS 
632-4899 
Kitimat, B.C. 
FOR RENT: Retail or office 
space 800-1300 sqft. Available 
immediatiy. Down town area. 
635-2818 ask for Brian 
FAMILY OF 5 looking for 3-4 
bedroom house preferrably in 
town. References available. 
Call 635-6467. 
ORDER NOW for spring 1996, 
your custom manufactured 
home. Floor plans and option 
lists and prices available. Call 
Gordon 638-1182. 
WANTED TO RENT: 
Professional family looking for a 
2 or 3 bedroom home. A.S.A.P 
Call Shelley or Barry Collect. 
792-9187 between 8am- 12 pm, 
QUALITY, NEW, 3 bdrm. Full 
basement home. 1 year lease. 
No pets. 1200/month available 
Dec 1 st. Please phone 1-604- 
988-8818 
SICK & Tired of paying rent? I 
am looking for a non-smoker to 
co-invest in a home. 3 yr. 
commitment. Completely 
notarized, Respond to Box 13. 
Terrace Standard 
SPACIOUS & Clean 2 bedroom 
basement suite. 5 rain walk 
from NWCC, $550 plus utilities, 
Applv file #60 
AUTOMATIC WASHER & 
fridge for sale. Phone 635-3522 
After 6 p.m. 
BEEF & LAMB for sale, Cut & 
wrapped to your specifications, 
Excellent quality, Delivery 
available. Call Robed (Master 
Butcher) at Hamblin Farms in 
Houston 1-800-772-5844 or 
845-2133 
' 70. F0R SALE :; 
(MISC.) 
COMPLETE 
ENTERTAINMENT system 
includes sound system & 
speakers, with CD player, 21" 
stereo TV, Stereo VCR and 
stand. $1100 or will seperataiy 
Call 638-0184 
FOR SALE: 1992 GIIbrattor 2 
bed good condition. Neutral 
decor. China Cabinet, skylights, 
soaker tub, sunken livingroom, 
5 appliances and window 
coverings, New 8X10 porch and 
shed. Set up in park close to 
schools in Thornhill. Asking 
$69,500 serious Inquiries only, 
635.2214 
1979 FORD F-250. Heavy duty 
winch and bum per. $1500 Call 
635-2219 Eveninas 
1983 FORD Ranger XLT, 4X4 
V6, Reg. cab, Good running 
cond, $3,200 Phone 638-0871 
1984 GMC CREW Cab 4X4 1 
ton, Standard, natural gas 
conversion, canopy, alpine 
stereo, runs well, $7,500 O.B.O. 
Phone 635-7992 
1985 FORD F-250 Extended 
Cab. Pick-up. Lots of new pads. 
Excellent running condition, 
$4,400 O.B.O Must Sell 624- 
3814 
FOR SALE: Laptop Computer. 1987 CHEV. 1/2 ton P/U, 305, 
AST Bravo NB 4/255, 4 rob' auto, excellent condition. 
Ram, 235 mb harddrive, 101600 Hwy Km. Loaded, 
windows 3.11, Dos 6.2 and towing package, new paint, 
numerous other programs tune up, shocks, exhaust, 
included, Phone 635-4238 breaks, rubber, battery $6500 
$2,000 O.B.O o.b,o 638-7233 
GUITARS AND amps for sale. 
Trades welcome. Now dealing 
in Takamine. Bill's Guitar Shop. 
632-4102. Call today, Fax 639- 
9879. 
MOHOGANY COUNTERS, 
display racks and wail mounted 
tables, various tables, all 
excellent condition. $4000 
O.B.O Phone 638-1162 Must 
sell. 
MOUNTAIN RANGE 
APPLIANCE REPAIR. Prompt 
service in your home. Need 
parts? Reasonable rotes. 
Servicing major appliances. 
Service and parts guaranteed. 
Licensed for Freon recovery. 
Call Nathan at 635-9428. 
NORMA MAY'S 
COLLECTIBLES in Topley 
open Fridays until 9 pro. stading 
Dec 1 until Christmas. Gift 
wrapping free with your 
puchases. Bring a box. Open 
Tues.-Sat. 10-6pro 696-3675 
RYOBI 2500 Radial arm say 
like new, $500. Valley Comfort 
wood heater $60. Burderus 
"Logana" boiler for hot water 
heating system 125,000 BTU. 
$850.Call 1-604-669-8507 
SHRIMP 638-1050 Ruped 
cauflht 
SHRIMP CHATHAM SOUND 
Seafood. Rupert caught. 638- 
1050 
SKATE SHARPENER & 
=champion" shoe ,^ finisher 
[4 mb~:hine ais~: ''~ For leather 
repairs. "All "together under 
$2000. Will sell seperataiy. Call 
after 5Dm 635-4551 
XMAS SHRIMP: Don't be 
disappointed. Order now. 638- 
1050 
YAMAHA PIANO- reed. Upright 
in walnut. 45 inches high with 
bench. $3,200. Tel 635-9121 
BUY OR SELL 
Tupperware 
KAREN MATTEIS 
635-7810 Pacific 
Gold Gallery 
• 
Hock Shop 
NOW OPEN 
Buying & Hocking 
Gold, Silver, Jewellery, 
Coins, Stereo Equip. 
Antique Tools, etc. 
Custom Jewellery 
& Repairs. Done on 
Premises. 
635-1231 
4556 Lazelle 
LANDCRUISER PARTS 
Wanted. Possible Snowplow. 
Phone 846-9720 after 8 pm 
1979 SUBARU Brat 4WD sport 
pickup. 82,000 miles. ERC, 
$2,500. 1971 Plymouth Fury, 
Nearly new 383 motor, Runs 
great, Body sound. $t,500 
O.B.O 845.2538 
1993 TOYOTA TERCEL, 5 
speed, stereo, 4-door, Hom,p.g 
Very clean, Extended warranty. 
$7500. 1986 Ford F,250 4, wd. 
Diesel., headache rack, very 
good condition. No rust. $5000 
O.B.O 1-604-694-3748 
FOR SALE: 1989 CHEVY 
SPRINT, In Good Condition. 
Excellent winter car. New tires 
and a new exhaust system 
installed, Asking $2,700 O.B.O, 
Call 635-5635 
1990 DODGE 3/4 TON 4X4. 4 
Speed, pw steering, breaks, 
well maintained. $4200 Call 
635-6295 Ask for Douq 
1991 CHEV heavy 1/2 4X4. 350 
auto, low km. mint condition. 
Call 632-5734 
1992 FORD Bronco XLT. Fully 
loaded. Visor, running boards. 
Low km, ex. cond. $23,000 
1992 Ford F250 s/c 4X4 7.3 
diesel XLT, running boards, 
Good Con& $25,000. 847-5864 
GREAT SNOW vehicle, 1987 
Jimmy. Auto. 4 Wheel drive, 
cruise control, power windows 
and locks, tilt towing package, 
running boards, ski rack. $8,000 
Phone 632-6726 
1992 500 Indy, 1400 miles 
$4200. O.B.O. 1992 650 Indy, 
1900 miles, $5200 O.B.O. Both 
stock, excellent condition. 846- 
5505 
1993 EXCITER II long track, 
580 Yamaha. Excellent Cond. 
low mileage, comes with a 
cover, spare belt, ski skins, and 
heated handle bars. $5,200. A 
1995 Arctic Cat 580 powder 
special long track like new, 
comes with cover belt, low 
mileage, Has 1 1/2 inch stock 
track. $6,700. Phone 632-4655 
199'5]" FORMUW~ ~ ,St; l~lo~cJ~-~ 
short track, cover. Very low 
mileage, Perfect condition. 
$5490.00 eveninfls 635-7400. 
17 .5 Alicraft jet boat. Lynx 
mode] 302 inboard, 2 stage. 
Hamilton jet, trailor. Excellent 
condition. $10,000 firm. 847- 
4040 days. 
FOR SALE 
1979 John Deem 750 Cat 
dozer. As is, where is. May 
be viewed at Rudon 
Enterp_rises yard. Call 
TRICORP at: 
i-800-665-3201 
for bid form. 
Offers accepted until 4p.m. 
on December 15, 1995. 
BEAUTIFUL DALMATIAN 
puppies, purebred, CKC, 
registered, dewormed, 
inoculated. Quality family dogs. 
9 weeks. $500 (604) 842-6492 
FOR SALE: CKC/AKC 
Registered Austrailian cattle 
dogs red or blue available. 
Champion bloodlines & working 
parents. Available Dec.4 1995. 
Call or fax Craig Knapp (604) 
694-3542 
GERMAN SHEPHERD 
puppies. Registered OFA 
parents. 1st shots, wormed. 
. Health and hip guarantee. 
Ready to go. Also available one 
young male and one female 
adult $500. Fir,weed Kennels 
(Terrace) (604) 635-4084. 
REG'D ENGLISH Springer 
Spaniels. Father 
American/Canadian Champion. 
Mother American Champion. 
1st shots, wormed. Health cert. 
Guarante. $600 635-1311 or 
638-7227 ask for Tammv 
SEALPOINT & Bluepoint 
Siamese kittens. There 
gorgeousl 1-604-692-3722 
Please let it rinq. 
SIBERIAN SNOW puppies. 
Gorgeous gift of love. Canadian 
Maple mask. Black to white. 
Blue eyes. $300-$450 Call 635- 
O198 
THE TACK store. Everything 
for the horse lover. Gifts, 
harness, saddlery. 4 kms, outof 
Telkwa on Skillhorn Road 846- 
9863. 
UNIQUE AND special 
Pekinese-Poodles puppies. 
Loving and affectionate; fun for 
all ages. Please call Lisa at 
845-7467 
Rockhaven 
Kennel Supplies 
suppliers of NutroMux 
Dog & (;at food 
We Deliver 
0o¢ & Oenlsl Rob & Shannon 
635.4084 , ~  635-6869 
Natural 
Choice 
Rock solid service that Is 
worth the cell, 
1986 WESTERN Star 425 H.P. 
Cat rebuilt, 2 yr warranty, 15 
spd, 44 Rockwells. 1987 Knight 
air-fide Jeep. 1990 Totem Pole 
Trailer, spares. Pads H-plate 
area's 16,17,18 (604) 690- 
7436 
1988 CLARK F 667. Grapple 
Skidder. c/w 30.S X32 tires and 
Spare, 4 chains. More 
information Call 1-604-692- 
3082 
966 C Wheel Loader. 1994 
Bought new In 1986, good 
rubber and chains grapple. 
Asking $84,500. For more info. 
847-8302 
9UD6 CAT, $8,500. D6 OR 
larger brushblade, $ 2,500. 
0C3 Cat, loader, bucket, blade, 
$4,800. New air compressor, 
upright, 140 PSi working 
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS for 
the horse people in your life. 
Silver halters, bridles and 
saddles. Also Navaho pads. 
Saddle bags and more. Prices 
that will make your eyes sparkle 
1-604-692-3722 Please let it 
rin¢ 
LLAMAS, LLAMAS, Llamas.' 
The ultimate livestock. Yearling 
males for sale. Make excellent 
packers for hikers, hunters, 
mushroom pickers and trekking 
companies, Ideal guardians for 
sheep in coyote country, Do 
you have a problem with 
coyotes killing sheep? Your 
investment will pay off in no 
time. Excellent 4H prospect, 
Spin, weave or knit beautiful 
fibre into fashionable garments, 
pressure, $900. Large Brinks Exciting Investment opportunity. 
shop compressor, $2,200. Invest in Llamas to dayl'  For 
L ncon welder on trailer, 200 more information call 
amps.$2,800. Lincoln Welder Nodhwestern Llama Ranch. 
300 amps, $2,000. Lincoln 300 Phone/fax 604-638-O662. 
amps,3 phase, cheapl 20nan MINITURE HORSES FOR 
diesel Ilghtplants, 6 kw, near SALE: Registered and 
new, $ 1,600 each, Other 
lightplants from 2 kw-5 kw. CJ5 
Jeep c/w snowblade, $3,800. 2 
large aluminum boats 1-604- 
697-2474 or 697-2720 
BARKO 450 Hydraulic loader 
on rubber tired carrier. V6-53iJp 
and down. Grapple just rebuilt, 
good working condition, 
$49,500 O,B.O. call 604-842- 
6409 
MINI CAMP INCLUDES 30' 5th 
wheeler trailer with additional 
Insulated roof, walls. 9.5'X30' 
addition, 40 gall. hot water tank, 
3 propane furnaces, Insulated 
skirling, 3/4 hp. water pump, 
Tool shed on wheels, 15 KVA 
Lister generator 300 Amp 
Hobart Welder 697-6359 
1977 CAT 225 / 
EXCAVAT0n I 
bucket S27,soo I 
(2) PETERBILTS I 
C/W 12 ton self loaders I 
unregistered. Excellent pet, 
$600 to $3000. Call 847-2580 
SOLED OAK Portable heavy 
horse shoeing stock for sale 
696-3678. 
1 PAIR OF ladies gloves found 
by Bank of Montreal December 
81h. Call to Identify 635-3624 
ATTENTION: TROY Janfield. 
Please write JT In Prince 
George. RR2 Site 28. Comp 7 
V2N 2H9 
BABA-JI center invites anyone 
interested in Bhajahs mediation 
pranayama satsang. Bhagaud- 
GIta upamishads Call 638-8942 
Evenings or weekends for Infor, 
Andrew 4432 Lazelle #2 
ENERGY, VITALITY & weight 
loss at the same time, without 
dieting. If your interested In how 
I lost 401bs and 116 inches, Call 
me, Kathlee~ @ 635-1120 
MARINA (VANKEuLEN) i s  
turning 401 If you know or have 
known her many years ago :  
send her a messagelCall fo r  
Info: 635-5066 or after 7 :00pro  
638-1432 ~, : 
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300: HELP 
WANTED HOT SINGLES Terrace Awaits 
your call 1-900-451-3560 ext 
1285, $2.99 per minute Must 
be 18 years. Procall 602-954- 
7420, 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help wlth 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS, 
' Phone 635-6533. 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES Is 
there something about the 
Watchtower that makes you 
uneasy but don't know what it 
is? If so, you are not alone, 
Phone 1-847-4354 for recorded 
messaae. 
MY VERY SPECIAL MAN: No 
words can express the very 
great Joy you bring to my life, 
You are the moon the stars and 
everything thats wonderful. The 
greates! love of all is what you 
arel 
PILLOWTALK, CALL 1-900- 
451-4660, 18+, $2.99 per min. 
I'm waiting 24 hours, CLC 
Enterorises BC. 
PSYCHICS KNOW ALLI 
Love, money, futurel 1-900- 
451-3530 ext. 1185, $3.99 per. 
minute', Must be 18 years. 
Procall 602-954-7420. COMMUNICATIONS:: : 
SINCERE, CARING, Male, 
40's, 5'7, 155. Professional, 
single,, dad, good sense of 
humor, enjoys most outdoor 
and leisure activities, Looking 
for a tamale companion, Write 
to box 182, Terrace B,C. V8G 
4A6 
SINGLES INTRODUCTIONI All 
Nationalities for friendship or 
marriage. We understand and 
we care, strictly confidential. 
Tired of being alone? Ca111- 
604-983-4880 today. 
260. IN 
MEMORIUM ., 
. DEL IVERYSERVICE 
SINGLES INTRODUCTION I All 
nationalities for friendship or 
marriage, We understand and 
we care, strictly confidential. 
Tired of being alone? Call 1- 
604-983-4880 todavl 
PSYCHICAtlSWERS 
LIVE & PERSONAL 
'. RATED I t  IN CANADA 
EVANLY RAYS • LIVE I . ON +! 
LOVE t ; ~ "  GIR'EO 
• , MONEY--'~;3J~ ACCURAT[ 
CAREER ~ PSYCHICS 
1-900451-4055 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC  
& HEAL ING CENTRE 
STILL don't have that hard to buy gift? 
Try us'. We have many attracbve and 
healing items incIudilig Books-0ils- 
Incense-Gemstones-Tarot Cards- 
Candles and much more • Gift 
Certificales available: Closed after Dec. 
15th so HURRY. 
3611 Cottdnw0od • 635-7776 
Miss Molly 
Could That 
Really be Holly 
Happy "40th" 
I P 
:300. HELP " 
WANTED :.: 
HAPPY 
33RD 
TALINA! 
HOSPITALITYEQUIPMENT 
FROM: GUESS 
WHOI 
i 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children• 
You can cell, Even lust to talk. 
Battering Is not o,kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSIT ION 
HOUSE:  
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
i 
BODY SCULPTING 
(aerobics combining exer- 
tubes & weighls) 
1/2 (ardio 
1/2 Slrenglh 
• Glutes 
* Thighs 
• Abdominals & more 
Tues. & Thrus 5:15pm. 6:15pm 
Drop In $3.50 or Register al: 
 FECTIVE 
FITNESS 
635-4130 
GEORGE H. THAIN DEC.14/78 
Seasons come and go, this 
year's changes are quite 
visable. But memories, some 
faded, others, Bright, clear, and 
* Full Service, 
Snow Removal 
, Parking Lots 
Driveways ¢ 
 anual Removal 
for sic walks 
* Phone: 
638-8124 
638-7290 
$ 
DRYTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
aluminum gutters. 
Soffit]Fascia Installation 
SERVING 
TERRACE 
& KITIMAT 
Roofing and Siding 
Installation and Repairs 
Call Steve 638-0838 
WORK YOUR own hours, write 
your own cheaue. Free gift for 
applicants. Possible to earn 
your dream car quick, Inquire: 
638-0811/635-6363 
YOU CAN start a new career at 
any age. We'll provide 
opportunity, you provide desire 
and good work habits, Call 
Kathy 635-3066, 
MOTIVATED MOMS needed 
for exceptional home based 
business opportunity, Free 
video presentation delivered to 
HOMEMAKER'S DREAM. 
Lose weight, feel great, deal 
better with stress. Make some 
mad money. No obligation. Free 
samples. Call COT Health and 
Nutrition. 1-604-698-7319 
MATURE RESPONSIBLE 
Loving care giver wanted for 
occasional babysitting of our 
one year old son. References a 
must. College student or like 
preffered. Good wage offered. 
Rick or Samantha 638-0464 
WE ARE looking for persons 
your door. Call 604-638-0811 who have the ability to call on 
WANTED ELECTRICAL our present customers and to 
Journeymen and apprentisee, establish new ones, Income in 
Reply by fax only to McCleary direct proportion with person's 
Electric Ltd. Att. Hal 638-O210 ability. Call Kathy for your 
personal Interview. 635-3066. 
SUPERVISOR REQUIRED 
Must know how to do weekly, inventory, complete 
financial reports, have supervisory experience and 
able to do staff scheduling. 
Apply with resume in person to: 
4744 Lakelse Ave. 
Ask for Diane or Bob 
STAFF PHARMACIST 
A temporary full-time Staff Pharmadst s required for Mills Memorial Hospital 
Pharmacy Dep~ment. 
The successful applicant will be responeible for the provision of complete profes- 
sional services 'pertaining to the pharmaceutical re of hospital In.patients. 
Chemotherapy and stedle product preperafion may be required. This is 7 month 
term position fr~April 1, 1996- Nov~nbar 1, 1996. 
Salay & benefits as per H.SA. Collective Agreement. Intersted applicants are 
asked to send a resume to: , ' + 
Human Resources 
ever precious of husband and Terrace Regional Health Care Society IIIII 
father. Boa Thain-Kinkead. 4720 HauglandAvenue 
Russel & Deanna Thaln. Terrace, B.C. vaa 2w7 
In Loving Memory 
of our dear Son, Brother Kerry Dale ~ - - ' = Z  " - ' ~ - - - ~  
 ucho . mad May ,2/B,. ,go - - F a r w e s t  Bus LI nes Ltd y~s. * 
and of outlaying Husband, Felher, and Has an immediate opening for a 
Srandlather Elmer William I~ucbatt.ke, Certified 
passed away December 14/94 age 67 
JOURNEYMAN MECHANIC 
Gone is the faces we loved so dear either heavy d uty or commercial transport for it's 
Silent is the voices we loved to bear, Prince Rupert location. Send resume to: 
Too for away for sight or speech 
But nof loofar for thoughlslo reach. Farwest Bus Lines Ltdl 
Sweet to remember Ibem, wb0 0nee Att. Phillip Malnis 
was here +, 217 City Centre, Kitimat, B.C., V8C 11"6 
And though absent, is iusl as dear. 
Friendi may think the wound is ~'ealed 
But they li,/e know the sorrow - -  
tying within our hearts mnceohd REGIONAL DIRECTOR 
Forever emembered. Forever loved. 
Your loving family. Terrace, B,C, 
: Northwest community College is looking or an innovative,and 
v c[eatiye.Jndividuallo:filLthe position of Regional Director for~i 
our central 'region,,encompassing~Terrace nd- the oNass 
ATrENTION SMALL 
businesses, why pay high 
accounting fees for your 
bookkeeping needs? For 
confidential professional 
bookkeeping service. Manual or 
Computer call 635-9592. 
DAVE'S FALLING: Dangerous 
Tree Removal Construction & 
Site Clearing• Message Relay 
Center Toll Free,' Call First 1- 
800-855-0511 Then. Call 635- 
6520 
ENHANCE THE beauty of your 
home with wood from Francois 
Lake Woodworking. We offer 
Birch, Pine flooring as well as 
various wall paneling. Monthly 
specials & volume discounts. 
(604) 695-6405 Mon.-Fri. 9-5 
RAINBOW BOBCAT & Snow 
Removal, 8" and 12" earth 
eauger, backhoe, leveling, 
backfilling and general clean- 
up, Reasonable rates. Call 638- 
0153 or 638-5805 (mobile), 
UNCONTESTED DIVORCE 
service, resumes ,' typing. Call 
C.J.Secretarial. after 4:30 pm or 
leave message on machine 
638-8006 or fax 636-7912. 
WILL CARE for your child in my 
home, New Year's Eve, 
overni(:lht. Call 635-1774 
We'll clean your drive way with a 
1992 Chev 4x4 with 
8 ft. Western Plow 
~.~ ~"  Available ~¢J~l~ l r : :Q~ 
• . .  ;N2 
#50,000/ANNUM Enterprising 
Energetic individuals required to 
apply Kodiac Deck Coat. For 
dealership. Information contact: 
Kodiac Coatings Ltd. 1-604- 
376-8775 
FOR SALE: well established 
food service outlet with very 
good clientele, Turn key 
operation. Selling only do to 
medical reasons, 638-1838 and 
leave a messaqe. 
TANNING BUSINESS for sale-, 
full cllentel- retail sales/rental 
income. "Excellent opportunity 
for growth. Serious enquiries 
only. 635-3071 (days) 635-2493 
(evenin.cls) 
CHILD CARE WORKER 
needed for family daycare. 
Experience preferred, Part time 
for at least 2 months starting in 
Feb. Salary negotiable. 
References Required. Call 635- 
3044 
COMMERCIAL FISHING in 
Alaska, Make up to $30,000 in 
three months. Positions also 
available in canneries and other 
areas, men/women. Call 7 
days, 1-504-641-7778 Ext. 565 
K49 
EXPERIENCED IN cosmetics, 
jewelry, home decor sales? 
Opportunity to double your 
earnlnqs, Call Kathy 635-3066. 
REQUIRED FULL and pit 
lifeguards. Please bring resume 
to Mt, Lavton Hotsprlnfls, 
communities. Approximately 630 FTE's were generated last 
year in a wide variety of programs ranging from Adult Basic 
Education to University Transfer. Reporting to the President, 
the Regiona Director is a senior member of the management 
team of the College. 
Working with the team of College personnel in a union 
environment you will be responsible for the effective 
utilization of financial, material and human resources to 
achieve all the College's goals in the region. The successful 
applicant will have senior job experiences in a post- 
secondary setting, preferably in B.C. and a proven record of 
implementing organization a change in a collegial manner. An  
understanding of resource based communities and relevant 
Rrst Nations experience is required. 
Excellent organizational and communication skills coupled 
with relevant post-secondary education and post-secondary 
teaching experience i s  necessary to fill this role. Conflict 
resolution skills are also required. 
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. Resumes should 
be submitted by Dec. 31 to: 
Cor~ petition 95.098M t~ '  
Manager, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
ZZZZ~ZZZZ~ZZZZ~ZZ~Z 
Rhonda's 
Hair 
Designs 
has an opening for 
a fully qualified hair. 
stylist to work full or 
part time, Preferably 
with a clientele. 
Apply in person to: 
Rhonda's Hmr 
Demgn 
4624 Grieg Ave, 
:638-8787 
zzzz  z~g~ zx  ~ z ~ z z  z~x;  
ii i 
Minolta Business Equipment 
Ohms 'N' Waits 
#4 5002 Pohle Avenue 
~ Terrace, B.C. V8G 4S1 
ph: (604)638-8390 
MINOLTA fax: (604)635-9127 
BUSINESS EQUIPMENT a COPIERS * FAX MACHINES 
CANADA LTD. 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
. Marine Radios 
• Telephone Systems 
• Repeater Systems 
# 4- 5002 Pohle 638-0261 
lH~ Phone for experienced and Speedy Service 
DELIVERY & EXPEDITING, 
~,,%% . , . . . . .n  
638-8530 
Refreshment Anytime =l~ 
Ag(snts r°r: Anything ~ ~.~ 
eor~dc.,,o, An where ==w~ ~r ,  
,.). AmPORT SE,mC6 -b 
/ -~  Besktop Publishing by Lee Burkitf 
{C" I / .-~'~ Phone 638-0877 
/ 2 / / Business Imaee Design • Sm.II Volume Publishing 
[ / ] Computer Tutoring 
Skeena Driving School 
Kilimat, Terrors & Prince Rupert 
"Serving the Pacific Northwest for over 30 yrs" 
, /P ro fess iona l  Dr iv ing  Inst ructors  
, /G i f t  Cert i f icates Ava i lab le  , 
v" Vehicles Ava i lab le  For Road Tests 
, /Winter  Dr iv ing Instruction Ava i lab le  
For Appointment Call: 
Terrace 635-7532 or 1-800-665-7998 
TRAFLO % 
+ELECTRICAL 
. . . .  SERVICES 
CAM S IMON i:: ":+~ .....
RESIDENTIAL & COM~ERCIAL  
(604) 638-1566 RENOVATION, REPAIRS 
FAX (604) 638-8820 24 HR. SERVICE  
West Frg~er Mills Ltd is an integrated forest products company, with 
operations throughout North aM Central B.C, Our Williams Lake 
DMsion, Woodlands Operations have a. hnmediate open&g for an: 
AREA SUPERVISOR 
Reporting to the Operations Supervisor, the successful applicant will 
be responsible for the operational functions, the timber harvest and 
adherence tothe standards of beth the Government and West Fraser 
Mills widfin our Quesnel Lake operating area. 
Specific Job duties: 
* Timber reconnaissance 
. Cutting Permit developtnent a d appraisals . . . .  
. Harvesting layout - 
Supervtslon and co-ordinatm of road construction, ;, ,~ 
harvestlng, and road maintenance ContractOrs :,?i:-:~ ;_:-:! ' 
. Road layout and design 
This position requires adynamic, self-modvat~ and 'teamrodented 
individual. Consideration will be given t0the applicant with a degr~ or 
diploma in Forestry or Forest Engiheediig, and at I~a~t one year 
experience or a minimum of 5 years of:relat~l experience. The 
successful candidate should be computer literate, Knowledge of 
RoadEng, Windows, and IFS Appraisal would be an asset. 
'We offer an attractive wage and benefit package. 
Interested individuals should send resume in 
confidence by December 18, 1995: :ii :;i): 
West Fraser Mills Ltd.i 
Williams Lake Divis ion 
PO Box 4360 
Hote l  & Restaurant  Hosp i ta l i ty  
~ jbA j l~  Equ ipment  
~ Three T Industr ies 
- . : |  . - :. - 4603-A Graham Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1A5 
"We can  " 'T"  anyth ing  up"  
James Thomsen Telephone 604-638.1017 
Fax 604-638.1012 
OPTOMETRIST 
638-8055 
#1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
(Also with locations, in Smithers and Houston) 
. . . .  Ricl aul King 
:: FO ATION... 
This Foundation is committed to financ ally supporting 
' community recreation projects and programs Including the 
addition of a Second Sheet of ice, 
Williams Lake. B.C;~ [ For information Call 635-6948 or write to  ' 
III r~St  ~t3ser  V2G - Rick and Paul King Foundation,: ,':,~ :i'/ ' 
• ~, RO. Box' 203, Tei'ra~e ,BCcV8G4AS, I • ,. , mills Ltd Al ton  :The Rick and PauJ Klng',f0ufidatloh I S a ~ (egistered non ,  
W,G. bl;0flt i3oclety and Is reglsterbd as a Ctiaflty with RevenUe 
.... . . . . . . .  ;anada, , ' . . . .  / . . . . . . .  
i i 
L" 
? 
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[ :  300:: I HELP;:::!: :~ 
. , : :  WANTED ~L: ~ 
INTERCONNECT 
OFFERS DIFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us  to see if we may be of • 
ass i s tance  to you. 
Phone: 635-7995: : 
Irr INTERCONNECT 
: I I  2os-466o Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G iS8 
• : ~ Telephone 635-7995 Fax 635-1516 
SCHMIDT, Hans 
1932-1995 
Has passed away November 
26, 1995 at Royal Columbial 
Hospital in New WestminsteJ 
Born in Winnipeg, Manitoba. He 
was predeceased by his par. 
ents, sister lisa and son 
Steven. HB is surviVBd by his 
loving wife of 24 years, 
Florence. Also his children Carl, 
John & Michelle and step child. 
ren Kim, Kevin, Warren & 
Deanna. His brother George 
and sisters Anne & Hilde and 
nephews, nieces & grandchil. 
dren, No funeral service by 
request. Cremation was in 
Vancouver. Donations to the BC 
Heart Fund would be appreciat- 
ed. 
I 
NETWORK, INC & Casino 
Regina• Invites you to join us for 
CHILD CARE available, 6 Days and 5 nights $299 
Monday - Friday 635-1634 +GST. Per person based on 
COMEDY ENTERTAINMENT. double occupancy. $100 coin 
Parties, events. Juggling, rebate. Departs February 13/96 
magic, music with a zany Deadline December 18/95 
character. 15 years experience. Transportation, 500 slot 
Will 1~avel. Reasonable rates, machine, 45 gaming tables, 
Roger 692-7277 (Burns Lake). fully licensed facilities, daily 
PAINITER with 15 years " entedainment, .full . sen/ice 
experience. Interior, exterior, restaurant, two lounges; no 
low rates for seniors. 635-3783. dress code, luxurious 
Ask for Jerry for free estimates, accommodations. For more 
RESPONSIBLE MOM of 2 will information contact Sharon 604- 
421-8944 babysit in my own home 
(located directly across from PRO.LIFE education available 
Uplands school) Call 635-6350 to general public, videos; 
WOOD STRIP CANOE pamphlets, lending library, 
available. Complete packages, dealing with human life issues 
Fiberglass repair on small such as abortion and 
boats. Polyester or epoxi-resin, euthanasia. Student enquiries 
• Ask about oak trims. 638-1701. welcome. Call 635-3646. • 
~'Z~'~"~ZZZ~"T~'~"~ delux coach tour, Smithers- 
g Look ing  for  RenD return per person, 
N~C based on double occupancy. 
h i ld  Care? -~4 Contact Dave Crane 847-6130 
1,4 Will pick up in Houston and ~$keena child care auppo~t 1,4 
progam can help you make the ~4 Bums Lake 
fight choice for your child. For 11,4 ~--E ~ ~ ~ 
1 • 4  information on choosing card and b~l • Pq  
1'4 av~lable options, call 1,4 
A free sen,ice provided by the 1,4 
1,4 Terrace Women's Resource CenYe >4 
~~n~of  
1~4 Women's Equardy. ki 
.'i. 330: NOTICES :: 
AIRIMILES: IF you find value in 
Air Miles; inquire about the 
most exciting service to hit the 
Travel Industry "Frequent 
Sleeper Pointr This 'room 
sewice' can assist you in 
maximizing savings for your 
future. Travell Call now 
Florence 604-638-8796 or ' 
D]anne 604-638-1349 
SKEENA SOCIAL " Credit 
Assoc. will hold a Policy Review 
Forum and AGM in Board Rm. 
330 at the Inn of the West in 
Terrace at 7:30pm Thursday, 
December 14/95. Meet the 
Leader Social: Larry Gillanders. 
at 8:30pro Wed. Dec 13/95 
(Same place) Message/Fax 
635-1954 
of Latter-Day Saints, the 
Mormons. Fact or Fiction, 
Shadow or Reality. Phone 847- 
5756 for recorded messa qe. 
THORNHILL  
COMMUNITY  
CHURCH 
S~day Se~ke 10:t5 
At The Thonl~ill • 
Commtmity Hal l  
Teens & Adults Bible Classes ~.3~ 
unda~S C0ol Club 9:30 
!iiiiii ,, 
Adult Mid-week Bible Studies 
~,.  re.u, ~,o~e:i 
Co"ese&ca~- ..... ~,. .. .... 
p~ogram roill fe~ume i~the fatl. " .... 
,,,s~i~ P~todZ.b~  ~ 
Phone 635-5058 ....
DUREAU, KASSI 
EUZABETH MARGARET 
P(~ed away suddenly 0ecemher 5,|995 
Sadly missed by: Mommy & Daddy 
(Tommy & Peter) and sister Kelley d 
Terrace. Grsndporenls: Donald & Pearl 
Mox[ield, Louis & Margaret 9uteau of 
Nnce George. Great grondmolher Mary 
Maxfield of ~dorio. Great grondhlhen: 
John Sdmar of Victoria and Angus 
Macaulay of New Wedmi~er and many 
aunts, undes and cousins.. 
KNOX UNITED 
CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave, 
635-6014 
~J  
10:30 am Sunday 
School 
and Worship 
Minister 
The Rev. Michael Hare 
Congratulations 
I 
on the arrival of 
your  
beautiful 
Baby Girl! 
Devon 
Patricia 
Wood 
6 Ibs, 6 oz. 
Dec. 7 /95  
at 2:13 a.m. 
Pallor Slade Campion officiated at a 
memorial service that ~as hold for family ~ ,~ 
members in Terrace on Oecember 09, ~ ~ , ~  
1995. 
Donations o the Canadian SIDS 
foundation. 4 La~on 8 vd Toronto, ~ ~ I ~  
Ontario M4B ]Z4 Greo~l]y ocepted in 
her memory• I ~ . . . ~  
"10 OUR BABY GIRL'" I ~ 
• NO MATIB WHEREWEARE I 
OR WHAT WE ARE DOING 
YOU Will ALWAYS BE THERE , g I~ 
ALWAYS 0N 0DR MIND. I * " 
JOHN JACOB MITIZIMBERG 
SEPT. 3, 1930 - NOV. 12, 1995 
Born Sept. 3, 1930 in Prince Rupent to Grace & 
Frank Mitzimberg. The family lived at Kitselas until 
1939 when they moved to Copper City where his 
father (Frank) ran the ferry. 
John had his schooling at Copper City and 
Terrace. He started working in 1947 in the lumber- 
ing and logging industry and since then worked 
for a number of]ocal companies, mainly Columbia 
Cellulose, Wedeene River and Bear Creek 
Contracting. 
• : He married Norma (Perry)in 1951 and they 
had 4 children'. He was predeceased b.y his mother 
in 1933, his sister June in Nov. 1957, his father in 
Nov. 1957, Daughter Donna in 1973 and son 
David in March 1995~ 
Survived by wife Norma, son Steven (Melanie), 
daughter Sandra (Blake), daughter inlaw Cindy. 
Five grandsons, Nicholas, Christen, Frank, Kevin, 
JacoE; and one grandaughter, Crystal. One brother 
George Thayer (Lil) * of Coquitlam B.C. and 
numerous cousins, nieces and nephews. 
Services were held Nov. 18 at St. Matthews 
Anglican Church, Rev. Bob McCleoud from 
Kitwanga officiating assisted by Rev. Dean 
Houghton. 
A reception followed the service at the home of 
Sandra Collier. 
BCYCNA 
BRITISH 
COLUMBIA 
ANO YUKON 
COMMUNITY 
NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIATION 
These ads appear in approximately 100 community newspapers in B•C.and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
REPORT POACHERS1 Pri- 
vate investigation/research 
group seeks information 
about poaching, baiting & ille- 
gal bear pads trade. Up to 
$2000 offered for Into leading 
to arrest/conviction. Confi- 
denUaifty/anonymity assured. 
1-800-889-1597. 
AUTO 
ENGINES REBUILT from 
$795. Engine remanufacture 
frun $995. 6months to pay. 
6yr 120,000km limited war- 
ranty. Bond Mechanical... 
building engines for 2B years. 
872-0641, 8s.m.-8p•m., 7 
da~. 
1986 TOYOTA Landcruiser, 
diesel, 6 cylinder, 155,000 
kms, Amsolled throughout, 
hitch, wiring, canoe/bicycle 
racke, stereo, 4 winter and 4 
summer tires on rims. 
$21,000. 1(403)594.7272. 
TRUCKSI TRUCKSI TruekM 
Choose from $2,000,000 light 
duty tn..,ck Inventory• Wo beat 
the competlllon. Call collect 
Reet/L.ease Dept. Brad, Rob, 
or To~ W. 594-2277. D#5370. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
OWN YOUR own Travel 
Agency Investment 
$14,995. Full training and on- 
going supped. Full-time/Pad- 
time. Many travel benefits. 
Limited availability. T.P.I. 
Canada Inc., 1-800-799-9910 
or 1 (204)987-3322 Winnipeg• 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS. 
G0vemmont assistance pr °- 
grams Information available. 
For your new or existing busi- 
ness. Take advanfnge of the 
government grants and 
loans. Call 1-800-505-8868. 
I MADE $23,000. last month 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
SHELLFISH FARM Saturna 
Island. Two deepwater leas- 
es, one intertidal, plus equip 
ment. Suitable for oysters, 
mussels, scallops. Training 
and labour available. Possi.-.. 
ble tax advantage and terms. 
1(604)539-3200• 
LICENSED RESTAURANT & 
Dell in business for nine 
years with well established 
clientele $75,000. located in 
Swift Current, Sash. Call 
/units Evans, Bus: 1(306)773- 
1898, Home: 1(306)778- 
2527. 
BUSINESS 
PERSONALS 
WARMTH AND Excitementl 
Pretty blondes offer intimate 
personal photos and letters. 
Discrast Into Tog-frEe: 1-800- 
g3-KAREN or write: Karsn, 
Box 670-GB, Kalowna, B.C. 
V1Y 7P2. Aduilsl 
EDUCATION 
BE A Successful Wdter..•and 
wdta for money and pleasure 
while Isemlng how. You get 
Individual tul~on from pmfos- 
s/anal writers on all aspects 
of wdting- romances, short 
stodes, radio and TV scripts. 
eurtlcles and children's todes• 
Wdts/call or fax today for our 
Free Book, 'How To Be A 
SUccessful Walter'. Toll-free 
1-800-257-1829, Fax: 
1 (613)749-9551. The WdlJng 
School, 38 McAdhur Ave. 
Suite 2464 Ottawa, ON. K1L 
6R2, 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Vsncouver offers 
correspondence courses for 
the Diploma In Counselling 
Practise 1o begin December 
3t, For a btochurs phone 
Toll4rse 1-800-665.7044. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
WELL ESTABLISHED 
Courlenay Automotive Deal- 
ership is looking for a moti- 
vated llcenced technician 
EQUIPMENT KITCHEN CABINETS 
15 TON RT Crane 140G CABINETS IN Stock. court- 
grater excavators tandem tertopsNanities also. Kitchen 
axle watertruck flretrucks. Craft Factory outlet. Cash & 
6x6 5th wheel tractor, cam- Carry Cabinet Warehouses: 
pactors, pup and belly "4278 Lougheed, Burnaby 871-8477. If you are search- 
dumps, 7 Ioadam, beckhcas, 298-9.277 "" 19700 Bypass• inn for a loved one, calll- 
low beds slngle axl~" damps,"" Langley 534-7273 •'800 800-871-8477. 
'57 T-Bird. CalIVic (604)493- Cloverdale Ave•; Victoria WOULD YOU like to corm- 
6791. 475-1159 "561-11th Ave., spend with unattached Chris- 
STORAGE CONTAINERS. Campbell River 287-8787 tian people across Canada 
20' & 40", 8' high by B' wide. "1868 Spell Rd, Kelowna for companionship or mar- 
Full-width Iockable doors• 860-6638-3566 Messey, dage? S.A.S.E. Freelnforma- 
Ideal for construction site or Pr nce George 561-2240. t/on. State sge. Ashgrove, 
backyard. We sell and rent. 
581-4445~ 1-800-463-2267• LIVESTOCK Pea. Box 205, Chase, B.C. 
FOR SALE MISC. PROVEN BREEDER Emu VOE 1MO. 
BABY TO Tean Fumlturo end $7500. with20- 1996chicks RENEW YOUR Sex Life. 
Accassodes. Now End used $12,500. Proven breeder as. Overcome impotence caused 
for all budgets. BC'a largest trlch 4 pairs. Blacks, blues, by age. diabetes, surgery, 
selection. TJ's The Kiddies rE,blue cross layed 44.103 medication ' injury, etc. Get 
Store 1.800-755-4TJS for the eggs in 1995• Ostdch chicks the facts: Performance Mad- 
closest T•J.'s on shop by 3-6 months of age $1000.. ical, Box 418, Valemount, 
phone. $1500. each. Volume dis. B•C. VOE 2ZO. 1-800-663- 
count. Sedley Sash. 0121. 
BUILDINGS FROM future. 1(306)885-2058. 
Q20x48 $6535, Q42x60 CANADA'S BEST Psyohlcsl 
$11,965, A30x42 $8163, MOBILE HOMES Difficult Decisions? We can 
$25x30 $6464, including MOBILE HOMES. Why buy help. Answers on Romance, 
ends, eliding*door, GST, and used when you can buy Money, Career, Lucky hum- 
freight to Vancouver, call 1- now? Limited number of bets, Live and personal 1- 
800-666-5111. 14x68. Three plans to 900-451-3778,24hours. 18+ 
STEEL BUILDINGS: "Cheap choose from $34,900. Other $2.99min I.C.C. 
er Than Wood'. Quonset- sizes available. Noble Homes REAL ESTATE 
Stratghtwail quonset, SIR:c- (403) 447-2333 
tural Steel Buildings. B.C. ACREAGE WANTED: Ger- 
Company, we won't be un, BUY FACTORY direct at man/Swiss (:oup!e in their 
dersold.Servlcaandsatisfac- Chaparral,s Factory, 3075 mid-30's seeking to buy 
t/on guaranteedl Western Saxsmlth Road, Kelowna, ra~.-h on large acreage. Will- 
Steel Buildings 1-800.566- V1V iL4. Residential gyproc, ing to provide for home 
B800. silent floors, your plan or owner(s) to stay & live with 
oursl Don Purdie, Eric Shel, couple II special mortgage 
CENTRAL VACUUM Qusr, by, Sheldon Custom Homes arrangements can be nogoti- 
les? Questions, repairs, ser, (604) 765-2985 DLi0146 vice and parts. If you're not ated. Reply; Box L.96, clo 
happy with your system NOTICES The Progress, 45860 Spadi- 
please give us a call 1-000- ¢~ 000 BONNYVP'/= na Ave., Chilfiwack, B.C. V2P 
264-0995• BIRDHOUSE Building Be. u,, . 
TIME TO Renew your Satel- nanza 'g6. Amateur and Pro. AMERLINK B.C• Manufactur- 
l/to Programming? Receive fessionsl categodes. Informa.. iers of Eastern White Pine & 
over 80 plus ~,ubscrlptlon lion: BonnyvilloWetlandsS0. Western Red Cedar Log 
channels for less than $1•00 clety Box 5257, Bonnyville; Homes. 128 page planning 
per month per channell In- AB, TaN ~2G4. Phone: guide $t3. Dealer enquldes 
cludos Movie, Sports & 5pe- 1(403)826.3496. Deadline: welcomed. 5677 W. Saanlch 
ciaity channels, Individual March3111996. .  ~ Rd, Victoria; B.C. V8X 4M6. 
prices also available for all . . . .  
services. Cell SkyANest at i- PERSONAL ....  1-800-414.5647, 
800-798.6800. HEAVENLY PSYCHIC AN. SERVICES 
working 2 hours each with s positive attltude.Appfl. CANAOIAN CEDAR Log Fall SWERS: Friends of thou, WE TAKE The Fear out of 
evening at honlo. Send e cant should have dealership Savings Special. Order now sands, multi-talented interne, ICBC.  Major ICBC InjUry 
long . . . . . .  experience and must be a and says 10%.Imagine ,ring : tlonal psych!cs.: Relatlon'il claims. Joel A. Wener, trial 
envelopeSen'eeorasseOto XLNssmmpeOBox teamAt ent~nlaYSer' ~ena- - resume In the Warmth and beauty of ship s, Future, Flnancl.~, , Ca,: ~wye r for 25 years. Call free 
: ' t sMce Manager, • a Cedar Log Home. Phone: : rear, Live 24  oursi -800.665.1 f38. Codlin- 
2010, Station B, P r ince  4847 Island Highway Nodh, (604)782-8337 (604)558, $2.gg/Min 18+,1.900-451, gencyfees~ Simon, Wener & 
Adler Geese, B.C. V2N 2 J6 .  Coudenay, B.C. VaN 5Y8. 1800. 3783. 
'1 i 
K ' GLOBAL~ARMING AFS STYLE .~ 
-. Bring the world home by hosting an AFS . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~. high schoci exchange sfudenlfrom one 
CORRECTION of30counlries: Byhostingasludenffor Ca l l  , ,~A I " .  
In this week's Kmart ~,/er the fol- a fullyear, yourfamilywillhelpmakelhis ~::PJ/'I i";~ 
lowing errors have occurred: worldla warmer place to Ik, e. 1.800.361.7248 ~ &,c,u~,= 
On page 32 Ihe Men's size 2X- 
3X 'SE.ep]echo~' Dress Shim will 
not be available. 
On page 26 the Children's ( ~ ~ ' 1 1 1 ~ ~ / ~ , ~ ~ 1 ~ ~  ~ 
Computer Socks are not exodty as i 
illustrated. 1 We apologize |or any inconve- 
nlencelhism°xhm~eceu~'~:l" Terrace 747 A i r  
Kma.Conade,'m.ed I Cadets Annual Tour 1 
St. Matthew's I o f  Lights 
Anglican Church  The 747 Air Cadets are having their 
4514LakelseAve. , annual tour of lights with Terraces Service . l 
Ph. 635-9019 ' , Citizens, to make the nlghtthat much bright- ,~ 
i ' 
Emergenclee: 638-1472 er don t forget to turn your xmas lights on, Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton / 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain ' Thursday Dec. 14. 
Come Worsh ip  With us , 1 
Sundays  10:00 a.m, Thank Youl 
Holy Euchedst 
Sunday School & Nursery t Terrace 747 Ai r  Cadets 
Wednesdays 7:00 p.m r 
O DO R-M IS ER ~' '~ ~=~y  ~'  ~' u.,o=,o,~.~ W u~ ~ ~ =~ 
vmiond Jmd~ ¢='l fix? 
Sprays to eliminate odors organically. Hat=re I= p~o~led = ~ hrba ,kl~ to su~o~ = Imal~ r,,~fk. 
• Other products as well .. U~0&t~ door to ~rgyl V'dddyl Wei~lLo~l and mist 
For service or products i~ ,e~l l l  i..4--x~ ~ ~ ___.c _I_H[ 
Call Jan 635-1112 i [ l [~ j j  JL.:,, " ' -"- ' -"- ' ' .  ""W 
I L%~%~/A I  KAXHZEEN HUNT 
Also Availalbe at thB I1~11B~1 ~a,~d,,r ~,~-~= 
Golden Pond Pet Shop. ~ Home (604) 635-1120 Fox (604) 635-6265 
I 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Bill's Guitar Shop 
i~ i ( ,  ~ Des i~Con~u] tant  ~arge~eled~o~ofpor~andocc=~ori. 
G~ilars from; Tokamine and Samick 
, , ~  "~"~5 .,~:i ........ Well equipped s~o ~or firsl closE repoirs $ 
~' -~ . :~ii ' -o,~ Call Bill at 16041 632-4102 
;~ZZZZZZZ-JZZX~ZZ-J-~ZRZZZZZ~ 
|| STATEMENTS I: 
|| F inanc ia lServ ices  !.~ 
H • Bookkccpi,g • Fmandd Smtcmcms~ 
~¢4, P~ymll Service ' lncomcTaxcs ~4 
• Carpentry I U" C, ove,,~mcnt Forms ~ ~cm~.~c~ b4 
; ;  Prepared by 5th level 14 FREE ESTIMATES/NO OBLIGATION I 
Phone 635-689 1 I ,4 L indeMerNhal I .Ce l163B.TBT8 , 
G H M ~R~'~'T ' |~r ( '~  V,E, BONJCK ~ON,O~TI~L BOOK ~(~J~JNG 
COMPUTER DRAFTING I ~ yMIF| e](pelqMl¢e 
• Residential • Small Commercial Rsa l~ ~ • RB|M~I~ ~I I IB  
30Years Experience 
638"B310 (Pax) 635-1247 635"9228 
Gerard H. Michaud 
4936 ParkAve, Ter~ace i,? ,, / ', ;, :I', ~! ! , : :  I I~I~P5pJ~. 
, . . . . . . . . . . .  ., , . . . .  , !!' J , . . . . . . .  : 
• " - " .  NORTHERN a ~ ~, , z~ ..... 
TELESCOPES LEONA KLEIN 
Owner: Brian McNair 635-5097 
TELESCOPES, BINOCULARS, ACCESSORIES Fine Designer Fashions Petitato Plus 
PRIVATE TUTORING, STAR PARTIES .Home ParUes ,Hostess 0tscounts 
Site 38. Comp 33, RR #2 Terrace. B.C. VSG 3zg .Catalogue Orders ,Fun or Pad.13me 
Phone/Fax: 604-635-1854 Pager #: 638-3005 ,Bridal Shows Employment Opportuntles 
. 
i uter "Tutor 2 - 2406 WtleMon Aw~tl~ Sasl~ot. ,~lc116wan S7L 5Z4 (306) 66-7511 
I~,,,.,~_ '~W't~, " BBUdVP-U~ ,m~l,[,m.],m JOHN & HEATHER AUSTIN 
.......... E[,]~[d111(..-t[,],[,.] glr, r c ~ a '  * ~- .e. ~j( DISTRIBUTOR 
4815 Scott Avenue 
~ ~  Terrace. BC VSG 2B5 (604) 635-2365 
PoppersJPopcom~plces/Candy Corn/Coconut Oil 
440 
¢9 N for25 "Forbtbben • 
. , . . _ . . . . .  worO. 
$5.00 each additionai word i 
~ * ' 3 U ~  DE ENDtN I'LIngerie -Massage  O i l s  
PERSONAL I-Kamasutra Products -" 
~ r -  i-Bubble Bath -and more V~s~'~v 
I I I Sold p¢lv|tely through boule p*.'lJU 
ants/Family Members. Cana- ~ | CALL LANA 638-8098 /~"  da Wide National Registry I HOSTESS OISCOUNTS . j~j~ 
and search assistance 1-800- 
. . o  . . . . .  . 
B I l Z l I l Z l I m I l I m I l I m I m I l I m I ~  
MOVING? DEUVERY? HE SOAP EXCHANGE" 
L ~.~J  You can save 50% end (nore~ by using 
F IREWOOD? ~ our top-quality cleaningproductsl 
Need a truck? 
~100% biodegradable VGreat for Sep~c'Fanks Call 635-0171 or Call 635-6518 rMoney'-back guaranteed 
Ask for Gerry or Tony rAil Containers Re-used & Recycled 
Reasonable Rates 
For free delivery or pick up Call 635-7861 
| l I l I I l l I l I l I l I l I l I l l l X l X l I ~  • • 
i, I " -ii i i 
  ,Harmony Clowns D.J. Odor-Miser 
,Eliminating foul smells .Our products are organfo 
638-8608 based and environmentally friendly 
~ Jake & Jacquie Terpstra ~ ,Residential - Industrial - Commercial. Marine- Auto 
- -  ~ 3987 Kerby Street, Terrace, B.C. ~-~'~I/'~ ,Free Estlmatee • One call away for fresh.air .Serving 
"Gyzmo"  and "Pebbles"  "ir~/- the great Northwest from Prince Rupert to Smlthera 
Jan Sunberg , Phone: 635.1112 8RTHDAY PARTIES- RCN[CS- SPECIAL EVENTS t~/ 
BALLOON 0ECORAT1NG FOR WED01NGS & MEETING9 ~.' 3514 Clare Ave. Fax: 635-1193 
Leave~eDecora~ngandClowrdngroUs! Terrace, B.C., VSG 3M4 " 
/, \,cls0nlv 
FALL/WINTER 1995 
Home Parties 
Hostess Discounts - Gifts 
100% Cotton 
(Infant to Adult) 
! 
Bonnie Mercer 
635-1900 
AlMa Servicing N/ l iE  Valley IReedderltll 
C.C.-- 
E. R. Vsllee • 
_La. n c3-  a&o 
Adirondack Style 
4825 Kalum Lake Drive Terrace, BC V8G 4R5 I (504) 638 0376 ~ = 
5 C ; ~ r ~ O ~ H A I R  SALON 
•:.  Christaa, P~rm Special ~ 
until DKember  22  r 1995 :; ~ * ~ " 
ly ~tr, . t  0n~. 0My & [v,.i~ Avai~k. 8¢~US 
:ln~ Zaporzan • 2041 Hemlock, Terrace. 638-20~ 
Udget Suite 1115 ~ 
S 5331 McConnel l  Ave. 
US i l leSS  Terrace, Be V8G 4G2 
Ph• 638-5457 
q l~D'  Service Fax 638-5459 
I Bookkeeping, Desktop Publishing, Computer T aining, 1 
Resumes, Etc. 
We do avwylhlng !ncludlng Windows (and DOS and Mac) 
J 
BChydro "., 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
The Prince George Regional Engineering 
Department of B,C, Hydro requests offers 
from contractors interested in Reporting, 
Inspecting and Treating standing wood poles 
and stubs on B.C. Hydro's Transmission 
Lines in the Terrace, Kitimat and Houston 
area, 
Such offers will be received until 11:00 a.m. 
on January O9, 1996 at the Prince George 
Regional Engineering Department, 3480 
Opie Crescent, Prince George. 
To obtain the required documents, please 
direct enquiries to Grant Rasmussen (561- 
4849), Phil Graham .(561-4984) or the 
Regional Engineering Office at 561-4881, 
B.C. Hydro Regional Engineering 
Department, RO. Box 6500, Prince George, 
B.C., V2N 2K4 under reference to Local 
Work Contract E704.96.01. 
Invitation to TENDER 
DEASE LAKE 
PROJECT #717595. 697004 
CONTRACT #F19363228 
TENDER#95-TBB038 
nu i ld ingBC 
fe r t i l e  
- 2lst Centuo, 
Tenders are invited for renovations to the Minlstry of Forests 
Dease Lake District Office, Dease Lake, B.C. 
Tender documents will include architectural, mechanical nd 
electrical drawings and specifications. 
Work includes interior enovations, including alterations to the 
building's plumbing, HVAC and electrical systems. 
Sealed tenders will received by British Columbia Buildings Corpo- 
ration at 2918 S. Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 2X5, until Janu. 
ary 11,1996, at 3:00 p.m., and oPened in public shortly thereafter. 
Tender documents may be obtained on December 11, 1995, 
from the abo~,e address. Thcse documents are available to Gen- 
eral Contractors upon receipt of a refundable deposit of a certi- 
ficd cheque or cash in the amount of FIPTY DOLLARS 
($50.00), payable to thc Corporation. Dcposits will be refunded_ 
upon satisfactory return of tender documents within one month 
of tender dosing date. Requests for tender documents o ot~t-"oV" 
town contractors will be couriered collect upon written request ~
and receipt of the refundable deposit. 
The Province of British Columbia's Skills Development and 
COURT BAILIFF SALE 
The Court Bailiff will offer for sale by sealed bid the 
interest of the following! judgment ~ebtor, Michael 
Harper Bishop, in the following goods and chattels 
purported to be: 
1987 Western Star Logging Truck, V.I.N. 
2WLPDCCH2HK920063 
1988 Peerless Pole trailer V.I.N. 
2PLAOO921GE49640 
And Sandra Gail Rodgers, in the follow ng goods 
ond chattels purported to be: , , " 
1978 Arctic Pole trailer V.I.N. 803A19H54 
Sold on as is, where is basis. Goods may be 
inspected by contacting the undersiclned. Sea ed 
bids will be received at the Court Bailiff's office list- 
ed below between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday through Frida), up to the hour of 
] 1:00 a.m. Friday, December 22, 1995; 
Sale may be subject o cancellation without notice. 
The Court Bailiff reserves the right to adjourn the 
sale without notice and may apply to the court for 
further direction, if the need arises. 
Terms of Sale: Each bid must be accompanied by a 
bank draft or money order for 10 percent of the bid 
made payable to the Court Bailiff. The ba ance of 
the bid, plus Social Services Tax and Goods and 
Service Tax (if applicable), to be paid immediately 
upon acceptance of the bid. Failure to pay. the bah 
'ance atthe agreed time may result in forfeiture of 
'the deposit. 
CALEDONIA COURT BAILIFF SERVICES 
#3-4554 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $2 
[604) 635-7649 
Contact: N. Perry-Court Bailiff 
R. Smith-Court Bailiff 
Invitation to TENDER 
PRINCE RUPERT/NORTH COAST 
nu i ld ing  B .C  
PROJECT #717962 697003 ro,-~ " 21st Century 
CONTRACT #F19363227 
TENDER #95-TBB037 
Tenders are invited for the Ministry of Forests - Prince Rupert 
North Coast District Office Renovation. 
Tender documents will include architectural, mechanical and 
electrical drawings and specifications. 
Sealed tenders will be received by British Columbia Buildings 
Corporation at 2918 S. Eby Street, Terrace, B.C,, V8G 2X5, 
until January 111 1996, at 3i00 p.ml, and opened in public . 
shortly thereafter. 
Tender documents may :be obtained on December 11, 1995, 
from the above address. These doeuments areavailable toGen- 
eral Contractors upon receipt of a refundable deposit of a certi- 
' fled cheque or cash in the amount of FIFTY DOLLARS 
• ($50.00), payable to the Corporation. Deposits will be refunded 
upon satisfactory return of tender documents wthin one month 
of tender closing date. Requests for tender documents oout-of- 
town contractors will be couriered collect upon written request 
Fair Wage Act will apply to this project. I J ..,and receipto f the refundable deposit. 
Bid dcposito~:f.0r, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  sub-.trades hsti~d in the Ins~ct~bnsL~~r i tO  Bid- .-~. -r ............. ti~ihS,9~mbia's~  ~ Skills,Det,elootnent and 
ders will el,use;~anuary'o,l~r-2o,-ar.~mlpan;-ar[ne ~onst ruc~~- -W~]  . . . .  ; , . . , ,  ~ . vo,n DnL~ ~ ~.<, , .  , ,, 
. . . .  a mge act w~li apply [oanls proje%.~ ,,.~ ~ :,.~ . . 'As~0ciaii6n~6ffie~"locatffd"~r385T:181h--A-¢~:; pdi~e~'~J-" "~m'r""wa~. . .... . . . . . .  : ...... ; . . .  : .- ..... 
B.C., V2N I BI. ' - " I ~id depository for sub-trades isted in the Instructions to Bid- 
................. . . . . .  : ...... ~: "~ ~ " I 8.ers wii! close January 8,1996, at 3:00 p.m. at the Construe- Plans and specifications may also be examined at the Dease 
I tionAssociation offices located at 385b18~ Ave., Prince 
Lake Govemment Agent's Office, Bulkley Valley-Lakes Dis- I - Ge0tge; B.C., V2N IB I ;  -' . ; : . 
trict Construction Association, Terrace- BC Buildings Corpora- " , • . . . . .  " 
I Plans a n '  d spocificati0ns may also be examined at the P'rince tion, Prince Rupert Construction Association and the Kitimat 
Satellite Plan Room. I Rupe_~ Construction Association, Bulkley Valley-Lakes Dis-' 
I J trict Construction Association, Terrace- BC Bu;Idings Corpora- General enquiries may be directed to the Project Superin- 
' -1  fion an d !he Kitimat Satellite Plan Room. tendent, Barry Book, in Terrace at 638-2364, Facsimile • 
J. , General' enquiiies may be directed t0 the prbject Superin- Number 638-2370, or the Consultant, Ray Hunt, at 388-4246, 
': Facsimile Number 380-9963. I : ' tendent, Barry Book~ in Teri'ace at 638-2364,:Facsimile 
' J Number 638-2370, or the Consultant, Ray Hunt, at 388-4246, The Corporation reserves the right to negotiate any tender and 
i rhe lowest or any tender willnot necessarily be accepted. [ Facsimile Number 380-9963. .  . " . -  . 
; " the lowest or any tender will not necessarily beaccepted. 
:. B¢ Buildings BC Buildings =I 
AROUND THE CLOCK OFFEI  
• 
Choice with Our Famous Coffee, 
g 
I, TWO Locations to Serve you Better J 
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY 
SKEENA MALL 
635-2662 FOOOCOm 
4658 LAKELSE, TERRACE MALL HOURS 
You've Always Got Time For Tim Hortons ~ 
'Round The 
Clock Freshness g 
Make Your Choice From a wide Vadety of 
Baked Goods, Soups, Chill, Sandwiches 
and More,, .Made Fresh Dally, Enjoy Your 
Th!s 
,12 Comblnaflon Plates to Choose From ,~ v= ~ ~  
1"7 ~J  INCLUDING DINNER #5: J %, 
IZ /~[ Chicken Fried Nee '. ONLY I ~ IZ~,* /~A. . .  
~ LIC~NS~D S~S.A]R CONDITIONED 
WEEKDAYS: 11:00 AM. tl:00 PM 
-~ FRI. -SAT,: 11:00AM - MIDNIGHT 
SUNDAY: 4:00 PM. 10:00 PM 
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NOTICE TOCREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ESTATE OF BERNICE 
LILLIAN HEAD, also known as BERNICE HEAD, 
formerly of Terrace, British Col umbid 
Creditors and others having claims against he above estate 
are required to send full particulars of such claims to 
Crampton, Brown & Arndt, # 3- 4623 Park Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1V5, on or before the 31st day of December, 
1995, after which date the assets of the said estate will be 
distributed having regard only to the claims that have been 
received. 
ARTHUR NORMAN HEAD, Executor 
c/o CRAMPTON, BROWN &ARNDT 
Solicitors for the Estate 
Province of Ministry of 
. British Columbia Forests 
TIMBER SALE LICENSE A49256 
Take notice that, pursuant o seai0n 16 of the Forest A~, applicuti0ns will be 
atcepted by the Died Manager, Cassiar Forest Distrid, B.C up t0 4:00p.m. an 
December 20, 1995, far timber located along the Devil Creek Forest service 
road. 
Volume M 3 SPRUCE: 2 423.4 
LP PINE: 126.1 
BALSAM: 2 839.0 
HEMLOCK: 1 839.3 GRADE3: 526. 
TOTAL M 3 7 754.6 (MORE OR LESS) 
fiRM: 6 MONTttS 
LOGGING METHGO CONVENTIONAL GROUND BASED MEIHO0 
BILIJNG METHOD SCALE BMEB 
UPSET STUMPAGE $29.54 PER CUBIC METER FOR ALL CONIFEROUS SPECIES 
Tenders will ba accepted from any applicant. 
Tenders will be opened at 14:00 p.m. on December 21, 1995, at the Cassiar 
Forest Ois~d office. 
Additional inform0ti0n may be 0brained ffam Kavin Zohny at the Cassier Forest 
Dislrid office, PO Box 247, Dease Lake, British Columbia, VBC 1LO 
Th e Terrace Art Association 
would like to thank the follow- 
ing people and organizations 
for helping to make our Christmas Arts 
& Crafts Fair (held Dec; l& 2 1995) a 
Success: 
Safeway, Overwaitea, Terrace Co-opl 
Tim Horton's, B.C. Automotive and 
Industrial Supplies, Home Hardware 
and City of Terrace-Parks and 
Recreation, Alanda Beck, Asia 
Kunzman, Gloria West, Vicky McCarron, 
"~' Do rreen. M~Mil i~n~ David:= Ve~cenzid~ 
" Verbhicazin~i~i~rfn~n, NoraGines', Pat 
Ed~ih Columbfll FO~e~lS 
NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL 
COMPLETION 
In the maner of the Bill Lake 
Forest Service Road Contract Eng96- 
06 
BE1WEEN OWNER: 
MInlst,'y of Forests 
Take notice" that substantlat 
completion has been given as of 
December 7, 1995. 
CONTRACTOR: 
Biporl Forest Products I~td. 
P.O. Box 518 
Pdnce Rupert, B.C. 
V&J 3R5 
Distdct Manager, North Coast Forest 
District. 
Province of British Columbbl 
MIdstly of Health and 
Mll~stry Regpoftll~ll for S efllolll 
OlV1SION OF 
VITAL STATISTICS 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an ap~cat~ will 
be made to the Dhgto, of Vadl Statistic= foe a 
change of name, pursuan~ to the ptovlslo~ ot 
the~ameAct'byme: . 
NAME OF APPUCAMT IN FULl.: 
8 eatr;¢e IJIlian Ktnkead 
ADDRESS : Comp. E8 Site 2 RF~3. 
CITY: Terrace. B.C. 
POSTAL CODE:VSG 4R6 
PHONE: 604-635.3238 
an to!lows: 
TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: Kink'ead 
GIVEN NAMES: Beatrice IJlllan 
TO: 
SURNAME: Spencer-Thaln-Kinkead 
GIVEN NAMES: Beatrice Ullian 
DATED THIS 13th DAY OF DECEMBER, 
199SA.D. 
"At our housei my Morn" 
lil<es me t6 read: to.lier, 
because she can't read | 
• by hei-self.!'¢ :: : ; : :  
• - :.. :: :: E~r~,,~;,,,,:z'l 
At  Eric's age, his mother 
would be happy to read to 
him. But she can't, because 
she has multiple sclerosis. 
She has double vision and her 
hands hake, so she can't do. 
a lot of the things• a mo@er 
would like to do:Bufshe's 
grateful that sh~; i~6.tp~ira!. 
lyzed, whichcruStal lf~ppen. 
And she's gr//tefiil t:6/;,lier~: 
little boy wh o !O~ihei~jiaSt " 
Tens Of (hou~nd~ ofp~ople :!- -  " " -  " ' . 
in Canada ha~e'~;.D!tipl~:,:; ! 
scle rosis,:~ioppig~:th_~~frdm: 
doing the things~thb, t 0/ih'ers 
do without a SeCond. thought; 
Become a volunieer: Mhke a: '~ 
donation. Together we'll find 
. a way.to siop muldple :; ':~ L:: 
. . . . .  ¢ . , 'CONTAGT ISS  TODAY. t '~q~, 'v ,  
".,'~ ~ ,- Call: 1,800r2684'$82~ 11/~ 
Baptic, Marg Prest, Estelle Mitchell, 
Spring Daughterty, Diana Chana, Adam. 
k Garton-Zutter and Robert Garton-Zutter. 
. , : . ' ~1 
, : .7  • 
@ Hulti'ple$c|emsis 
SOCIEIY OF CANADA,. 
SERVICES . ~IES~CH, EDLICA'nON . 
Faveurite 
The Terrace Standard 
on Wednesday) 
January 3, 1996 
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Send a clear photo of your favourite baby and The Terrace Standard will 
publish it in our special "Babies of '95" section. Cherish this lasting 
memento forever! It's easy as ABC . . . . . . . .  -. 
A -  complete Ihe form below. 
B- Enclose a clear photo of your baby- (be sure to idenfifyihe p'holO so 
it can be returned.)* 
C-  Mail wilh your payment of $20.00, GST included tO:~ . . . . .  .:: 
THE TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLIE AVE. TERRACE, B,C V8G i58 
I ADDRESS , . .. " "  . .: :;~i ] : . ; . '  :;i' . . . ' - . . i  ;. I 
. RELATIONSHIP TO CHILD -:  
l BABY'S NAME .... ' ; ' . ::  ' :)- ! '  :~ : "  ' .-'!'if.'::';-.:"::":::': -  '"  ",::"~::': J. 
III " BOY'Q GIRLO DATE OF BIRTH ~ ~  :. ::,': .:, . - :  .; .{ :::(;:)i:~:!::!~i, .;.: '- - . . .". : ~'~ ..... I " 
I FIRSTAND L~Sr NAMES OF:PARE.bITS:":: ' '-::'k ~. i,.:. ; :  .,/ : - :  :-, :,~~:: -. ,,.:..~ )~. : : . , .  :. | 
I CHEQUEQ VISAQ:"::' : MASTERCAR[~:' ". r r :. ~;: : ~:J : I 
I CARD# ' '  . :: : : . , : "  : .F~PIR.-... . . . .  I 
I I I I I I I I I I . I  i ' I ' I . I ' /  
"We Are Not Respomible For LoaOr oohloged Photo=. ~ All Posslbb Care Will Be Tokm. 
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION THURSDAY, DECEMBER 28 ,1995 .+ 
Sponsored By: :~ 
# 
• r d~ 
: 
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[] ~ ~ 1  ~ II Im 
SONY 
PORTABLE CFD-8 
C oStnt rrol~ C;s ~l%ityee r, Tc~:to I 
DISC PLAYER CAMCORDER 0 
CDP-C26S CCD TR 23  MODEL AVM 2S9S MODEL DCD 12 
5 Disc + 10 Track Direct -.----.-. 
Select Keys, Peak ' ~ ~ ~ 12 x Zoom, Automatic I ~ ~  25 In. Screen, Bass/Treble ~- -  6 Pack Disc P.layerz Double 
. . . . . . . .  ~ ~ Controls, Clock Sleep Timer, Cassette Deck and Remote 
• ~ ~ i [~~i J  Auto Shut Off and Remote• Control• 
| 
[ 
J SA Y'O SA Y'O 
(V -32S12 WALKMAH WM sx34j PORTABLE STEREO CAMCORDER 
)EL DeepBla.ckTrinitronTube, ~ Supe;MegaBass, Auto I MODEL MCD Z8 MO VMPS 12  
S-Video ,npul an.d ~ /~. .~)Reverse ,  Auto Rolling and I ~ AM/FM Stereo, B Watts, ~ ~Po in t  and Shoot, Fixed Focus, 
Surround Sound. / /  1 ~ ~  AutoOff. - J ' ~  CD Player, Cassette Deck i ~  Auto Exposure, 3Power 
O , ~ ~ ~  and 2 Way Speakers. 
I 
SONY 
PORTABLE CFD S 50  
Detachable Speakers, 
Disc Player and Double 
SONY 
MINI  STEREO 
MHC-C305 
2OW X 2, 5 CD Changer, 
Double Cassette Deck and 3 
.<ANd/Vn S, D 
PORT~EREO 
MODEL MCDS 660 
CD Player, 16 Selection 
Single Cassette Deck, 
, AM/FM Stereo, 
iBassx~nder & AC/~ 
Panasonico 
PORTABLE RX-DT 30  
.... ~ High Power, Extra Bass 
~ System, CD Player, .Dual 
I ...... Cassette Deck, Synchro & 
C non 
CAMCORDER ES-80 
k 12 x Power Zoom, Line in 
Recording, Digital Signal 
Processing and Edit Switch 
Canon 
SURE SHOT LX 
~ ~ ~ l i l h ~  Super Mega Bass, Auto 
J~t/~ I~"~ Reverse, Auto Rolling 
!? '~ 
f!,i 
lli 
ifi 
PEHTAX 
BINOCULARS 8X24 
UCF WR 
a Dter Resistant and Pop up 
iopter Adjus~ent. 
'~! .i~ 
Cauon 
SURE SHOT 70  ZOOM 
~ IR~/ i t~i i~ rLUtn°°~m~ s.  mEYerge 
SLS 160 DISCMAH 
Inner Earphone, AC 
Adapter/Charger, 8 Hour 
layback and Pop up Eject. 
JVC 
PORTABLE STEREO 
PCX-75 
CD Player, Dual 
II ~ ~ ~  Cassette and Remote 
I 
Panasonic, 
CORDLESS ,PHONE 
~ii *'KXT!~!c~ 4008Channels .... :,'~!~i~,-, Cordless, ~0 w]~h 
~IL  Auloscan, Ughtecl. Keypad 
and One Touch Talk. 
JVC 
DISC XL-V 161 
Sin.qle Disc CD Player and 
Headp'hone Output wilh Volume. 
~laster Card SIGHT  sO'' " Ur' D 
: ;  i ¸  
